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ABSTRACT

Research on justice has produced two literatures, procedural justice and 

distributive justice. Procedural justice research has focused on the 

psychology of procedural preference, establishing reliable preferences for 

adjudication over other dispute resolution procedures. Procedural justice 

theories suggest these preferences are based on the concern of participants 

with decision and process control. Distributive justice theories have 

examined the justice rules that decision-makers use to determine the 

appropriate distribution of resources, emphasizing the interpersonal 

relationships among participants in determination of the “fair” rule for that 

dispute. Research distinguishing these two justice literatures has concluded 

that procedural justice concerns are the more robust: that procedural 

manipulations are more determinative of fairness perceptions than are the 

rules used for allocation outcomes. This research re-examines that 

conclusion, using M. J. Lemer’s justice motive theories (1977, 1981) as the 

bases of analysis for distributive justice while assessing the importance of 

interpersonal relationship characteristics on procedural justice phenomena. 

Three studies tested fairness perceptions of conflict scenarios constructed
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to describe the relational characteristics of Lemer’s theories. Study 1 

examines procedural preferences among adjudication, negotiations and 

joint problem-solving under different interpersonal relationships outlined in 

Lemer’s original forms of justice (1977), and assesses the distribution rule 

preferences associated with those relationships. Study 2 tests the 

evaluations of faimess of those justice procedures and distribution rules 

across Lemer’s interpersonal relationship characteristics. Study 3 

investigates the impact of Lemer’s revised forms of justice (1981) on 

faimess of distribution mles and on participant concem for process and 

decision control. Few consistent results for procedural justice emerged 

across the first 2 studies: Psychological relations of identity/unit/nonunit 

influenced procedural preference, with joint problem-solving most robust. 

Adjudication was not the preferred justice procedure. Distributive justice 

rule preference and faimess ratings in studies 1 and 2 offered only 

inconsistent and partial support for Lemer’s original forms of justice. 

Studies 1 and 2 suggested that people preferred a cooperative justice 

procedure (joint problem-solving) but a competitive distribution rule 

(justified self-interest). Results from Study 3 similarly presented only 

partial support for Lemer’s revised justice theory: Only two of six justice
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rules tested matched a relationship characteristic theorized as determinative 

of perceived faimess, those being utilitarian decisions and legal contest. 

Study 3 results showed process and decision control influenced by 

relationship characteristics: Nonunit relationships were associated with 

both third-party process control and third-party decision control. Results 

of the three studies are discussed in terms of their implications for Lemer’s 

theories and the interaction of distributive and procedural justice 

literatures. It is apparent that while interpersonal relationships influence 

both procedural faimess and distribution rule faimess, the power of 

procedural and distributive justice theories in predicting faimess is weak. 

Examiners:

Dr. Ron f^pppjb^ Supervisor (Department of Psychology)

Dr. Lome lod. Departmental Member

r. JosepnTCeDr. JosephKess, Outside Member (Department of Linguistics)

Dr. Beverly Riddell, Extemal Examiner (Ministry of the Attomey General)
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A SOCIAL SENSE OF JUSTICE:

THE POWER OF RELATIONSHIPS IN THE INTERACTION 
OF PROCEDURAL AND DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE

Introduction

The administration of justice is a central feature of an individual's 

experience in society. Whether one considers the experience of family 

members ("Am I being treated fairly by my parents? By my teachers?"), 

workers ("Do we get the respect and remuneration we deserve from our 

employer?"), taxpayers ("Is my share a fair share of the taxes necessary for 

the delivery of social services?"), minority groups ("Shouldn't we have the 

same economic and cultural power as other groups in society?") or litigants 

in virtually any legal dispute ("Is this court proceeding, and is this court 

decision, fair?"), the concem is the same; we rely on the administration of 

fair and just treatment of self and others in order to feel we have a chance 

to secure the respect and recognition that is deserved. We each need to 

believe that social groups allow for a complete presentation o f the facts 

surrounding a justice issue, that the facts are considered so as to render a 

decision in an unbiased fashion, and that the outcome of the justice 

procedure properly reflects our interpersonal or social identity — what we 

“deserve”. Confirmation o f these characteristics in the operation of justice 

is necessary if we are to believe that justice has been administered, if we are 

to see "justice done,” if we are to receive justice.

The studies on the administration of justice have taken these needs 

and organized them around two dimensions. On the one hand, perceptions 

of justice involve some agreement on the appropriate decision process used
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in determining fair ways of making allocation decisions (processes to 

present the facts, explore the dispute, and outline a means of dispute 

resolution). On the other hand, it involves determining the standard or 

definition of just what IS an appropriate level of outcome, or decision, that 

is deserved by the participants in the justice decision (decisions about 

relative rewards, costs, resources, judicial ruling and so on). To administer 

justice not only must one provide a fair and unbiased forum to hear facts 

and promote decisions about the issue at hand, but along the way one must 

also determine a fair or just level of outcome distribution among persons 

participating in the forum. The process of administering justice, and the 

rules used to determine the nature or outcome of the decision being 

administered, are each influential variables in the perception of social 

justice.

The psychology of justice has been a dominant theme in social 

psychology for decades. Two areas of research dominating the literature 

and reflecting this dual nature of justice are procedural justice and 

distributive justice. Procedural justice concerns the procedures that are 

used in the settlements of disputes or the allocation of resource outcomes 

(procedural justice concerned with the "process" o f justice). Distributive 

Justice examines the rules (sometimes called "justice rules" or "distribution 

rules") that decision-makers use within these procedures to determine the 

appropriate distribution of resources (distributive justice being concerned 

with the determination of outcomes of justice).

Research on these two dimensions of social justice, albeit all too 

often separate bodies of research, has sought to predict under which
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procedures (procedural justice) and in accordance with which distribution 

rules (distributive justice) will participants judge the event fair or just. It 

has mostly relied on the perspective of individual reactions and judgments: 

the individual's preference of procedure, the individual's choice of 

distribution rule, the individual's reactions to outcome, the individual's 

judgment of justice, and so on. Individual preferences of justice procedure 

have consistently revealed a preference for adversarial (adjudicative) 

procedures over mediation and bargaining, and over other less adversarial 

styles of conflict resolution. Individual choices of outcome distribution 

rules have favored distributions based on equity over such norms as 

equality, need, entitlement, or other social norms of resource allocation.

Research distinguishing the phenomena of procedural and 

distributive justice has attempted to weigh their relative importance as 

causal variables in the perception of faimess. Generally and for some time, 

the conclusion reached is that procedural justice concerns are the more 

robust; that procedural manipulations are more determinative of faimess 

perceptions than are the rules used for allocation outcomes. This 

conclusion, though, has exclusively relied on a comparison of the 

importance of procedure against the favorability of the outcome of the 

distribution: "(w)ith few exceptions the effects of these procedural 

manipulations emerge regardless o f the outcome o f the procedure" (Lind & 

Lissak, 1985, italics added). Nowhere have researchers sought to examine 

how the choice of and reaction to distribution rules (rather than distribution 

outcomes) interacts with the choice o f and reaction to justice procedure.

The following work is designed to refine the understanding of how
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distribution mles interact with procedural mechanisms, and as a result 

provide a more exact model for reconsidering the relatively unchallenged 

assertion of the overall robustness of the procedural manipulations in 

general and the adversarial, adjudicative process in particular. This work 

will seek to establish the role played by interpersonal relationships among 

participants to the justice enterprise in determining a procedure-by- 

distribution mle interaction.

Distribution mles are known to be chosen on the basis of perceived 

relationships among participants. Interpersonal relationships of the 

participants is a necessary contextual consideration when predicting 

preference for and reactions to distribution mles. The claim of this 

dissertation research is that interpersonal relationship characteristics are 

similarly necessary considerations when predicting the preferences for 

procedural manipulations and their effects on judgments of justice.

The contention of this work is that perception of social justice is 

determined by a "goodness-of-fit" between procedure and distribution mle. 

The determination of "fit" is based on the participants' views of their 

relationships (these relationships dynamic to the justice interaction itself as 

well as the pre-interaction relationship history). Different interpersonal 

relationships are expected to drive different judgments of the appropriate 

procedural mechanism, and they are at the same time expected to drive 

different judgments of the appropriate distribution mle. A judgment of 

faimess is dependent upon the appropriate procedural mechanism, 

employing the appropriate distribution mle, given the particulars of the 

interpersonal relationships.
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Assessment of "justice done" (assessment of fairness) will be 

determined by that propriety. Alternatively, a perception of injustice will 

be determined by a poor fit between procedure and distribution rule when 

analyzed to consider the historical, ongoing and changing relationships 

among participants.

It is the nature of the interaction between procedural processes that 

allocate rewards and the decision rules that determine the actual 

distributions produced by those processes, then, that is the central focus 

herein. The perspective of this work has particular interest in the relation 

between perceived justice and the interpersonal dynamics of participants. 

Two aspects of the interpersonal dynamics are of interest: the relative 

power among participants to the interaction, and the role played by verbal 

behaviour between participants. These two aspects of interaction are 

expected to both reveal and establish the relations among participants 

themselves.

A greater interest than previous research in the importance of 

exchanged language for both revealing and shaping the nature of 

participant relationships is a base perspective behind this work. The verbal 

exchanges taking place in the resolution of justice issues are seen for their 

causal and consequential properties, both revealing and influencing 

participant perception of their relations to one another. The verbal 

exchange of communication is strongly influenced by the particular 

procedural vehicle used in the justice process, but it is also sensitive to the 

social identity needs of participants as they search for appropriate justice 

rules in their quest for justice and deservingness.
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In short, the perspective of this research is a perspective that 

considers the social contexts surrounding disputants in the justice exchange 

as causal in the determination of fair procedural justice process and fair 

distributive justice rules. The social context that establishes the disputant 

relationships is the same context that drives a sense of justice.

Summarv Overview

Debates continue in the literature. Does the process of 

administering justice play a more important role than the rules used in the 

determination of outcome allocation, and if so, what are the psychological 

processes involved? What is the importance of interpersonal relationships 

and power as context variables of the justice event, and how might they 

intrude on the event and subsequent perceptions of justice? Are the 

psychological processes evidently at work in the phenomena of distributive 

justice absent when issues of procedural justice arise? Or if they are 

present, is it "need," "equity," "equality" or something else that is the 

determinative rule in determining outcomes and distributing justice? Are 

these distribution rules suited to only particular procedural justice 

resolution mechanisms? Can we learn more about the phenomenon of 

justice by integrating the psychologies of procedural and distributive 

justice?

Existing literatures have not offered a comprehensive theoretical 

framework to explain the psychological dynamics o f both procedural and 

distributive justice in an integrated fashion. Research concludes that 

procedural judgments are more important than distribution outcome 

judgments (a conclusion this dissertation will qualify), all the while calling
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for a new model to describe why such procedural justice preferences 

predominate. Contribution toward such a new model is offered by this 

work.

This paper, then, serves to examine the interaction between 

procedural and distributive justice — between the process of administering 

justice and the distribution rule(s) used in determining the outcome of 

administering justice. It reviews the literatures on distributive justice and 

on procedural justice, with an aim to analyzing the importance of 

interpersonal relationships when judging the propriety and faimess of both 

distribution rules and procedural characteristics. In this analysis, 

considerations of power and exchanged language are introduced and 

weighed for their contributions in understanding the interaction between 

both dimensions of justice. These analyses are expected to provide 

answers to the continuing debate noted above.
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CEIAPTER 1.

CONTEXTUAL CONSIDERATIONS 

OF POWER AND LANGUAGE

Æ Power and Social Exchange

When one discusses justice, one must consider the phenomenon of 

power. To allocate rewards, to settle disputes, to ensure the just treatment 

of society's members — in short, to establish justice in the world — some 

person or persons must have the authority and power to make and impose 

decisions, either in a collegial or adversarial fashion.

"The fundamental concept in social sciences is power, in the same 

sense in which energy is the fundamental concept in physics" (Russell, 

1938). Power is seen by many theorists as a central feature of social 

exchange (Weber, 1948; Adler, 1966; Dahl, 1957; Heider, 1958; French & 

Raven, 1959; White, 1959; Emerson, 1962; Raven, 1965, 1974; deCharms, 

1968; Gamson, 1974; Lukes, 1974; Kelman, 1974; Schopler & Layton, 

1974; Pruitt & Gahagan, 1974; Eckstein & Gurr, 1975; McClelland, 1975; 

Bandura, 1977; Henley, 1977; Salancik & PfefFer, 1977; Foucault, 1980; 

Ng, 1980; Doob, 1983; Wartenberg, 1990).

Pitkin (1972) is a social theorist who focuses on two different 

aspects of the concept power, and distinguishes between "has power to" 

and "has power over." These two aspects of power suggest that one 

meaning of power ("power to") refers to the stable attributes of a person or 

entity (in that an entity may have the ability to do something), and is seen
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as the characteristic o f a particular set o f attributes residing in that entity. 

The other aspect of power is more relational ("power over") where one 

person may have the ability to dominate or influence others. This latter 

assessment of power is not focused on the exclusive attributes of the 

particular, but more dependent upon the relative powers among 

participants. This view of what can be called "situated power" considers 

the structural features of the relationship that define the relative power 

between the actors, and is argued to be a central attribute in interpersonal 

exchange. It is this latter type of power, a relative "power over," that is of 

relevance to the study of justice.

As with any form of power, social power of this relational kind can 

be typed into both negative and positive categories. It is seen as having 

potentially negative features when it is used to intimidate and coerce. A 

negative type of relational power is "coercive power," where one person 

dominates a subordinate agent in order to secure benefits deemed positive 

by (and sometimes for) the dominant one him or herself. A sports team 

captain who uses his or her position to set the plays so as to maximize the 

captain’s personal success is an example here. Utilization of coercive 

power often has as a secondary goal, the maintenance or reassurance of 

the power imbalance in the relationship. That way, by establishing roles of 

unequal power the dominant person can predict relative gain in the future. 

The team captain, by virtue of the highest scores and “strongest” 

performance, will increase his/her likelihood of maintaining the position of 

captain. This situated power can gain the legitimacy of social sanction 

through institutionalizing the distribution of unequal power allocations
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(team leaders often receive special treatment). Indeed, it has been long 

claimed that power inequalities and the ability to have power over others 

are communicated through socialization and promoted by benefiting 

insiders to legitimize class structure, social boundaries and social closure 

(Weber, 1948; Postman, 1980).

"Transformative" power, in contrast, is the term used to refer to a 

more positive social concept in both intent and application (Wartenberg, 

1990). Transformative power can be viewed as a necessary and beneficial 

feature of society when it serves to regulate and harmonize the mutual lives 

of society members. When using power of this type, a dominant agent 

exercises power over a subordinate (as he/she does with coercive power), 

but has as an aim the undercutting of the power differential between the 

dominant and subordinate. The goal is not maintenance of the power 

differential for future dominant agent benefit as is so characteristic of 

coercive power; rather, it is some transformation of the relative powers so 

that the subordinate person gains power in the relationship (and/or the 

dominant loses power), thus transforming the actors' relationship to reflect 

increasing equality o f power. A parent who brings up an adolescent child 

is an example here. The desire of the parent is to produce less dependence 

upon the parent by the adolescent, and more personal volition and personal 

control in the adolescent. The process is intended to “transform” the 

relationships towards relationships of more equality between two adult 

persons. The application of transformative power is more sensitive to the 

particular personal needs of the subordinate in order to bring about 

effective change toward equality with the dominant person. It is easier to
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transform the person in the role than it is to transform the very nature of 

the social role itself.

Coercive power, then, is more status-quo oriented and most 

sensitive to the social positions or roles of the participants. On the other 

hand, transformative power is more change oriented, and most sensitive to 

the individual occupying the social role, rather than the role itself.

When one considers the dynamics of an interpersonal exchange 

employing power in some form or another, these forms of power are 

important considerations if one wishes to review the exchange at a 

motivational level of the participants. The justice process is an exchange 

that undoubtedly reflects the use of power, and one might search the 

dynamics of the justice phenomena for the different forms of power. If  one 

does, the question arises: if there are aspects of the justice process that 

reflect power, is there evidence of the coercive power / transformative 

power distinction?

R  Power and Justice

The interrelationship between power and justice must be developed 

further. Some researchers have criticized the literature for its lack of 

inclusion of "power" in the study of justice, even though recognizing that 

an analysis of power seems crucial for an understanding of how justice 

operates (Blau, 1964; Cook & Emerson, 1978; Austin & Hatfield, 1980; 

Greenberg, 1981; Greenberg & Cohen, 1982). Hogan and Emler (1981) 

suggest that the emphasis on distributive justice, typical of the early decade 

of research in this area, was an emphasis on the "power holders" of the 

world. They state:
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How to distribute resources defensibly is a problem that concerns 
deans, parents, political leaders, and other persons who must keep 
peace among the flock that they tend. They are concerned with 
keeping the system running, (p. 129)

This analysis is typical of the "coercive power" perspectives noted above. 

To "keep peace" is to maintain status quo, to maintain the social structure 

that makes up the system. Coercive power tactics in distributive justice 

decisions would be seen, according to this analysis, to maintain the 

preferential status of the powerful and the less-advantageous status of the 

dominated. In other words, these tactics (the prerogative of the powerful) 

would be selfish (or of self-interest to the powerful) in orientation. The 

"just distribution" of the outcomes is seen simply as an image of the 

distribution of power.

It is no surprise that this assumption of selfishness is fundamental to 

major theoretical perspectives on distributive justice (note equity theory, 

below). A minority number of justice researchers (Edelman, 1977; Cohen, 

1986) challenge the priority role of the self-interest power motive as 

outlined above, concluding an analysis that reveals a power structure in 

justice arenas that is "in the common interest of all" rather than in the 

interests of self (Cohen, 1986, p. 82). In Cohen's analysis, coercive power 

tactics to support the advantage of the powerful clearly threaten the well

being of the power-disadvantaged. High levels of attention to this 

imbalance is "risky" to the stability of society in that it leads to questions 

about the legitimacy of the powerful's advantage and provokes coalition 

building among the power-disadvantaged. To avoid this, society develops 

mechanisms to constrict the use of coercive power. Society creates dispute
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resolution procedures as both problem-solving forums and as "symbols of 

justice" to cloud recognition of conflicting interests and to reduce the 

likelihood of social change. This social view of justice is one that views the 

procedures to be "in the cause o f the community" rather than in the cause 

of individual selfishness. ‘

These mechanisms, according to this analysis, are procedural justice 

processes. The processes of procedural justice are designed to reafSrm the 

values o f the community. To "see justice done" at the level of the justice 

process is a means of reassuring the values of the community and social 

system. "Equal treatment under law," where every person — whether 

power advantaged or power disadvantaged — has a right to be heard in an 

unbiased forum with unbiased decision makers, is a means of maintaining 

social order.

It becomes apparent, then, that these justice processes have as one 

intention to ensure the same thing as was apparent in the analysis of power 

and distributive justice. They are intended to reaffirm the status quo of 

community standards — to reaffirm "the current power structure between 

groups as agreed upon and in the common interest of all" (Cohen, 1986,

p.82).

It is evident in this analysis that justice theorists concem themselves 

with only one aspect of power: coercive power, designed to maintain

' Rawls'Theory of Justice (1971) posits a similar concept, a "veil of ignorance". This 
concept describes the idea that after societies have drawn up principles of justice, they meet 
behind a veil of ignorance that conceals from them "the particular circumstances of their own 
society [and] its power and strength in comparison with other nations" (p. 378).
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(indeed, to justify) relative inequities in the social system. This is the type 

o f power used in arbitration procedures, or in justice forums where there is 

an imposed (adjudicated) decision by an impartial third party. Adjudicated 

decisions — the stereotyped vision of justice procedures where an impartial 

party weighs information in a dispassionate way and renders a "just 

decision" — clearly rely on the characteristics of power that are coercive. 

But what of transformative power, and of justice procedures other than 

adjudication? Is there no relevance o f other forms of power to the justice 

phenomena of distributive and procedural justice? Are there no justice 

situations where the ambition is to provide a change to inequalities among 

participants, as one would expect from use of transformative power 

tactics?

Consider the justice procedures of mediation and bargaining. In 

these procedures, the parties themselves must come to agreement about the 

distribution of rewards or justice. The outcomes are not imposed by an 

impartial third party, and the processes are designed to produce change in 

(not maintain status quo of) the relative advantages of participants. Each 

o f these justice procedures has as its aim some modification of the relative 

advantages of both participating parties, even though the parties might 

disagree about where those modifications should occur. The essence of 

mediation is compromise, where both parties move from initial positions to 

a position that blends the polarity of initial stances. The nature of 

bargaining is also change, where the power disadvantaged seek further 

indices of power from the power advantaged, or the power advantaged 

seek further concessions from the power disadvantaged.
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While there is an obvious role for coercive power tactics in both 

non-adjudicative processes, a resolution within the process necessarily 

relies on some transformation of the initial positions of the participants. 

Another way to state this is to say that they rely on some transformation of 

the historical relationships among participants. They rely on the tactics of 

transformative power. Where two parties with resource and power 

differentials existed prior to bargaining or mediation, two parties with a 

different distribution of resources and/or power exist after the processes. 

One can understand, therefore, why protocol, self-image, and strong 

feelings about relationships during and after mediation or bargaining are 

salient concerns. Transformative power is more change oriented, and most 

sensitive to the individuals occupying the social roles rather than the roles 

themselves. Indeed, when negotiations tactics include the use of coercive 

power tactics (threats or demands), the negotiations outcome is less 

integrative than when such power tactics are not used (Shapiro & Bies, 

1994). This focus on the individual participants and their reaction to 

transformative power defines a wholly different psychological context than 

the one defined by coercive or adjudicative procedures.

In summary, the analysis of the justice process fi'om the perspective 

of power yields a prediction that there are important differences between 

adjudicative and non-adjudicative justice procedures, and that these 

differences have something to do with the nature of the dynamic 

relationships among participants. Where adjudicative procedures are 

reliant on coercive power and on role and authority, non-adjudicative 

procedures are reliant on transformative power, on personal relationships
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and a willingness to change.

Ç  Power and Language

When analyzing the justice process and looking for forms of power,

it is important to determine how power is employed in the exchange. What

are the vehicles of the encounter that are used to create or display power?

The answer clearly involves the language of the interaction.

To the degree that individuals engage in communication, the

concept o f power is a pervasive characteristic of every social interaction.

Kress and Fowler (1979) recognize this and focus on the significance or

language for power:

"All language is addressed to someone, and involves an 
addressee as well as an addresser; it is relational. We 
suggest that communicative relationships are generally 
asymmetrical, in the sense that one participant has more 
authority than the other(s); that differences of class or status 
are at issue in discourse; the relationship is more or less 
competitive, a negotiation fo r power. In conversation, any 
appearance of intimacy, solidarity and co-operation is 
generally illusory. Speakers act out their socially ascribed 
roles in contending for attention, for the right to initiate new 
segments of the conversation, to introduce new topics, to 
hold the floor." (p.63, italics added)

Power is created and displayed in interpersonal encounters; it does so

through the medium of verbal communication.

Until recently modem social psychologists have paid little attention

to language use (cf. Clark, 1985). The study of language had been left

mainly to cognitive and developmental psychologists and, outside

psychology, to linguists, philosophers, and computer scientists.
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A social psychological approach to the study of language is 

advocated here. Such a perspective is one where the fundamental premise 

is that language is socially situated behaviour (cf. Gumperz, 1977). The 

"situation" referred to is the whole gamut of relationships possible in a 

social interaction. The minimal condition that must be fulfilled is that there 

be an opportunity for the receiver to react to the sender — a true social 

interaction. One must recognize that a speaker is both sender and receiver; 

not only of the other but o f him or herself as well. One must recognize the 

mutual influence of encoder and decoder in the social interaction.

While there are both verbal and nonverbal indices of power, it is the 

verbal communications that are of interest to this work."

Both the content and process of verbiage are important cues in 

displaying, maintaining and determining power. Major works and reviews 

such as Lakoflf (1975), Fowler (1985), Bradac and Mulac (1984), Sacks, 

Schegloff and Jefferson (1974), Doob (1983), Henley (1977), Burgoon 

(1985), Street & Brady (1982), and Forsyth (1990) converge on the same 

point. What is common in those literatures is the notion that language is a 

practice that actually contributes to social inequalities — it plays a causal 

role in the discrepancies between persons along a power dimension. As 

Fowler (1985) argued, the traditional view that language is simply the 

"innocent medium" that reflects inequality, is inaccurate. Social institutions

 ̂ The major nonverbal indices of power include body relaxation (Mehrabian, 1981), the 
prerogative to approach (Henley, 1973, 1974, 1977), touching (Goffinan, 1967; Henley, 
1977), eye contact (Argyle & Kendon, 1967; Argyle & Williams, 1969), and facial 
expression (Henley, 1977; Keating, Mazur & Segall, 1981).
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and roles of power do not originate independently of language: rather, 

language is an actual instrument of power and inequality in that it creates 

the realities of power that predominate. Language is used to both (1) 

enforce and exploit existing positions of authority and privilege with the 

use of commands and regulations, and (2) continuously constitute the 

statuses and roles upon which people base their claim to exercise power (as 

well as confirming the roles of subservience and dependence). Fowler 

recognizes the point that language maintains the inner coherence of groups 

(thus promoting exclusivity) and clearly defines the boundaries between 

groups (differentiating "like-minded beliefs" and establishing the authority 

o f the one AND the powerlessness of the other).^

In short, language establishes relationships among participants in a 

social interaction, especially power relations. Both power relations, and 

participant relationships in general, are issues of importance in the analysis 

o f justice. The ways in which people concretely describe their relationships 

are expected to not only reflect, but to actively create those relationship 

characteristics. Such analysis o f how disputants establish their relationship 

through language-based description will extend the understanding of 

current findings in the justice literature. This contextual understanding will 

provide more exact predictions about perceptions of "just" and "fair". The 

following review of justice seeks to establish that fact.

 ̂ Note Mueller, 1973, who draws out the political implications of this notion: "The 
language of the hard-core poor is a restricted speech code. The categories of his language 
allow for a grasp of the here and now; but they cannot be used in a reflective way and they do 
not permit an analysis, hence a transcendence, of his social context" (p. 21 ).
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CHAPTER 2.

THE PHENOMENA OF DISTRIBUTIVE AND PROCEDURAL

JUSTICE

A. Distributive Justice

Distributive justice is based on an "outcomes-based" model in that 

it focuses on the rules decision-makers use when determining the allocation 

of resources to the participants of social exchange. There are many models 

of this interaction, most of which have developed out of social exchange 

theory (Adams, 1963; 1965; Blau, 1964; Homans, 1961). The central 

premise of these models is that when people are faced with determining 

how to distribute resources (or costs) to a person or persons, they reveal 

some decision scheme (or schemes) for determining the extent and nature 

of that distribution. Different models posit different decision schemes.

Many standards have been posited as the basis for these decisions; equity 

(just allocations reflect the relative ratio of contribution or "inputs" to 

receipts or "outcomes"), equality or “parity” (just allocation based on 

equivalent treatment of each individual, regardless of contribution), need 

(just allocations based on the need level of the individual recipients), 

entitlement (allocation based on what the role or position of the individual 

warrants), and so on/

Two major models with more than fifteen years of empirical

* As many as 17 different distribution rules have been posited by Reis (1984) and 18 by 
Lemer (1981). Reviews of this research tends to identify three main criteria or rules: equity, 
equality (parity) and need (Furby, 1986).
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support include equity theory (Adams, 1963, 1965; Walster, Berscheid & 

Walster, 1973; Walster, Walster & Berscheid, 1978) and justice motive 

theory (Lemer, 1975, 1977, 1981; Lemer, Miller & Holmes, 1976).

Equity theory has been a dominant perspective in theory and 

research on justice, and has attempted to provide a "general theory of 

social interaction" (Berkowitz & Walster, 1976). One of the more concise 

presentations of equity theory is the presentation by Walster, Berscheid and 

Walster (1973), wherein the theory was presented in terms of a set of 

formal propositions. These propositions are designed to predict when 

individuals will perceive that they are justly treated in such an exchange, 

and to predict how they will behave when they find themselves enmeshed in 

an unjust or inequitable relationship.

Proposition I simply states that individuals will try to maximize 

their outcomes. This assertion rests on the assumption that people are 

selfish in the sense that they seek to maximize reward and minimize cost.

Proposition II outlines the social control over this selfish behaviour. 

The second proposition states that groups maximize collective reward by 

evolving accepted systems for equitably apportioning rewards and costs 

among members. Groups evolve such systems of equity and attempt to 

induce members to accept and adhere to these systems. If social control is 

to be effective, given the reward-oriented nature described by proposition 

one, there must be some profit or reward in systems of equity if individuals 

are to adhere to them. Accordingly, Proposition Etb declares that groups 

will generally reward members who treat others equitably, and generally 

punish (or increase costs for) those members who treat others inequitably.
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Proposition III proposes that when individuals find themselves 

participating in an inequitable relationship, they become distressed. The 

more inequitable the relationship, the more distress they feel. This distress 

occurs in inequitable relationships regardless of whether the individuals are 

the victims of the inequity, or the beneficiaries of the inequity. When 

victimized, individuals feel "retaliation distress" wliich may often be 

experienced in some form of anger. When beneficiaries o f inequity, 

individuals may experience "self-concept distress" which may often be in 

the form of guilt.

Proposition IV declares that individuals who discover they are in an 

inequitable relationship (either as victim or beneficiary), they try to 

eliminate their distress by restoring equity. The greater the inequity that 

exists, the more distress they feel, and the harder they try to restore equity.

In sum, equity theory characterizes fairness judgments in terms of 

interpersonal comparisons along dimensions of "inputs" and "outcomes". 

An equitable relationship exists when the participants to a social exchange 

are receiving equal relative outcomes from the relationship. "Equal relative 

outcomes" means that the total rewards and costs, relative to the inputs 

(contributions) to the exchange, are equivalent to those of the other person 

given that other's contributions.

Critics of equity theory declare that this perspective presents an 

incomplete description of justice and fairness. An attempt is made to see 

equity as only one form of justice among many different forms. Deutsch 

(1975), Lemer (1975, 1977) and Leventhal (1976) each present models 

that outline different principles or forms of justice. They argue that equity
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is just one possible norm of justice, one that arises in specifiable 

relationships and fails to arise in others.* Consider the work of Lemer's 

justice motive theory, for example.

Justice Motive theory is the work of Lemer (Lemer, 1975, 1977, 

1981). The theory's application to distribution rules has developed through 

two phases: the original work on "forms of justice" which outlined six 

different distribution rules, to the later "emergent activities" model which 

describes eighteen different modes of responding to justice decisions. The 

central characteristic of this rather complex approach to justice, common to 

both elements of Lemer’s work, is the notion that the relations to others is 

the central determining factor distinguishing among different 

determinations of fair, just or appropriate distribution rules. As Lemer 

(1981) notes, "the common observation that what is considered just can 

vary radically is derived from an analysis of the templates people use to 

organize their experiences in terms of kinds of people and processes 

involved in acting on the environment" (p. 33).

There are three types of psychological relations highlighted by 

Lemer: identity relations (where there is minimal psychological separation

* Essentially, the literature presents two opposing points of view concerning the number 
of distribution rules. One claim is that equity principles encompass all distribution rules: 
that all conceivable principles of justice can be reduced to this one rule. The other claim is 
from a number of theorists who stress the necessity of outlining a number of different rules, 
equity being only one of those rules. Sampson (1969, 1975) and Kahn (1972) separate the 
equality principle from equity, Deutsch (1975) and Leventhal (1976) include the need 
principle with equahty (parity) and equity; Lemer, Miller and Holmes (1976) added justified 
self-interest, Darwinian justice, and social obligations to these three. As noted, aside from 
Lemer (1981) the number of distribution rules has gone as high as seventeen (Reis, 1984), 
claiming that even this list "is hardly exhaustive" (Reis, 1986, p.200).
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or distinction between participants; "what happens to one happens 

empathically to the other"), unit relations (people involved do not see 

themselves in each other, but there is a sense of "belonging to" one 

another, a strong perception of similarity or interdependence), and non-unit 

relations (participants are bound together such that the fate of one is tied to 

the fate of the other, but they are bound together as contestants or 

adversaries).

Lemer's work emphasizes the relational qualities of the interaction 

as determinants of the various forms which deserving and justice can take. 

He asserts that the psychological relations characteristics cause the 

individual to see a particular justice rule (used in determining the allocation 

of reward) as appropriate or "just": that people determine different forms 

of justice under different relational characteristics of the social interaction.

In his earlier works (up to 1979) Lemer outlined the forms of 

justice and the important characteristics of the relationship on the basis of 

two relational factors: psychological relationships (above) and role 

relations. Role relations refer to the perception of others as persons or as 

positions. To relate to another as "person" is to recognize that other as an 

individual object with particular attributes: to see him or her for their 

personal qualities. To relate to another in terms of his or her "position" is 

similar to that of recognizing role qualities of behaviour: a way of relating 

to the place or position typified by the other, a relational concept most 

often derived from our functions and place in a societal organization.

Lemer's earlier works give equal importance to psychological 

relationships and role relations as social context variables determining a
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sense of fairness. The forms of justice that result from the interaction of 

three levels of psychological relationship and two levels of role relations is 

as follows (adapted from Lemer, 1977);

TABLE I. 
Forms of Justice

PERCEIVED RELATIONSHIP 
(Psychological Relationship)

OBJECT OF 
RELATIONSHIP 
(Role Relations)

IDENTITY UNIT NONJNIT

PERSON

Perception of 0  
as Self

Perception of 
similarity. 
Belonging with 0

Perception of contesting 
interests and personal 
differences related to 
claims

Rule = Needs Rule = Parity Rule = Law, Darwinian 
Justice

POSITION

Perception of Self 
in O's circumstance 
ofneed

Rule = Entitlement, 
Social Obligations

Perception of
equivalence
withO

Rule = Equity

Scarce resources with 
equally legitimate claims 
within the 'rules’

Rule = Justified 
Self-Interest

The justice rules that emerge from the interaction are:

Needs - the justice of need refers to person attempting to reduce 
the sum total of pain, increase the well-being of all members with 
whom he has this relation. Since there is an emotional bond of 
empathy, the perceiver acts toward others as he or she would do 
for oneself.
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Entitlement (Social Obligations) - this justice rule occurs when we 
empathize with someone, anyone in that position, and do not feel 
impelled to react to immediate suffering o f that person. Rather, the 
dominant consideration is in terms of what anyone in that position 
would be entitled to receive. Often "what would be most beneficial 
in the long run" is the perspective typical o f this distribution rule.

Parity - this rule is described by the allocation of equal reward to 
each individual person by virtue of their "belongingness" relation to 
the perceiver, regardless of that person's individual inputs. An 
example is where one defines another as a "team or family member" 
and this individual is seen for their personal qualities, he or she is 
entitled to equal rewards by virtue of that unit relation, no matter 
what his or her input.

Equity - the distribution rule of equity is described when allocated 
reward is dependent upon individuals' input. When one defines a 
partner as 'co-worker* (a less personal and more positional view 
than team or family member) Lemer argues that this implies an 
assessment of the equivalence of roles. When this is the case, 
justice allocation is said to occur when the reward of others in their 
roles is dependent upon their inputs in that position.

Law, Darwinian Justice - Lemer describes this distribution rule as 
one of Darwinian justice, where there is a contest for dominance, a 
personal contest. Lemer argues that in this competitive forum, 
personal power will be determinative of the allocation outcome.

Justified Self-Interest - the distribution rule here occurs when 
there is an impersonal contest among people who are in a positional 
relation with each other. Using this distribution rule, considerations 
of justice and fairness are impersonal, based more on the positional 
characteristics of the participants. The desired goals of these 
participants will be justified and argued in a competitive forum with 
justification stemming fi’om the role entitlement of participants.

Lemer (1980, 1981) revised his "forms of justice" with considerations that
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led him to reconfigure the notions of "role relations" as well as to 

reconsider the dynamic process of the social interaction itself The later 

work moves fi'om nine forms of justice to eighteen modes of responding to 

justice decisions, which he refers to as emergent activities.

Lemer’s revision, however, has received no discernible empirical 

support. Nor has it garnered significant references in the justice literature. 

What Lemer himself described as both a "fresh look" and as "crude 

definitional statements and propositions" (Lemer, 1981) is not judged to be 

of primary value in the first two studies o f this dissertation.

R  The First Step in Integrating Distributive and Procedural Justice

The original forms of justice will serve as the theoretical 

perspective for an analysis of relations perceptions in justice forums. Three 

kinds of psychological relations (identity, unit, and non-unit relations) have 

an established base for construct validity and empirical reliability in both 

the helping and attribution literatures (see Lemer & Miller, 1978 for a 

detailed review). It is the original formulation, without the "fresh look" of 

emergent activities, that is predicted to clarify the role played by relations 

among participants in the formulation of justice rules under different justice 

procedures.

In contrast to equity theory, Lemer's forms of justice provide more 

discrimination among motives for different allocation rules in different 

types of perceived relationships. Lemer shows equity to be only one form 

of justice, distinguished from other forms by characteristics of different 

perceived relationships among those who interact. If such perceptions are 

operative injustice forums (as the present work predicts), then Lemer's
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work is expected to provide more exact predictions about the preferred 

distribution rule given the characteristic of the perceived relationship 

among participants. It remains an open question whether this relations- 

based perspective can help us more fully understand reactions to various 

procedural variables of justice decisions.

The bulk of studies have focused on the situational determinants of 

justice, and a number of studies have pursued the importance of 

interpersonal relations as social context in issues of justice. As Reis (1986) 

concludes, "justice rules describe patterns of social interdependence" (p. 

200). That research, however, has focused on distributive justice, not on 

procedural justice. As noted by Bierhoff, Buck and Klein (1986) the 

typical laboratory design for studying the role of relationships on perceived 

justice involves providing subjects with knowledge of the contributions of 

the parties of the justice forum, with information on the relationship among 

parties, and then assessing preferences for allocation rules. Such a 

paradigm demonstrates a consistent finding that the type of interpersonal 

relationship influences the choice of an outcome distribution rule (Austin, 

1980; Austin & McGinn, 1977; Benton, 1971; Debusschere & van 

Avermaet, 1984; Lemer, 1974; Major & Adams, 1983; Reis & Gruzen, 

1976; Sagan & Pondel, 1981; Schmitt & Montada, 1982; Shapiro, 1975). 

For example, Brockner and Tyler (1992) examined the effects of 

individuals’ prior commitment to an institution (their relationship history) 

on their reactions to perceived fairness of various decisions rendered by 

that institution. This relationship variable influenced perceptions of 

fairness; Highly committed persons were found to react most strongly to
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unfair decisions.

However, very little consideration is given to the importance of 

social relationships in the phenomenon of procedural justice, outside of the 

extended theoretical analyses provided by Lemer and his colleagues 

(Lemer, 1981; Lemer & Whitehead, 1980). That analysis calls for a 

perspective where the same set of psychological processes at work in the 

phenomenon of distributive Justice be considered for the phenomenon of 

procedural justice. Only recently has the need to assess the interpersonal 

context of the justice procedure been recognized (Bies & Moag, 1986; 

Tyler & Bies, 1990; Tyler & Lind, 1992; Tyler, 1994), and only recently 

has the literature begun to recognize that "justice-making is a process 

rooted in collective social life and cannot meaningfully be reduced to 

individual psychological dynamics" (Sampson, 1986, p.88).

In their analysis of procedural justice, Tyler and Lind (1992) have 

proposed a relational model of authority in groups where justice 

procedures “are evaluated in terms of their implications for group values 

and for what they seem to say about how one is viewed by the group using 

the procedure” (pp 139-140). They suggest that procedural justice 

evaluations primarily reflect a person’s judgments about his or her 

relationship to authorities. Tyler (1994) demonstrated that relational 

concems (neutrality of the decision-maker, trust in the decision-maker’s 

motives, and identity-based status of the respondent within the group) 

influence both distributive and procedural justice concems, for the first 

time in his research on procedural justice applying relationship variables as 

independent variables. Tyler and Degoey (1995) found procedural justice
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effects to be based on relational bonds to authorities during a naturalistic 

social dilemma situation (the 1991 California water shortage), concluding 

that the effectiveness of authorities is linked to the effectiveness of bonds 

with community members. Those who identify more strongly with their 

community are more concerned about procedural justice issues than those 

who do not, according to this research. People with strong community 

identities (a “relational” identity) learn more about their community 

identification from procedurally fair treatment.

While others have recognized the need to review the procedural 

justice phenomena from the psychological perspective o f distributive justice 

(Leventhal, 1980) and the emphasis on interpersonal relations, the research 

to date has been minimal.® The following review and research are in 

response to that need, under the claim that nowhere have researchers 

sought to establish the relationship between the psychological dynamics of 

distributive and procedural justice by applying Lemer's theory, and

* Brockner and Greenberg (1990) devised the term interactionalJustice to refer to the 
fairness of the interpersonal treatment people receive during the implementation of resource 
allocations, and come closest to this perspective. However, they do not apply the 
psychological processes of distributive justice described by Lemer to the c^am ics of 
procedural justice. They focus on how justice participants react to the way in which 
information is presented to them during justice allocations. Their research, and that of Bies 
(1987), Bies and Moag (1986), Bies and Shapiro (1987) and Greenberg (1987, 1988, 1990) 
reveals that the oSer of explanations of administrative actions promotes judgments that the 
decision maker's actions were fair and just.

Leventhal (1980) also suggested that the interpersonal aspects of procedures may 
be important elements in judgments about procedural fairness. This line of research 
examines interpersonal procedural elements such as consistency, bias, and 
representativeness, claiming that such procedural characteristics may be more or less salient 
than reward distributions under certain conditions (see Sweeney & McFarlin, 1993).

None of this research attempted to apply the psychological processes of distributive 
justice, as outlined in the works cited in this work, to the dynamics of procedural justice.
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nowhere have researchers established how the perception o f interpersonal 

relations of Lemer’s type influence fairness ratings of various procedural 

processes, or how such relations become salient in the exchange.’

Unless such a new perspective is adopted, the classic orientation 

separating distributive justice from procedural justice is limited by focusing 

its attention solely on matters of "relative holdings" of individuals, making 

no reference to the mechanisms or processes used.

A number of critics of this classic orientation (indeed, of all theories 

of distributive justice) have argued in a manner similar to Lemer (Folger, 

1977, 1984; Folger, Rosenfield, Grove & Corkran, 1979; Greenberg & 

Folger, 1983; Tyler, 1994; Tyler & Degoey, 1995; Tyler & Folger, 1980; 

Tyler & Lind, 1992). They say that by relying on only relative amounts of 

the outcome received by participants (the distribution of resources), the 

theory ignores questions about the process by which the justice decisions 

are made. These questions are issues o f procedural justice, and are behind 

the relatively recent growth of procedural justice research.

G Procedural Justice

The criteria used to judge the faimess of procedural systems which 

allocate resources (whether the resources be rewards, costs, punishments, 

benefits, discipline, support and so on) have been subject to intensive 

review since 1975 (e.g., Deutsch, 1975; Thibaut & Walker, 1975). The

’ Given the analysis of the causal role played by language in the interpersonal exchanges 
of power, it is logical to expect language to be the vehicle used in the interaction to both 
display and produce the characteristics of interpersonal relations. The perceptions of 
"person", "position," "identity," "unit," and "non-unit" must be determined by some 
combination of historical expectation and description / understanding of the relationship.
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work on procedural justice followed the height of activity of distributive 

justice research, and as noted earlier has since gone on to claim that of the 

two, procedural justice variables are more fundamental to justice judgments 

than are distributive justice rules. Process that constitutes fair ways of 

making allocation decisions is judged to be more influential to justice 

judgments than is pattern of distributions (the outcome itself).

The formative works on procedural justice is that and Thibaut and 

Walker (1975). These authors use the term "procedural justice" to refer to 

fair, peaceful methods of managing, moderating or resolving disputes.

Their research is notable for distinguishing certain procedures of conflict 

resolution and discerning procedural characteristics behind reactions of 

just/unjust treatment (a judgment of "faimess" by participants and 

observers).

Types of Procedures. Thibaut and Walker researched a number of

different nonviolent methods of conflict resolution, distinguishing them

along dimensions of both "process" and "outcome" control. These

procedures included (in decreasing order of participant control over

process and outcome):

Bargaining - participants (disputing parties) submit, 
explain and support individual positions about a 'dispute' to 
one another; participants jointly reach a decision about the 
allocation of resources, thus providing them with maximal 
control over both the process and outcome of decision 
making.

Mediation - participants submit, explain and support 
individual positions to a third party of a dispute; the third 
party makes a recommendation to participants who
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nevertheless must reach the decision themselves.

Moot - participants submit, explain and support individual 
positions to one another and a third party; each of the 
participants and the third party jointly reach the decision 
about allocation.

Arbitration (Adversarial) - participants submit, explain and 
support individual positions to a third party; the third party 
makes the decision about allocation.

Autocratic (Inquisitorial) - participants submit only their 
individual positions to a third party; the third party makes 
the decision, thus leaving participants with least control 
over both process and outcome.

Determinants of "Justice". With regard to these procedures 

Thibaut and Walker assessed reactions of faimess and preference, 

determining causal variables behind such reactions. According to their 

research, it was the distribution of both "process control" and "decision 

control" that lay behind faimess ratings and hence procedural preference. 

Process control refers to control over the presentation of evidence and 

arguments to be considered in dispute resolution; decision control refers to 

the power to specify and enforce a resolution of the conflict (cf. Lind, 

Walker, Kurtz, Musante and Thibaut, 1980). Recently, this notion of 

process control has been expanded to highlight the role of the opportunity 

to express one's views, and is frequently referred to as "voice" (Lind & 

Tyler, 1988).

Decision control refers to the ability to determine the actual 

decision with regard to the dispute. It can include having control over the
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judgment itself (Thibaut & Walker, 1975), a joint say in the outcome, as 

well as the opportunity to accept or reject a decision put forth by a third- 

party (Lind, Lissak & Conlon, 1983).

It has been theorized by Thibaut and Walker that conflict resolution 

procedures of the inquisitorial style will be seen as most fair for disputes in 

which cognitive conflicts predominate. Procedures of the adversarial style 

will be seen as most fair for disputes in which conflicts o f interest are 

dominant. For these disputes, participants feel justice can be achieved 

when process control is placed in the hands of participants and decision 

control is in the grasp of an impartial third party. They argue that such a 

combination maximizes accuracy of information (who more than disputants 

would have more relevant individualized information for the decision?) and 

faimess (less self-serving bias on the part of the decision maker). Degrees 

of variation from this pattern will lead to a decreasing sense o f procedural 

justice when the dispute involves a conflict of interest among disputants.

Accordingly, the data from Thibaut and Walker's program of 

research revealed a consistent preference for the adversarial mode of 

conflict resolution — that mode where a third party has decision control and 

yet the participants to the dispute control their presentation o f argument 

and evidence (process control). Studies by Walker, LaTour, Lind, and 

Thibaut (1974) and LaTour (1978) found the same: subjects whose 

disputes were resolved with an adversary procedure felt that the process 

was more fair than did subjects whose disputes were resolved with 

non-adversary procedures. As noted by Lind et al. (1980), the procedural 

preference of adversarial process is robust: it has been noted with a variety
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of stimulus materials and with subjects from nations with different 

procedural justice practices (e.g., Kurtz, 1978; Lind, Erickson, Friedland,

& Dickenberger, 1978; Thibaut, Walker, LaTour, & Houlden, 1974). As 

noted in the review of Lind and Tyler (1988), this finding has withstood the 

test of subsequent research, both in the laboratory (Holden, 1980;

Musante, Gilbert & Thibaut, 1983; Tyler, Rasiniski & Spodick, 1985, 

Studies 2 and 3; Leung & Lind, 1986; Greenberg, 1986; Earley & Lind, 

1987; Kanfer, Sawyer, Earley & Lind, 1987, Study 1) and in the field 

(Adler, Hensler & Nelson, 1983; Lissak, 1983; Earley 1984; Tyler, 

Rasiniski & Spodick, 1985, Study 1; Earley & Lind, 1987, Study 2). The 

summary conclusion of these literatures is to conclude there is a process 

control enhancement of the procedural preference phenomenon (the 

priority importance of process over decision content).

Procedural preference as outlined above, then, is found to be more 

important to justice judgments than is the outcome of the distribution itself. 

Within that preference is an argument that process control is more 

important than decision control when evaluating the justice o f the event. 

These phenomena are persistent. However, the interpretation as to how 

these phenomena operate psychologically is not resolved. There are three 

major interpretations of the psychological dynamic underlying the 

phenomena.

The first analysis stems from the original work of Thibaut and 

Walker is simple: when the procedure is corrupt or unfair, whether by 

reason of process control (if the disputant is kept out of the process) or 

decision control (if there is a bias on the part of third-party decision
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makers), the outcome is deemed unjust — even though it may be judged 

personally favorable.* Of these two, according to Thibaut and Walker, 

process control was said to be the more important procedural consideration 

and the major determinant of the faimess evaluations because a fair process 

is a precondition for consideration of distribution rules for a fair outcome. 

They argued that participant control over the evidence and arguments 

(whether through an advocate or by oneself depending on the mode of 

dispute resolution) promotes a confidence about the forum's consideration 

of individualized arguments. This confidence in turn leads to a sense that 

the outcomes will be more just and fair because of the procedure itself; 

hence, greater sensitivity of faimess evaluations to procedural 

manipulations than to distribution outcomes.

A second interpretation of the priority importance of justice 

procedures over distribution outcomes comes from Lind and Tyler (1988). 

Lind and Tyler have argued that "procedures are widely viewed as essential 

elements of any lasting group and that perceptions of procedures are 

therefore key cognitions about groups" (cited in Tyler & Lind, 1992, p. 

134). It is believed that procedures have greater impact on justice 

evaluations than do perceptions of outcomes because "outcomes are 

generally viewed as one-time responses to particular situations, whereas

 ̂ It is important to distinguish between personal satisfaction of the outcome and 
judgments of faimess or justice. Rating an outcome as "favorable" to oneself can be an 
isolated evaluation of personal benefit resulting from the allocation; rating an outcome as 
"just" is evaluating that outcome against some social standard or norms of faimess. See Lind 
and Earley ( 1992) and Messick and Sentis ( 1983) for a review of the distinction between 
satisfaction and fairness.
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procedures have an enduring quality; this makes an unfair procedure much 

more threatening than a single unfair outcome" (p. 134). This 

interpretation does not challenge the Thibaut and Walker argument for the 

priority importance of process control over decision control.

A third interpretation centers on the difficulty experienced by 

participants as they analyze the justice forum. Lind and Early (1992) and 

Tyler and Lind (1992) claim that procedural faimess is robust because it 

serves as a social heuristic, allowing participants to judge whether a 

decision is just without really weighing all the costs and benefits associated 

with the decision. In other words, it is less difficult to assess procedural 

faimess than it is to assess distributive faimess: as exclaimed by Tyler and 

Lind, "imagine the difficulty o f managing a psychological equation . . .  to 

determine the extent to which one's outcomes are fair" (p. 134). Again, 

this argument does not challenge the priority importance of process control 

over decision control in determining the procedural preference 

phenomenon. Nor does it recognize the decades of research that 

demonstrate that such equations are regularly used in determining 

appropriate distribution mles.

Adding to the unanswered questions surrounding these phenomena, 

there have been more recently a limited number of studies that have not 

demonstrated either the main effect of process control enhancement of 

procedural justice judgments (Austin, Williams, Worchel, Wentzel & 

Siegel, 1981) or the underlying preference for procedural control over 

decision control (Kaplan & Miller, 1987; Mannix, Thompson & Bazerman, 

1989). This research has shown that procedural effects may not be simple
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main effects, but rather may interact with the characteristics of the decision 

environment (especially those factors associated with relevant social norms 

and decision task attributes, such as the importance of the task and the 

urgency o f the decision, and so on). In both Tyler (1990) and Tyler, 

Casper and Fisher (1989), outcome considerations were found to influence 

procedural faimess judgments: those who "won" were more likely to think 

the process was fair. Pruitt, Peirce, McGillicuddy, Welton and Castrianno 

(1990) found that long-term compliance with mediation outcomes was 

linked to judgments of the faimess of the mediation procedure. Lind and 

Huo (1994) demonstrated a preference for persuasion and negotiations 

over other procedural options, while supporting the notion that process 

faimess most strongly predicts preference of procedure.

Nevertheless, research and reviewers of that research still claim that 

procedural justice concems are more psychologically important than 

distribution rules, outcomes or the personal control over those outcomes. 

Brochner and Wiesenfeld (1995) tested the hypothesis that decision 

outcome favorabUity would interact with procedural faimess to predict 

reactions to layoff. They found that outcome had no effect on reactions 

when procedure was fair. Outcome had effects on reactions only when 

procedural faimess was low, replicating earlier findings (Brockner & 

Konovsky, 1994). Similarly, Bies and Christopher (1993) found perceived 

faimess related to procedure. The layoffprocess was the primary factor 

influencing whether individuals remained “good citizens” in the workplace 

after notice of termination. As noted by Tyler, "neither outcome factor 

(distributive faimess nor favorability of the decision) is nearly as important
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as procedural justice in determining whether an authority is perceived as 

legitimate" (Tyler, 1991; parentheses added), even though both are 

occasionally found to influence procedural faimess judgments.

Limitations of the procedural justice phenomenon are becoming 

recognized. Bies and Tyler (1993), while reinforcing the claim that 

procedural justice was the primary factor influencing whether employees 

sue their employers, do recognize this. Their research implied that 

employer emphasis on procedural justice alone may undermine the intended 

goal of ensuring faimess if self-interest of employees is not taken into 

consideration.

Surely, however, one can provide a more adequate analysis of the 

relationship between procedural and distributive justice than the 

"occasionally found" perspective of Tyler and colleagues. It is too 

simplistic to conclude an analysis at that point. Consider the following.

D. Toward An Integrated Perspective

First, consider the explanations for the robustness of procedural 

justice. There are two models of procedural justice proposed (Lind & 

Tyler, 1988; Tyler & Lind, 1992): a "self-interest model" and a "group 

value model" (sometimes referred to as a “relational model”).

The self-interest model is a derivative of the original Thibaut and 

Walker perspective that emphasized the fundamental concern people have 

for their own outcomes. This Skinnerian feature is common to a number of 

social science and behavioral models of the person, and similarly has a 

"long term" and a "short term" dimension to outcomes. In the short term, 

individuals seek to maximize reward and minimize cost; in the long term
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and because of group membership, they come to understand that through

cooperation with others their egoistic outcomes can be best maintained. It

is this feature of "group membership" that drives the concern for

procedural justice, according to Lind and Tyler (1988);

"But having decided to seek long-term gain from group 
membership, how can people assure that they actually will 
benefit in the long run from group membersliip? One way is 
to demand fairness in the procedures by which decisions are 
made. If procedures for decision making and dispute 
resolution are fair, then it is reasonable to expect long-term 
gains, even in the absence of short-term gains." (pp. 223- 
224)

This self-interest perspective is evident in another form — the avoidance of 

group member conflict. To the degree that procedures are clearly 

established and socially condoned, conflict is avoided in the resolution of 

disputes. The group remains harmonious (cf. Thibaut & Faucheux, 1965; 

Lind & Tyler, 1988).

The group value model of procedural justice poses the notion that 

individuals in groups are more likely to set aside self-interests than the 

advocates of the preceding egoistic model would be likely to predict. A 

group value perspective argues that the group identification process 

influences individual behaviour "above and beyond questions of self- 

interest" (Lind & Tyler, 1988, p. 230; cf. Dawes, 1986). The assumption is 

that group membership is a powerful dimension of personal life. Group 

identity (distinguishing features allowing for a distinction of one's own 

group from other groups) and group procedures (the formal and informal 

procedures that regulate the group's activity) play central roles in group
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dynamics.

According to Lind and Tyler, this group value model predicts a 

priority preference for procedural justice over distributive justice.

Research on political leaders and on political institutions has demonstrated 

that “procedural fairness exercise[s] a stronger influence upon evaluations 

than do judgments of outcomes” (Tyler, 1984, p. 215). Group procedures 

are viewed as "being among the most important features of social life," and 

"are viewed as linked very closely in the perceiver's perception to the group 

that mandates the procedure" (p. 238). Procedural preferences are thus 

strongly correlated with the importance of the group to the individual in 

question. Procedural importance is a means of affirming the individual's 

status and adherence to traditional group values. Accordingly, procedures 

have a powerful potential to produce considerable emotion or affect for 

this reason, and are thus dominant issues of concern for the individuals in 

the justice forum.

These features of group life are socialized into individuals, 

according to this perspective, as societal or group values. This being the 

case, procedural justice is predicted to be important because it appeals to 

the group's reliance on procedures that regulate and harmonize its 

activities, according to Lind and Tyler. By extension, procedural 

preferences themselves are socialized, and may be acquired during 

childhood:

"The socialization perspective raised by the group value 
model suggests that at least some procedural preferences 
can be viewed as socialized attitudes. Like other such 
attitudes, for example, liberalism, racism, or
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authoritarianism, procedural preferences might be acquired 
during the childhood socialization process and come to 
acquire their own affective base." (Lind & Tyler, 1988, p.
235)

It is apparent from Lind and Tyler's analysis that both the self-interest 

model and the group value model serve to provide support for a shift of 

emphasis away from distributive justice ("outcomes") to that of procedural 

justice ("the process o f social interaction"). Both models serve to predict 

the robustness of procedural justice. Nevertheless, however, they "are so 

different with respect to the processes they hypothesize and the predictions 

they make that there does not seem to be any straightforward way to 

synthesize them into a single unified theory" (p. 240). Lind and Tyler 

suggest that future theory and research must either explain how they work 

together, or search for a new model to describe the phenomena of 

procedural justice observed to date.

This paper suggests the answer to the reconciliation between self- 

interest and group value lies within the analysis of Lind and Tyler itself, and 

becomes obvious when one considers the work of Lemer cited earlier. 

What is interesting for the purposes of this paper is that Lind and Tyler's 

discussion of socialization as an explanation for the robustness of 

procedural justice downplays the other characteristic of group dynamics 

outlined by them -  group identity. Identity and the interrelationship of 

group member roles, even though identified by Lind and Tyler as central 

features of group dynamics along with procedural process, strangely 

enough do not enter into the analysis of procedural justice preference. This 

is somewhat surprising, unless the authors believe that group identity
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concerns are not as powerful determinants of socialization as are concerns 

about group process and procedures.®

As noted in the review of distributive justice, identity and 

interpersonal relations are the fundamental considerations of Lemer. 

Procedural justice forums involve distribution of outcomes (they involve 

distributive justice phenomena). If one searches procedural justice 

phenomena for the psychological processes typical of distributive justice, it 

becomes obvious that one should attend to the "group identity" notion to a 

greater extent than did Lind and Tyler’s 1988 analysis.

Both Tyler and Lind have begun to move in the direction of giving 

more consideration to group relations factors in procedural justice 

phenomena. Tyler (1994) and Tyler & Degoey (1995) claim that relational 

bonds are of primary importance for procedural justice judgments. Tyler 

outlines only three relational variables of importance: neutrality of the 

adjudicator, trust in the decision-maker’s motives, and standing or “status” 

of the respondent in the group. Lind and Huo (1994) and Lind and Earley 

(1992) also pursue the importance of group-oriented concerns such as 

gender and ethnic relations. None of that research, however, employs the 

detail of relationships outlined by Lemer’s theories.

Lind and Tyler are correct: there are two centrally important

’ It is no surprise this claim on the predominant importance of group process 
concerns is avoided, given the prominence of identity issues in such classic works as Erikson 
(1968), Festinger (1954) and other major theorists who each stress the importance of 
socialization for the process of personal identity. Lind and Tyler recognize the long history 
of this phenomenon within social psychology, citing the works of Tajfel (1969,1978) on 
social categorization as a powerful example of this fact.
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aspects to group dynamics, identity and interpersonal relations on the one 

hand and group procedures on the other. A consideration of the 

psychology of interpersonal relations, central to the explanation of 

distributive justice, is not expected to explain the primacy of procedural 

justice, however. Interpersonal relations have been found predictive of 

distributive justice judgments, and lead one to conclude that both 

relationship issues and procedural issues should be involved injustice 

judgments in a strongly interactive way. When one considers both, perhaps 

the claim of procedural justice robustness will fall away.

If one applies Lemer's analysis, then, it is such group identity 

concerns (or interpersonal relations concerns in the vernacular of that 

literature) that would certainly be of interest if one is to use the 

psychological perspective of distributive justice to a new analysis of 

procedural justice.
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CHAPTER 3.

A SYNTHESIS: THE INTERACTION 

OF PROCEDURAL AND DISTRBBUTTVE JUSTICE

Procedural justice effects may not be simple main effects as 

suggested by the research demonstrating robustness of procedural 

manipulations. Procedural effects may interact with factors associated with 

personal and group identity expectations, the very expectations involved in 

the psychological processes of distributive justice phenomena.

While there is limited recognition in the procedural justice 

literature itself that one's concern for identity in the group is an issue of 

importance, there is only minimal consideration of the role of more broadly 

defined participant interpersonal relationships in procedural justice 

phenomena. Only recently has research assessed distributive justice 

variables together with procedural fairness, and even then only viewing 

distributive justice from a social-exchange-based resource model 

perspective (Tyler, 1994; Tyler & Degoey, 1995), focusing mostly on 

identity-based status within a group. There is no application of the 

distributive justice literature’s insights into the role of personal and social 

identity beyond the status and group membership dimension. There is no 

consideration of the complex interpersonal relationship characteristics 

outlined by Lemer for the phenomenon of procedural preference.*®

Tyler and Lind ( 1992) refer to Lemer’s works when establishing the group 
values model of justice, presenting Lemer as an alternative. They do not refer to the 
importance of the specific interpersonal relations in Lemer’s 1981 version of justice theory.
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In other words, the recognition that arguably dominates the 

literature of distributive justice — that complex interpersonal relationships 

determine perceptions of justice outcomes — is not emphasized in the 

procedural justice research. There are few works, outside of Tyler’s and 

Lind’s research, which demonstrate a successful attempt to integrate the 

psychological processes of both procedural and distributive justice."

Instead, in the procedural justice literature there is a focus on the 

group procedures which define the internal operating features of the 

decision process, and a pronounced importance of procedural justice issues 

over any and all distributive justice concerns about outcome.

however. Instead, Tyler and Lind refer to Lemer’s “deservingness and justice” motives as 
intrinsic motives underlying social behaviour. These motives are identified as the essence of 
Lemer’s “altemative,” in that they contrast with concerns for group values (Tyler and Lind’s 
relational model) or concerns for self-interest (Thibaut and Walker’s control issue) as 
motives behind concerns for justice.

" The closest analysis of this kind is in the small-groups research area, which has been 
outside the procedural justice or distributive justice literatures. Small-groups research 
reveals an historical claim of procedural main eSects, and recent claims of an interaction 
between group procedure and various characteristics of the decision environments. 
Historically, social scientists have long recognized that certain features of small groups 
interaction (such as quorum rules, voting procedures, agenda structure, rules of order) can 
influence group decision outcomes (cf. Airow, 1963; Black, 1958; Fishbum, 1973; as cited 
in Kameda, 1991). Such features are not neutral characteristics in group deUberations, they 
can lead to decisions that are at least in part a fimction of those procedures themselves.
More recently, however, the robustness of procedural influence is questioned. When 
examining normative and informational influence in group decision making, Kaplan and 
Miller (1987) demonstrate that such procedural eflects interact with, among other things, 
relevant social norms. Kameda (1991) similarly shows that in small-group decision 
making, group decision procedures (such as the unanimity rule in juror dehberations, or the 
majority rule in group polarization research) interact with characteristics of the decision task 
(eg. complexity, group size). Both of these studies question the reliability of the historic 
claim of procedural main effects in group decision making research.

The qualifications emerging in the small-groups research are strikingly similar to 
those contended in this work.
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Conversely, in the distributive justice literature there is an emphasis on 

identity and participant relationship issues, and a downplay of the 

importance o f justice procedure in favor of emphasizing the importance of 

allocation outcomes.

It is desirable to combine these two justice research areas, 

theoretically and empirically. Consider the dynamics of the justice forum in 

terms of consequences to participants. What are the consequences of the 

allocator’s choice of decision process (the specific operating feature; the 

justice procedure)? In addition to influencing the favorability of outcome, 

the consequences undoubtedly include some impact on the (subsequent) 

perceived interpersonal relations among participants. How do people feel 

about themselves (their own sense of what they deserve) and their 

relationship with the others during and after the justice decision? It is 

claimed here that this is an important concern in both choice of procedure 

and choice of distribution rule. The choice of justice procedure and the 

choice of the appropriate justice distribution rule serve to re-aflSrm OR 

modify the perceived relationships among participants. This confirmation 

or modification has direct impact on the judgments of fairness and justice.

As outlined earlier, the justice procedure of arbitration 

(adjudication) is a competitive procedure for dispute resolution between 

persons in an adversarial relationship. Their positions are divergent, 

compromise is not attainable, and they must seek a third party to decide 

their relative outcomes (coercive power). A free choice of this procedure 

would reveal that perception of the relationship; an imposition of this 

procedure might well produce that perception of non-unit adversariness.
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In Lemer's analysis the arbitration event would be suited for 

competitive, non-unit relations, either between persons or between social 

positions. Lemer’s work would predict that law (in the case of non-unit 

person relations) or justified self-interest (in non-unit position relations) 

would be the appropriate distribution mle to use in such a procedure for 

just allocation of outcome. Participants would be expected to find the 

justice event fair and just when both the procedure and the mle fit their 

perception of identity and relationships. If either procedure or mle do not 

suit identity and relationships, participants would judge the event unfair and 

unjust.

Negotiations (bargaining) is a competitive procedure as well, but 

one designed to seek compromise and a change in the initial positions of 

the participants (transformative power). The parties' positions are at odds 

with each other, but they share the task of reaching agreement and avoiding 

locked-in positions and lasting dispute. They "belong together" for the 

purposes of bargaining, and must attend to each other’s position if 

resolution through negotiations is to occur. A free choice of this justice 

procedure would reveal that "belongingness" view of the relationships; an 

imposition of this procedure might well produce that perception of unit 

relations.

In Lemer's analysis, this event is suited for competitive unit 

relations, again either between persons or positions. The appropriate 

distribution mle would be parity if the participants relate in a person-to- 

person fashion, or equity if they relate on the basis of their social positions 

or roles. Participants would be expected to find the justice event fair and
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just when both the procedure and the distribution rule match their 

perception of themselves and the relationships. If either procedure 

(bargaining) or distribution rule (parity or equity) do not match their 

expectations, participants would judge the event unfair and unjust.

Lemer’s analysis of identity relations leads one to look for a third 

important distinction of procedural justice. This procedure would be one 

where the parties empathize or sympathize with each other ("identification" 

in one or the other mode) and seek to resolve the justice issue on that 

relationship basis. No justice procedure that matches these relationship 

characteristics was outlined by Thibaut and Walker, yet it is evident that 

such a procedure exists. That procedure is one of "joint problem-solving," 

or "single team bargaining". Joint problem-solving strategies are intended 

to work from, or create, the relationships of identity among participants. 

They are common strategies in those rare environments that have created 

such interpersonal relations between parties and among party members.

Joint problem-solving forums would demand identity-person or 

identity-positions relations, and would employ the distribution rules of 

needs or entitlement, respectively, if there is to be a perception of justice 

and fairness assessed against the process and outcome.

Language used in the exchanges would serve a dual role here. On 

the one hand, language would be expected to reflect the on-going 

perceptions of the participant relationship identities (given the descriptive 

role played by language in interpersonal exchange). On the other hand, it 

would be expected to have the power to actually shape the recognized 

nature of those perceived relationships (given the causal role played by
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language).

Language and power tactics are expected to be effective vehicles 

for the creation of these process and relationship perceptions. As reviewed 

earlier, specific verbal language has the potential to cause properties of 

perceived relationships. It is possible to use relational pronouns ("we," 

"they") or descriptive nouns ("the accused," "the employer") and so on and 

overt descriptions of the parties' relationship ("you and I are the same in . .

"you and I are similar in . . "you and I are antagonistic in . . .")  in a 

strategic way in order to shape the perception of the relationships and as a 

result to re-characterize the perception of the required procedure. 

Strategists could use identity-person language to create an acceptance of 

joint problem-solving strategies; they could use unit-person language to 

drive an acceptance of bargaining strategies; they could use non-unit 

person language to call for adjudicative procedures. Such strategies could 

be employed no matter what the initial procedure of the forum, with the 

intent to redefine the event and move the resolution in the predicted 

direction.

Used in a conjunctive fashion, the same is true of power tactics. 

Coercive power tactics are suited to adversarial relationships which rely on 

adjudicative processes of dispute resolution. Transformative power tactics 

are best suited to bargaining styles of dispute resolution, whether 

adversarial or single-team approaches. A suitable power tactic should 

contribute to perceptions of fairness and justice. The wrong power tactic 

will be expected to produce dissatisfaction with the process and the 

outcome, leading to judgments of unfairness and injustice.
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What is critical to satisfactory dispute resolution is adherence to a 

goodness-of-fit among justice procedure, distribution rule and perceived 

relationships among participants. Judgments of fairness and justice are 

expected to be most evident when that goodness-of-fit is present, and 

absent when not.
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CHAPTER 4.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND HYPOTHESES

The psychological study of justice has employed a number of 

different research designs; laboratory experiments, active and passive role- 

playing or "scenario" studies, field experiments, and survey research as well 

as other correlational designs. The findings of studies using different 

methods are fairly consistent, suggesting that the phenomena of justice are 

not design artifacts.

Laboratory experiments on distributive justice typically bring 

together a small group of strangers, have them work on some task where 

they are able to compare information about their own performance and that 

o f the others, and asked to determine how they would distribute the 

payoffs or rewards among their co-workers or competitors. Usually, the 

individuals do not actively work together, they are given bogus feedback 

on the characteristics and performances of the others, and the levels of 

payoff are not significant (to self, or to society).

Laboratory experiments on procedural justice were guided by the 

early research by Thibaut and Walker, and involved more active role- 

playing. This research typically took a group of people (often law students 

and young lawyers, sometimes typical open sample volunteers) through a 

simulated set of pre-trial, trial, or dispute resolution procedures. 

Experimenters would manipulate the variable of interest (discrepancy 

between litigant outcome; the conflict-resolution procedure such as 

bargaining, mediation, arbitration, autocratic adjudication) and measure
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preferences for procedure and /  or perceptions o f fairness and justice. 

Sometimes subjects were told the issue was a real one and their discovery 

of facts and arguments would be presented to a "real" decision maker (with 

alleged potential influence on real-life parties to a dispute), and other times 

they were not. In these designs, subjects worked together and the dynamic 

of the justice forum resulted fi'om active simulation of real world justice 

events.

Role-playing designs have also been used in research on distributive 

justice. The typical methodology here involves a choice of either passive 

role-playing (where subjects are presented with a written description of 

someone's condition of need, then asked to determine, hypothetically, 

whether and how much help or reward to allocate the person in need) or 

active role-playing (where subjects are presented with a scenario 

description of someone's condition of need, then asked to determine 

whether and how much real help or real benefits they would personally 

allocate to the person so described).

Field experiments are mostly evident in distributive justice 

literatures. When studying distributive justice, researchers typically take 

the scenarios described in role-playing procedures and create a live (but 

staged) opportunity to intervene for naive passers-by. This field research 

has difficulty varying the characteristic relationships among the potential 

helpers and the staged victims, doing so (if at all) by varying the victim 

characteristics (social class, sex, group membership, personal responsibility, 

etc.). Distributive justice field work has not staged the justice forum. They 

tend to locate an ongoing dispute and study it as it unfolds, measuring
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perceptions of justice and correlating those measures to the procedural 

characteristics o f the event. This research tends to be non-experimental in 

nature.

The research contained herein makes use of the experimental 

component o f the passive role-playing designs, relying on cognitive 

assessment of justice cases (passive role-playing) in the simulation of 

dispute resolution (a written scenario o f a conflict) in such cases. The 

designs allow for the control of scenario characteristics relevant to both 

procedural and distributive justice and are able to address the outstanding 

questions about social justice raised in the body of this work. The designs 

outlined below overlap both procedural and distributive justice literatures, 

and allow for the appropriate tests of perceived fairness.

The research isolates three distinct justice procedures — 

adjudication, bargaining and joint problem-solving — and tests them for 

their suitability (perceptions of "just" and "fair") to the forms of justice 

identified by Lemer (1977, 1981). First, it is necessary to establish whether 

the interpersonal relations described by Lemer are differentially suited to 

the justice procedures. Second, a goodness-of-fit between these 

procedure-and-relationship combinations and specific distribution rules 

derived from the distributive justice literature is expected to be associated 

with perceptions of fairness and justice: A lack of fit is expected to be 

associated with perceptions of unfaimess and injustice.

A  Designs and Procedure: Overview

There are three stages to this research. Study One involves passive 

role-playing, where subjects fi’eely respond to various scenarios of dispute
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resolution cases written to describe essential characteristics of procedural 

justice and participant interpersonal relationships. Twelve scenarios are 

prepared to describe the interpersonal relations described in Lemer’s 

original justice motive theory (person or positional emphasis, in either 

identity, unit or non-unit relationships). Subjects are asked to review these 

different scenarios in a questionnaire booklet, and (i) indicate their 

perception of the appropriate procedural justice rule (arbitration, 

bargaining, joint problem-solving) for a just resolution of the justice issue, 

and (ii) indicate their expectation of the appropriate and fair outcome (the 

distribution rule) that should result from that procedure. Subjects are 

asked to freely generate the distribution rule appropriate to the described 

justice issue, within their choice o f justice procedure. This questiormaire 

(with the conflict scenarios and dependent measures) offers an empirical 

test of the full interaction of procedural and distributive justice, together 

with coordinate perceptions of justice, something not evident in the 

literature to date. It is designed to provide participants with a “free 

choice” format for determination of the fair distribution rule, and provides 

an evaluation of the preferred justice procedures (adjudication, negotiation, 

or joint problem-solving) used in that decision rule.

In Study Two, from the data produced in study one a subset of the 

scenarios (those conflict scenarios displaying the most agreement on choice 

of procedure and distribution rule) were used to construct a questionnaire 

comprised of a smaller number of conflict scenarios, each scenario still 

manipulated to describe the different interpersonal relationships outlined by 

Lemer (1977) and of interest to this research. In Study Two, responses
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change from the open-ended response in Study One to a forced-choice 

format, where participants evaluated the fairness of each of Thibaut and 

Walker’s justice procedures and all of Lemer’s distributive justice rules. 

This questionnaire allows for additional assessment of the fairness of all 

procedural and distribution rules, evaluating the importance of participant 

relationships for both procedure and distribution rule. Study Two searches 

for converging evidence on the results of Study One, testing the reliability 

of the phenomena, manipulating the interpersonal characteristics deemed of 

importance while holding the actual conflict constant. Study Two tests the 

specificity of the predictions of distribution rules, evaluating perceived 

degrees of fairness and unfaimess, from the interaction of procedural and 

distributive justice as contended by this dissertation.

Study Three employs a subset of the conflict scenarios of the 

previous studies, but changes the description of interpersonal relationships 

of conflict participants to describe the relational characteristics described in 

Lemer’s most recent work (Lemer, 1981; Lemer & Whitehead, 1980). 

These interpersonal characteristics are assessed for their importance in 

faimess ratings of the revised distribution rules outlined by Lemer, and for 

their impact on procedural justice concems. In Study Three, the 

psychological underpinnings behind the preferences of justice procedures 

(preferences for “control”) are presented directly to research participants. 

The evaluation of desirability of first-person and third-party control over 

both the process and the decision components of dispute resolution is 

contained in Study Three, allowing a test of the role of interpersonal 

relations on the psychological basis of procedural justice preference.
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STUDY ONE: THE CHOICES OF JUSTICE

The first study tests the importance of particular relationship 

characteristics for the evaluation of justice under different justice 

procedures, and will do so using the passive role-playing methodology 

identified in stage one above, using a “free choice” response format.

Twelve scenario-like descriptions of conflict situations were provided, each 

scenario operationalizing the essential characteristics of one relationship 

identified by Lemer’s original Justice Theory. Subjects selected the justice 

procedure they deemed best suited to the scenario and freely generated (in 

written form) the fair outcome that should result from that procedure.

A, Hvpotheses

Prediction 1. It is hypothesized that adjudication 

procedures are not always the preferred ("just") mode of 

procedural justice. Adjudication is suited to competitive, 

non-unit relations between participants (whether personal or 

positional relations), and it is with this match that

"  The scenarios described in Study One are in Appendix A. They do not specify the 
characterization of distribution rules. The purpose of Study One is to establish the empirical 
validity of the importance of interpersonal relations in procedural justice phenomena. 
Predictions of the appropriate distribution rule would follow from that demonstration, and 
that is the purpose of Study Two. However, it is straightforward to predict the distribution 
rules associated with perceptions of justice under the different justice procedures and 
different relationships. Arbitration procedures in non-unit relations are matched with rules 
of law and justified self-interest (personal and positional relations, respectively). Bargaining 
procedures in unit relations are matched with rules of parity and equity (personal and 
positional relations, respectively). Joint problem-solving procedures in identity relations are 
matched with rules of need and entitlement (personal and positional relations, respectively).
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perceptions of faimess zind justice result. When 

adjudication is evaluated in identity or unit relations 

(established through the relationship of disputants in the 

conflict), the procedure should be judged unfair and unjust.

Prediction 2. Bargaining is a justice procedure 

suited to unit relations between participants (whether 

personal or positional relations). When these relations are 

established in bargaining, perceptions of faimess and justice 

will result. When Bargaining is evaluated in identity 

relations or non-unit relations, the perception of unfaimess 

and injustice results.

Prediction 3. Joint problem-solving is appropriate 

for identity relations between participants. When the 

exchange is characterized by identity relations (whether 

personal or positional) and joint problem-solving procedures 

are used, perceptions o f faimess and justice result. When 

joint problem-solving strategies are evaluated in unit or non

unit relations the result is a sense of unfaimess and injustice.

Prediction 4. The perception of fair outcome is 

predicted to follow the schema outlined by Lemer. Subjects 

are expected to identify fair outcomes, without prompting, 

to reflect the following pattem: identity/person relations = 

needs; identity/position relations = entitlement; unit/person 

relations = parity; unit/position relations = equity; nonunit 

/person relations = law; nonunit/position = justified self-
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interest.

R  Design and Procedure

Eighty-three research participants were recruited from 

undergraduate psychology classes at Okanagan University College, and 

were asked to review twelve conflict scenarios and then to respond to four 

questions. The twelve conflicts were written to provide two conflicts in 

each of Lemer’s six Forms of Justice relationships. The order of 

presentation of the conflicts was varied so that every condition occurred in 

different placement in the twelve scenario questionnaire. Appendix A (pp. 

136-161) presents one order of presentation in a complete questionnaire.

Participants worked on their own, either in individual or group 

settings. The first two of the four questions amounted to manipulation 

checks. Question One asked participants to “Rate the relationship between 

(disputant A) and (disputant B)” by choosing one of three options 

describing the relationship as either identity (“identify with each other”), 

unit (“each other as belonging together”), or nonunit (“as adversaries, 

associated as contestants”). Question Two asked participants to “Rate the 

relationship between (disputant A) and (disputant B)” by indicating which 

of two options described the relationship as either person-based (“relate to 

each other on a personal level”) or position-based (“relate to each other on 

the basis of the roles as [role relationship described in the conflict]”).

Questions Three and Four addressed the hypotheses. Question 

Three asked participants to choose one procedure that should be used to 

resolve the matter o f the conflict (options of adjudication, negotiations, and 

joint problem-solving, the order of presentation varied). This dependent
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variable provided for the choice of one of the three justice procedures 

under review in this research. Question Four asked participants to briefly 

describe the best outcome that they thought should emerge as the 

settlement of the conflict issue. This measure asked subjects to choose the 

“most fair solution to the (conflict) issue” as a result of the justice 

procedure they identified in Question Three. Question Four provides an 

open ended, free response for participants to generate their own 

distribution rule.

Ç  Results of Study One

The twelve scenario-like descriptions of a conflict event were 

presented to eighty-three research participants. These twelve scenarios 

were devised to describe six particular relationships: three levels of 

Lemer’s psychological relationship characteristics (identity, unit and 

nonunit relations) and two levels of Lemer’s role relationship 

characteristics (person and position). Two different disputes were 

presented for each of the six possible relationships.

Study One was designed to test two sets of perceptions — ratings of 

faimess for both procedural and distributive justice. With regard to 

procedural justice, the study was designed to test the Importance of the 

psychological relationship characteristics for the evaluation of justice under 

the different justice procedures of adjudication, negotiation, joint problem

solving. With regard to distributive justice. Study One was to test the 

choice of distributive justice mle under the six different psychological 

relationship characteristics outlined by Lemer (1977).

The first three predictions of Study One claim that adjudication
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procedures are not always the preferred (“just”) mode of procedural justice 

as argued by the procedural justice literature, and addressed the procedural 

justice aspect of the research. In response to each o f the twelve conflict 

events, subjects indicated their choice of justice procedure the disputants 

should use to resolve each conflict. As is evident in the chart below in 

Figure 1, the overall preference for adjudication was not different from 

other modes of justice procedure.

Justice Procedure

liil M issmg Data 

Adjudication 

I  ! Negotation 

^ 0  Joint Problem-solving

Figure 1. Frequency Count of Justice Procedure Preferences

More specifically and as previously outlined, the first three 

predictions of Study One are that adjudication is predicted to be suited to 

competitive nonunit relations between participants (whether personal or 

positional relations), bargaining suited to unit relations, and joint problem
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solving for identity relations. The number of choices of each justice 

procedure across those relationship characteristics are indicated in Table 2. 

This is a table of simple frequencies.'^ Subjects chose which one of the 

three justice procedures they judged best for the particular conflict 

scenario. Preference data of this kind are nominal data, and the design 

constitutes a repeated measures design. Accordingly, analyses of these 

data are not suited to a chi-square analysis, since the chi statistic assumes 

independence of each response.

TABLE 2.

_______________Frequency Count o f Chosen Procedure______________
Psychological Relationship

Justice Procedure
Identity Unit Nonunit

Adjudication 66 50 151
Negotiation 51 51 76
Joint Problem-solve 112 136 34

It is evident from a review of Table 2 that the preference for justice 

procedure interacts with the type of psychological relationship, although 

not all of the predicted associations to relationships are noted. As 

predicted, participants preferred adjudication for nonunit relationship 

disputes (56.6%) and joint problem-solving for identity relationships 

(39.7%). However, participants preferred joint problem-solving for unit

"  The total number of responses exceeds the number of subjects because each 
subject was given the opportunity to choose the procedure for each of the twelve scenarios 
(four scenarios per relationship characteristic). Not all subjects finished the task (only 37% 
completed all twelve) and thus the number of responses per relationship varies.
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relationship disputes (48.2%), not bargaining as predicted (only 28.7% 

choosing bargaining in the unit relationships). This pattem was not 

influenced by consideration of the person-position variable. Negotiation, it 

can be seen, was not differentially influenced by identity-unit-nonunit 

relationships.

The fourth prediction was specific to the preference of distribution 

rules in each o f the six relationships. Analyses of those data required a 

content analysis of each written response and an assessment of whether or 

not participant response to the question, “what is the most fair solution to 

the issue ..  . Describe the best outcome that you think should emerge as 

the settlement.. .” was one of Lemer’s six distribution rules (needs, 

entitlement, parity, equity, Darwinian justice, justified self-interest). Five 

judges reviewed each subject’s response to the conflict scenarios, 

evaluating the response for a goodness of fit to Lemer’s distribution 

rules.'® Judges assessed the responses and identified them as one (or more) 

of Lemer’s rules, or as some “other” rule not identified by Lemer, or as a

“ Treating the repeated measures as independent responses and completing a chi- 
square on the nominal data (clearly violating assumptions of this statistic) does yield 
significance beyond p<00(X) 1. This is of little surprise given the distribution of responses 
and the number of subject responses (number of responses inflated due to repeated measures 
from each subject). Nevertheless, a visual inspection of the relative frequencies across 
relationships indicates that choice of procedure is not independent of relationship. No 
statistical analysis is yet identified as suited to the data and design as described by Study 
One.

” It was required that three judges agree on the rule before a label was afiixed to 
the subject response. If there was no majority agreement, an assignation of “other” was 
made.
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restatement of the procedure (no distribution rule of any kind).*®

The frequency distribution of distribution rules across conditions is 

outlined in Table 3.

TABLE 3.
Frequency Count o f Distribution Rules

Needs

DISTRIBUTION RULE 

Entitlement Parity Equity Darwinian Justice JustiGed
Self-Interest

PSYCHOLOGICAL
RELATIONSHIP

Identity-Person 5 22 7 33 0 2
4.9% 21.6% 6.9% 32.4% 0% 2.0%

Identity-Position 5 41 2 II 2 4
4.7% 38.7% 1.9% 10.4% 1.9% 3.8%

Unit-Person 14 1 65 6 1 0
12.1% .9% 56.0% 5.2% .9% 0%

Unit-Position 1 9 15 17 2 22
1.0% 8.9% 14.9% 16.8% 2.0% 21.8%

Nonunit-Person 21 8 30 15 16 13
16.3% 6J2% 23.3% 11.6% 12.4% 10.1%

Nonunit-Position 0 4 16 9 10 39
0% 3.5% 14.0% 7.9% 8.8% 34.2%

Note: Cell numbers indicate frequency counts and percentages across Psychological Relations. 
Percentages do not total 100% across relations because two other categories o f  distribution rule -  
“Other” and “Restated Procedure” were tabulated into the frequency distribution.

This category was of interest because the procedural justice literature, as noted 
earlier, claims that procedural justice is robust in comparison to distributive justice. 
Accordingly, participants who failed to describe a distribution rule but who instead only 
restated the justice procedure they identified as the fair solution to the conflict were 
identified by judges in their content analysis of participant responses.
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Inspection of the frequency distribution reveals that equity was the 

preferred rule for determining outcomes in Identity-Person relationships 

(32.4% of all identity conflicts), and parity was the preferred rule for both 

Unit-Person (56.0%) and Nonunit-Person (23.3%) relationships. In 

contrast, entitlement was the preferred rule for determining outcomes in 

Identity-Position relationships (38.7%), and justified self-interest the 

preferred rule for both Unit-Position (21.8%) and Nonunit-Position 

(34.2%) relationships.*^ The distribution rules o f needs and Darwinian 

justice failed to demonstrate preferred choices in any of the six relationship 

characteristics, although needs was the second most frequent choice in the 

nonunit-person relationships.

D. Discussion

Study One was designed to provide subjects with a free choice of 

justice procedure and a free choice of distribution rule to the resolution of 

the conflict. Each conflict event was constructed to describe one of the six 

relationships described in this work. There were two conflicts for each of 

the six relationships. This design served the purpose of assessing the 

stimulus materials (determining which scenarios provoked the most

As with the dependent measures on justice procedure, a chi-square analysis on 
these nominal data fails to account for the lack of independence within subjects across 
conflict scenarios. Notwithstanding this problem, it is noteworthy that a chi-square analysis 
yields significance beyond p < .000001. The unevenness of the distribution of rules across 
the six relationship conditions is evident, too, with the cursory visual inspection of the 
frequencies in Table 2.
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consistent responses from participants)** and assessing (in however a crude 

fashion) the potential interaction between procedural / distributive justice 

and interpersonal relationships.

The results of both procedural and distributive justice preference 

data indicate that something clearly was “going on” in this design, 

although it is difficult to assess the significance of the pattern given the fact 

that data are nominal scale and not independent. Visual inspection of the 

data is convincing that procedural justice interacts with Psychological 

Relations (Identity-Unit-Nonunit relationships), and that distributive justice 

rules interact both with Psychological Relationship characteristics and with 

Role Relations (Person-Position). This general pattern is in line with the 

literature review, although the specifics failed to demonstrate the level of 

precision evident in the hypotheses.

It is evident that the procedural justice literature, which predicts the 

“robustness” of adjudication procedures for conflict resolution, is not 

supported by these data. There is no overall preference for adjudication. 

The joint problem-solving procedure is at least as often chosen, and under 

some relationship characteristics chosen more often that adjudication.

Similarly, the choices of distribution rules offer only tentative (and 

incomplete) support of the hypotheses. Entitlement was the preferred 

distribution rule for identity-positions relationships, as predicted. Parity 

was indeed the preferred choice for unit-person relationships, but it was

'* The twelve scenarios used in Study One were compiled from a total of eighteen 
scenarios used in a small pilot (4 S’s) of the stimulus materials. The twelve used were 
chosen on the basis of their comprehensibility and realism to participants in the pilot.
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also the preferred choice for nonunit-person relationships as well. Justified 

self-interest was the preferred choice for nonunit-position relations, but it 

was also preferred in unit-position relations. Equity was preferred in 

relationships that were not predicted, and both needs and Darwinian justice 

demonstrated no trends of preference at all.

Confidence about the reliability of these patterns is limited, though. 

As noted, the nature of the data makes it difficult to assess either the 

strength and power of these effects, or their significance . Study Two is 

proposed to validate these trends, and to provide a more exact test of these 

potential phenomena in a way that is amenable to statistical analysis.
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CHAPTER 6.

STUDY TWO: FORMS OF JUSTICE

The second study builds from the results of the first. Of the twelve 

scenarios used in Study One, three conflicts were identified as provoking a 

greater than two-thirds level of agreement among participants as to choice 

of justice procedure (81.3% choosing adjudication, 81.0% choosing joint 

problem-solving, and 66.7% choosing joint problem-solving for scenarios 

Nonunit-Person, Unit-Person, and Identity-Person respectively). Judging 

these conflicts to be the most “powerful” in eliciting justice preferences, 

they were chosen as the bases for further manipulation of relationships to 

assess the robustness of both procedural and distributive justice 

interactions with disputant interpersonal relations.

Each of the scenarios was manipulated to describe all of the six 

relationships of interest to this dissertation; identity-person, identity- 

position, unit-person, unit-position, nonunit-person, nonunit-position.'® 

Following each scenario are nine dependent variables. The first three 

measures ask subjects to evaluate the fairness of each of the three justice 

procedures of interest (joint problem-solving, negotiating, adjudicating) 

across a seven-point scale from “not at all fair” to “very fair”. The next six 

measures ask subjects to evaluate the fairness of each of the six justice

'* The conflict scenarios are presented in Appendix B —” Nash & Strachan” 
(damages), “Elizabeth & Judy” (inheritance), and “Fisher & Pearce” (childcare). Those 
scenarios are further identifiai as IP (Identity-Person), IPOS (Identity-Position), UP (Unit- 
Person), UPOS (Unit-Position), NP (Nonunit Person), and NPOS (Nonunit Position).
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rules identified by Lemer (needs, entitlement, parity, equity, “Darwinian” 

justice, justified self-interest).

Æ Design and Procedure

Two hundred and seven participants, recruited from undergraduate 

psychology classes, were presented with three scenarios describing 

different conflict events. Each conflict event is written to describe one of 

the six relationship characteristics identified in this research project (three 

Psychological Relations by two Role Relations). Appendix B, pp 161-201, 

presents a complete questionnaire and details of the manipulation of 

relationship characteristics. Each participant was presented with three 

scenarios, all with the same relationship characteristics (the same 

manipulation of relationship characteristics). Each scenario was followed 

by the same nine questions, tailored to match the issue o f the particular 

event. In total, twenty-seven measures were compiled from each 

participant. This produces a design with two between factors 

(Psychological Relations and Role Relations) and one repeated measure 

factors (procedural and distributive justice measures across the three 

conflicts).

R  Hvpotheses

The hypotheses of Study Two are as follows:

(1) Fairness ratings of the procedural justice options are expected to be 

influenced by the Identity/Unit/Nonunit characteristics o f the disputes. 

Identity relations will cause ratings of “fair” for joint problem-solving, and 

ratings of “unfair” for both bargaining and adjudication. Unit relations will 

cause ratings of “fair” for only bargaining; Nonunit relations will cause
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ratings of “fair” only for adjudication.

(2) Fairness ratings o f the distribution rule options are expected to be

influenced by the interaction of the psychological relations 

(Identity/Unit/Nonunit) and role relations (Person/Position). Specifically, 

the following pattern of fairness ratings are predicted;

Relationships Rule Rated as Most Fair
Identity-Person relations - Needs rule
Identity-Position relations - Entitlement rule
Unit-Person relations - Parity (equality) rule
Unit-Position relations - Equity rule
Nonunit-Person relations - Darwinian justice rule
Nonunit-Position relations - Justified Self-Interest

Ç  Results

a. Procedural Justice

The predictions for procedural justice rules calls for a main effect of 

Psychological Relations on ratings of the justice procedures. A repeated 

measures MANOVA on procedural justice measures revealed a significant 

main effect for Psychological Relations, but it also found a significant main 

effect for Role Relations as well (see Table 4).
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TABLE 4

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIP 

ON PROCEDURE FAIRNESS

Between Subjects EflFects
Hotellings F df Hyp df Err p less than

Psychological Relations 2.952 6 390 .008
Role Relations 3.539 3 196 .016
Psychological by Role

Relations Interaction 1.042 6 390 .398
Within Subjects Effects

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Conflict 22.271 6 193 .000
Psychological Relations

by Conflict 2.766 12 384 .001
Role Relations

by Conflict 1.10 6 193 .362
Psychological by Role

Relations by Conflict 1.709 12 384 .063

Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations
Dependent Variables

df MS F p less than
Adjudication 2 3.56 2.47 .087

Within Groups 201 1.44
Negotiation 2 3.71 2.313 .102

Within Groups 201 1.604
Joint Problem-Solving 2 7.654 5.248 .006

Within Groups 201 1.46

Univariate F tests: Role Relations
Dependent Variables

df MS F p less than
Adjudication 1 2.982 2.05 .154

Within Groups 202 1.46
Negotiation I 5.56 3.46 .064

Within Groups 202 1.61
Joint Problem-Solve 1 5.56 3.71 .056

Within Groups 202 1.50
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With regard to the Psychological Relations main effect, the identity- 

unit-nonunit characteristics did influence the perceived fairness of different 

justice procedures (F = 2.95, p <008), but not in the patterns predicted. 

Inspection of the univariate analyses and cell means reveal that the 

multivariate effect is due primarily to the robust effect of the joint problem

solving procedure. Joint problem-solving fairness ratings were greater in 

the unit relationships (x = 5.86) than in both identity (x = 5.34) and 

nonunit (x = 5.23), using post-hoc multiple range test (Bonferroni) with a 

significance level of .05. Individual cell means, collapsed across Conflicts, 

are presented in Table 5 and Figure 2.

TABLES

MEANS OF JUSTICE PROCEDURE FAIRNESS RATINGS

Role
Relationship

Psychological Relationship

Identity Unit Nonunit

Person (a) 4.24 4.62 4.77
(b) 4.58 4.61 4.83
(c) 5.57 6.01 5.33

Position (a) 4.73 4.54 5.09
(b) 3.92 4.61 4.53
(c) 5.12 5.70 5.13

Note. The dependent measures of fairness are identified as follows:
(a) Adjudication (b) Negotiations (c) Joint Problem-solving.

Figure 2 displays the means of Table 5 in graphic form.
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Role Relationship: Person

Identity Unit Nonunit
Psychological Relationship

I  Adjudication 
I  I  Negotiation 
^  Joint Problem-solving

Role Relationship: Position

—^

1
ggg p

Identity Unit
Psychological Relationship

Nonunit

I  Adjudication 
I  I  Negotiation 
^  Joint Problem-solving

Figure 2. Mean Ratings of Fairness for Justice Procedures 
Across Different Relationships
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Analyses of the Role Relations main effect (the person-position 

variable) was not as informative. While this multivariate test was 

significant (F = 2.95, p < .016), univariate analyses on the three justice 

procedures yielded no significance for joint problem-solving (F = 3.71, p < 

.056), negotiations (F = 3.46, p < .064) or adjudication (F = 2.05, p < 

.154). No multiple range tests reached a significance level of .05. 

b. Distributive Justice

Tests of the hypotheses concerning distributive justice rules, using a 

repeated measures MANOVA on Lemer's six justice rules, revealed that 

the predictions were only partially borne out by the data. The analyses of 

variance are presented in Table 6.
TABLE 6

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIP 
ON DISTRIBUTION RULE FAIRNESS

Between Subjects Effects
Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 3.946 12 380 .000
Role Relations 1.409 6 191 .213
Psychological by Role

Relations Interaction 0.599 12 380 .843
Within Subjects Effects

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Conflict 32.890 12 185 .000
Psychological Relations

by Conflict 6.679 24 368 .000
Role Relations

by Conflict 1.057 12 185 .399
Psychological by Role

Relations by Conflict 0.583 24 368 .943
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TABLE 6 (contd. from previous page)

Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations

df MS F p less than
Needs 2 1.06 0.76 .471

Within Groups 201 1.41
Entitlement 2 12.24 11.279 .0000

Within Groups 201 1.085
Parity 2 1.872 1.561 .213

Within Groups 201 1.20
Equity 2 1.33 1.046 .353

Within Groups 201 1.27
Darwinian Justice 2 0.262 0.420 .658

Within Groups 201 0.624
Justified Self-Interest 2 6.34 3.952 .021

Within Groups 201 1.61

Univariate F tests: Role Relations
Dependent Variables

df MS F p less than
Needs 1 9.78 7.169 .008

Within Groups 202 1.364
Entitlement I 1.648 1.381 .241

Within Groups 202 1.193
Parity I 0.49 0.410 .525

Within Groups 202 1.21
Equity 1 0.014 0.0 II .918

Within Groups 202 1.279
Darwinian Justice 1 0.314 0.504 .478

Within Groups 202 0.622
Justified Self-Interest 1 0.427 0.258 .612

Within Groups 202 1.658

Instead of the Psychological by Role Relations interaction that was 

predicted (indicating a highly specific pattern to the perceived fairness of 

justice rules), analyses revealed only a significant Psychological Relations 

main effect (F = 3.95, p < .0001). Subsequent univariate analyses of
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variance revealed that this effect was derived from only two distribution 

rules — entitlement (F = 11.28, p < .00001) and justified self-interest (F = 

3.95, p < .02). Post-hoc tests of mean differences (modified LSD, 

Bonferroni, test with significance level of .05) shows that the entitlement 

rule in nonunit relations (x = 4.09) was rated as more fair than in both 

identity (x  = 3.27) and unit relations (x  = 3.52). Justified self-interest in 

nonunit relations (x = 4.00) was rated as more fair than in identity relations 

(x = 3.41). No other distribution rules distinguished themselves across the 

Psychological Relations or the Role Relations factors. Means for 

distribution rules, across conditions, are presented in Table 7.
TABLE?

MEANS OF DISTRIBUTION RULE FAIRNESS RATINGS

Role
Relationship

Psychological Relationship

Identity Unit Nonunit

Person (a) 4.10 3.93 3.88
(b) 3.17 3.39 4.04
(c) 5.37 5.21 5.09
(d) 3.92 4.14 4.34
(e) 1.45 1.44 1.60
(0 3.33 3.60 3.93

Position (a) 4.51 4.46 4.24
(b) 3.35 3.66 4.14
(c) 5.07 5.42 4.89
(d) 4.02 4.22 4.13
(e) 1.59 1.45 1.21
(0 3.48 3.60 4.08

Note. The dependent variables of distribution rule fairness ratings are as follows: 
(a) Needs (b) Entitlement (c) Parity (d) Equity (c) Darwinian Justice 
(I) Justified Self-Interest.
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D. Discussion

As predicted, psychological relationships had impact on perceived 

fairness ratings of justice procedures. However, the pattern o f that impact 

was different from the predictions. The justice procedure sensitive to 

psychological relationships was joint problem-solving; other procedures 

were insensitive to psychological relationship manipulations. Moreover, 

joint problem-solving was expected to be most fair in identity relations. 

However, the data revealed that joint problem-solving was more fair in unit 

relations than in either identity or nonunit relations.

With reference to the predictions concerning distributive justice 

rules, it is evident that the interaction of psychological relationship 

(identity-unit-nonunit) and role relations (person-position) is not predictive 

of distribution rule. Indeed, role relations contribute nothing of 

significance to preference of distribution rules, only psychological 

relationships do. Only psychological relationship had impact on 

distribution rule fairness ratings. That impact was evident only in two rules 

— justified self-interest and entitlement. Other rules were not differentially 

influenced by relationship manipulations. And similarly unexpected was the 

finding that both entitlement and justified self-interest are most fair in 

nonunit relations (where Darwinian justice and justified self-interest were 

expected to predominate).

These results are partially consistent with the tentative findings of 

Study One. With regard to justice procedure, the sensitivity o f joint 

problem-solving to psychological relationships is evident in both studies, as 

is the insensitivity of the negotiation procedure. In both Study One and
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Two, an adjudicative procedure fails to emerge as the dominant justice 

procedure.

Regarding the impact of psychological relationships on distribution 

rules, however, preference data o f Study One are distinguished from 

fairness ratings of Study Two. Study One revealed justified self-interest as 

the preferred rule for nonunit relations (but also as the preferred rule for 

unit-position relations). Study Two also demonstrated nonunit relations 

related to justified self-interest. Unlike Study Two, however. Study One 

also revealed preferences for equity (identity-person relationships), parity 

(unit- and nonunit-person relationships), and entitlement (identity-position 

relationship). Study Two only found entitlement as sensitive to 

psychological relationships, and that due to the fairness ratings of 

entitlement in nonunit relationships.

The only distributive justice effect common to both studies, then, 

concerns justified self-interest, and the consistency of this effect is only 

partial. Justified self-interest is perceived fair or more preferred in nonunit 

relations (as predicted) but fails to distinguish itself from unit relations in 

Study Two and is also preferred in some unit relations in Study One. 

Justified self-interest, then, is sensitive and of importance in a more 

disparate number of relationships than Lemer suggests.

The combined salience of joint problem-solving procedures and 

justified self-interest distribution rules evident in the data is reasonable, 

however. This procedure and this distribution rule are very different along 

the dimension of “cooperativeness”. Joint problem-solving is a cooperative 

effort, not well suited to a competitive relationship according to Lemer.
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We find joint problem-solving preferred and fair in unit relations (relations 

where disputants “belong together” with a sense of interdependence). In 

contrast, the distribution rule of justified self-interest is a competitive rule, 

one used when disputants are in some degree of contesting interests. We 

find justified self-interest preferred and fair in nonunit relations (relations 

where disputants are clearly adversaries).

The findings that a competitive distribution rule is related to an 

adversarial relationship, and that a cooperative procedure is related to 

relationships where disputants are held together with a sense of 

belongingness, are consistent with the proposed interaction of procedural 

and distributive justice literatures. The failure of this pattern of relationship 

between distribution rule and justice procedure to be evident across all 

levels of psychological and role relations, however, is indicative of some 

problems in the design or the lack of power of these relationship 

characteristics to influence both procedural and distributive justice 

phenomena.

What was most evident in the findings of Study Two was the 

significant effect of the actual conflict itself (significant within-variable 

effect). Perhaps the actual conflict event differentially influenced the 

effects of relationships on procedural and distributive justice measures. To 

explore that possibility, the following post-hoc analyses were completed.

& Post-hoc Analvses

Study Two employed three conflicts fi’om Study One, chosen on 

the basis of their abilities to generate agreement as to choice of justice 

procedure. Analyses specific to the hypotheses of Study Two treated
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conflicts as a repeated measures variable, as each conflict was written and 

re-written to reflect the relationships characteristics presumed influential in 

the perceived fairness of both justice procedures and distribution rules.

The interest was not in the specific conflict event itself; rather, the interest 

was in the potential of the manipulated relationship characteristics to 

influence perceptions of justice. To the degree that the actual conflict 

served to differentially influence ratings beyond the influence of 

manipulated relationship characteristics embedded in that conflict, 

“compound” fairness ratings (averages across the three conflict events) will 

not reveal those differences.

The data from Study Two reveal a significant Conflict effect for 

both Procedural Justice Rules (F = 2.37, p < .0001) and Distributive Justice 

Rules (F = 32.89, p < .0001). Moreover, the conflicts themselves 

interacted with both Psychological Relationships and Role Relations (F = 

1.83, p < .04) for Procedural Justice Rules, and with Psychological 

Relationships for Distributive Justice Rules (F = 6.68, p < .0001). 

Inspection of these conflict effects might explain why some of the 

predictions of Study Two were not supported. Post-hoc analyses were 

broken down to a “conflict-by-conflict” assessment,

a. Procedural Justice

Conflict One. The pattern of results for Conflict One, although 

different in its specifics, is much like the overall results across conflicts.

See Table 8 for the results of the MANOVA for Conflict One. Again, 

there is no interaction between Psychological Relationship and Role 

Relations; Instead, there are two main effects. For Psychological
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Relationship, joint problem-solving (significant in the combined design) is 

again the procedure contributing to the effect (p < .025). Moreover, the 

joint problem-solving procedure was rated again as more fair than both 

adjudication and negotiations procedures, mean differences reaching 

statistical significance in comparison to adjudication (t = 6.39, p < .001) 

and negotiations (t = 7.82, p< 001).

TABLE 8

CONFLICT ONE.
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

FOR THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIP 
ON PROCEDURE FAIRNESS

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 2.261 6 390 .037
Role Relations 3.680 3 196 .013
Psychological by Role 

Relations Interaction 0.675 6 390 .670

Dependent Variables
Univariate F tests; Psychological Relations

F (2,198) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Adjudication 2.106 5.49 2.61 .124
Negotiation 1.590 3.92 2.46 .206
Joint Problem-Solving 3.763 7.478 1.99 .025

Univariate F tests: Role Relations
Dependent Variables

F (1,198) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Adjudication 1.336 3.48 2.61 .249
Negotiation 5.456 13.44 2.46 .021
Joint Problem-Solving 3.563 7.08 1.99 .061

Post-hoc contrasts (Bonferroni multiple range tests) revealed that
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the joint problem-solving in the unit relationship (x = 6.06) was 

significantly different from both identity (x = 5.56) and nonunit (x = 5.43) 

relationships at p < .05 level. Joint problem-solving in Conflict One is the 

procedure rated as most fair in unit relations, as in the analyses across all 

three conflicts.

With regard to Role Relations, inspection of the individual justice 

procedures reveals that unlike the overall effect across conflicts, in Conflict 

One there is a significant negotiations procedure effect (F = 5.56, p < .02). 

Inspection of the means shows that this difference, while statistically 

significant, is very small (Person x = 4.88, Position x = 4.36).

Conflict Two. Separate analysis of this conflict produced a 

different pattern fi-om the overall analyses. Table 9 presents the analyses of 

variance. As evident in Table 9, Conflict Two failed to demonstrate a 

significant Role Relations effect; instead it demonstrates only a significant 

Psychological Relationship effect (F = 4.28, p < .0001). Unlike the overall 

analysis, this effect is due to significant effects for all three justice 

procedures [a significant adjudication effect (F = 6.3, p< .002), a significant 

negotiations effect (F = 6.63, p < .002), and a significant joint problem

solving effect (F = 3.85, p < .02)]. Adjudication in nonunit relations (x  = 

4.74) is rated as more fair than in identity relations (x  = 3.72: Bonferroni 

multiple range test, p < .05). Negotiations in nonunit relations (x  = 4.9) is 

rated as more fair than in identity relations (x  = 3.94). Joint problem

solving in unit relations (x = 6.27) is more fair than in nonunit relations (x 

= 5.65: Bonferroni p < .05).

Conflict Two preferences, then, show that for unit relations joint
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problem-solving is the more fair justice procedure (as in the analyses across 

all three conflicts); for nonunit relations, both adjudication and negotiations 

are both seen as more fair (unlike analyses across all three conflicts).

TABLE 9

CONFLICT TWO
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

FOR THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIP 
ON PROCEDURE FAIRNESS

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 4.283 6 390 .000
Role Relations 0.657 3 196 .580
Psychological by Role 

Relations Interaction 0.034 6 390 .356

Dependent Variables
Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations

F (2,198) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Adjudication 6.380 18.13 2.84 .002
Negotiation 6.485 15.73 2.43 .002
Joint Problem-Solving 3.783 6.52 1.72 .024

Univariate F tests: Role Relations
Dependent Variables

F (1.198) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Adjudication 0.427 1.21 2.84 .514
Negotiation 0.731 1.77 2.43 .394
Joint Problem-Solving 0.378 0.65 1.72 .539

Conflict Three. Conflict Three also demonstrated a pattern 

different from the overall analyses, in that repeated measures MANOVA 

failed to reach significance for any factor in the design (Psychological
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Relationship F = 1.99, p < .067; Role Relations F = 2.40, p < .069). Table 

10 presents those analyses of variance.

TABLE 10

CONFLICT THREE
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

FOR THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIP 
ON PROCEDURE FAIRNESS

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 1.985 6 390 .067
Role Relations 2.403 3 196 .056
Psychological by Role 

Relations Interaction 1.684 6 390 .123

Dependent Variables
Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations

F (2,198) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Adjudication 1.371 3.26 2.38 .256
Negotiation 1.129 2.96 2.62 .325
Joint Problem-Solving 3.843 11.98 3.12 .023

Univariate F tests: Role Relations
Dependent Variables

F (1,198) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Adjudication 2.129 5.06 2.38 .146
Negotiation 1.411 3.70 2.62 .236
Joint Problem-Solving 3.681 11.48 3.12 .056

b. Distributive Justice Rules

The repeated measures analyses across all three conflicts 

demonstrated that entitlement and self-interest were most fair in nonunit 

relations.
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Conflict One: Distributive Justice Rules. The pattern of results 

for Conflict One was different than the pattern averaged across all three 

conflicts. The multivariate analysis o f  variance is presented in Table 11.
TABLE 11

CONFLICT ONE;
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

FOR THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIP 
ON DISTRIBUTION RULE FAIRNESS

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 2.865 12 382 .001
Role Relations 0.285 6 192 .944
Psychological by Role

Relations Interaction 0.723 12 382 .729

Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations
Dependent Variables

F (2,197) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Needs 1.45 4.36 3.01 .237
Entitlement 1.20 2.83 2.36 .304
Parity 7.75 28.75 3.71 .001
Equity 2.27 4.84 2.14 .106
Darwinian Justice 0.11 0.08 0.74 .893
Justified Self-Interest 3.79 11.62 3.07 .024

Univariate F tests: Role Relations
Dependent Variables

F (1,197) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Needs 0.19 0.56 3.01 .665
Entitlement 0.19 0.45 0.19 .662
Parity 0.48 1.79 0.48 .488
Equity 0.03 0.05 0.03 .874
Darwinian Justice 0.62 0.46 0.62 .432
Justified Self-Interest 0.03 0.09 0.03 .861
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Conflict One demonstrated a significant Psychological Relationship 

eflfect (F = 2.87, p < .001), but this time the effect was due to parity and 

justified self-interest distribution rules (unlike the entitlement and justified 

self-interest which appeared in the overall analyses). The parity rule in 

both identity and unit relations ( x  = 4.37 and x = 4.67, respectively) was 

more fair than in nonunit relations (x  = 3.43; p < .05). The justified self- 

interest rule in nonunit relations (x  = 4.40) was more fair than in both 

identity (x  = 3.65) and unit relations (x  = 3.66: p < .05 for both). Conflict 

One, then, demonstrated a preference for justified self-interest in nonunit 

relations (as in the results across conflicts) and preferences for parity in 

both identity and unit relations (unlike the results across conflicts).

Conflict Two: Distributive Justice Rules. Separate analysis of this 

conflict (see Table 12) produced a pattern very different from the overall 

effects, revealing both Psychological Relationship and a Role Relations 

main effects (F = 13.9, p < .0001 and F = 2.71, p < .015 respectively).

Entitlement and justified self-interest were the sources of the 

Psychological Relationship effect. Entitlement in nonunit relations (x  = 

4.35) was more fair than in both identity (x  = 2.10) and unit relations (x  = 

2.13). Justified self-interest in nonunit relations (x  = 3.5) was more fair 

than in identity relations (x  = 2.90).

For the Role Relations factor, needs was the only dependent 

variable found significant in this effect (F = 12.06, p < .001). Inspection of 

the means reveals that need fairness ratings in Position ( x  = 4.30) were 

greater than in Person conditions (x  = 3.52).
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TABLE 12

CONFUCT TWO:
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

FOR THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIP 
ON DISTRIBUTION RULE FAIRNESS

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 13.903 12 384 .000
Role Relations 2.713 6 193 .015
Psychological by Role

Relations Interaction 0.330 12 384 .984

Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations
Dependent Variables

F (2,197) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Needs 1.880 4.88 2.60 .155
Entitlement 63.512 113.20 1.78 .000
Parity 0.026 0.04 1.41 .974
Equity 0.430 1.06 2.46 .651
Darwinian Justice 0.280 0.25 0.89 .756
Justified Self-Interest 3.020 6.93 2.29 .051

Univariate F tests: Role Relations
Dependent Variables

F (1,197) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Needs 12.055 31.33 2.60 .001
Entitlement 4.868 8.68 1.78 662
Parity 0.033 0.05 1.41 .488
Equity 0.504 1.24 2.46 .874
Darwinian Justice 0.960 0.85 0.89 .432
Justified Self-Interest 0.514 1.18 2.29 .861

Conflict Two, then, shows both entitlement and justified self- 

interest highlighted in nonunit relations, and needs most related to the role 

relation of position.
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Conflict Three: Distributive Justice Rules. Conflict Three 

demonstrated no significant differences among factors o f the design, on 

both multivariate and univariate analyses. Table 13 presents the 

multivariate analysis.
TABLE 13

CONFUCT THREE.
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

FOR THE EFFECTS OF RELATIONSHIP 
ON DISTRIBUTION RULE FAIRNESS

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 1.024 12 382 .425
Role Relations 0.559 6 192 .763
Psychological by Role 

Relations Interaction 0.840 12 382 .617

R Discussion of Post-hoc Analvses

The fact that the conflict events themselves produced different 

patterns of justice preferences is troublesome. Conflict Three produced no 

significant effects, for either procedural or distributive justice rules. 

Conflicts One and Two, clearly the sources of the overall effects across 

repeated measures (conflict events), produced somewhat different but 

generally the same patterns o f results for justice procedure rules. Joint 

problem-solving was identified as most fair in unit relationships in both 

conflicts, while adjudication and negotiations were most fair in the nonunit 

relationship of Conflict Two.

Similarly it is the combination of Conflicts One and Two that 

produced the repeated measures effects for Distributive Justice Rules,
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although again from somewhat different results in the two conflicts. A 

common effect in both conflicts was the perceived fairness of justified self- 

interest in nonunit relations. Unique to one conflict or the other was (1) 

the perceived fairness of parity in both identity and unit relations (Conflict 

One) and (2) the perceived fairness o f entitlement in nonunit relations 

(Conflict Two).

Clearly, then, the relationship characteristics of the conflicts’ 

disputants (hypothesized as causal) are not the only variables at work in 

this research. Other characteristics of the conflict events seem to be 

operative, and given the relative size o f the effects even more influential 

than the independent variables identified in the hypotheses. Further 

analysis of those conflicts is needed, and the lack of the data’s fit to the 

complex pattern of the predictions needs to be explained.

The pattern of results averaged across all three conflicts (the 

repeated measures design) highlights a pattern derived from the strongest 

effects within the individual conflicts. How can one make sense of these 

results? One explanation is that the literatures are incorrect, that justice 

perceptions are not influenced by the relationship characteristics in the 

manner predicted. Another explanation is that the results of this research 

are spurious. Yet the results regarding joint problem-solving and justified 

self-interest are common to both Study One and Study Two, indicating at 

least some degree of reliability.

How, then, to explain the effects common to both studies?

Consider the following speculation. A cooperative process for dispute 

resolution (in this case, joint problem-solving) ensures that both parties in
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the dispute seek some common approach to resolving the issue. If so, the 

facts from both parties will be “on the table” and available for further 

consideration by both parties in dispute resolution. A cooperative process 

in dispute resolution can maximize the chances of a flill exploration of the 

issue. When a competitive decision rule is added to dispute resolution, 

such as argumentation through presentation of justified self-interest, a new 

balance is reached. With the broad facts on the table, a competition of 

“justification” will ensure that the relative merits of the positions will 

determine the outcome — the persuasive facts will win out.

This is similar to Thibaut and Walker’s analysis of dispute 

resolution. As noted, these researchers claimed that the psychological 

processes at work in the resolution of a dispute relate to both input control 

and decision control. First-person control over input is preferred, 

according to Thibaut and Walker. While they did not consider joint 

problem-solving procedures, such a procedure can be seen to have maximal 

first-person control over input. Third-party control over the decision 

outcome, on the other hand, is intended to provide an objective assessment 

of the relative merits of the contesting positions, and is more likely in a 

competitive justice process than a cooperative. Thibaut and Walker claim 

this pattern is most evident in adjudicative procedures. This can explain, 

then, the justified self-interest preferences in nonunit relations found in 

Study One and Two results.

It is possible to look at justified self-interest for its “adjudicative” 

process properties. Lemer claims that justified self-interest is a competitive 

rule, one where the outcomes are assigned “on the basis of impersonal
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considerations of relative merit as decided by the rules of the contest” 

(Lemer, 1975, p. 17). This is similar to Thibaut and Walker’s analysis of 

adjudication — a process where the parties have control over the input to 

the dispute (“contest” with each other) and an impartial third-party makes 

the concluding decision (“impersonal considerations”).

The view of justified self-interest as a justice procedure, rather than 

as a distributive justice rule, is consistent with Lemer’s revisions to his 

Justice Theory (Lemer & Whitehead, 1980). This revised approach, as 

noted and rejected earlier for a lack of empirical support, claims that it is 

the revised theory that serves to explain both distributive and procedural 

justice phenomena. The experience of justice is more suitably understood 

on the basis of these revisions, according to Lemer, than are the literatures 

used to predict Study One and Two.

It may be that Lemer is correct. Certainly the first two studies fail 

to demonstrate the complex pattern of results the classic literatures 

suggest. In order to evaluate the utility of Lemer’s revised Justice Theory 

and test the reliability o f the findings of Study Two, Study Three was 

conducted.
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CHAPTER 7.

STUDY THREE: EMERGENT ACTIVITIES AS JUSTICE RULES

The theoretical significance of Lemer's most recent formulation is 

that while it continues to raise the distinction between interpersonal relation 

and justice process (as did his earlier work), it implies a larger social and 

collective context for justice decisions. It emphasizes, as does the earlier 

model, that there are "interactive determinants" of justice principles (cf. 

Folger, 1984, p. 21). Yet in this revised approach, Lemer more clearly 

attempts to integrate procedural justice and distributive justice phenomena 

as components of those interactive determinants. The so-called 

“distributive justice rules” are seen more for their justice process properties 

— they offer not only a description of the just outcome, but a means of 

reaching that outcome. For example, making “utilitarian decisions” 

(determining how to secure a resolution to the issue that is most beneficial 

for both disputants), engaging in a “legal” or “friendly” contest to resolve 

the issue between participants, devising a resolution where one party “self- 

sacrifices” or acts on the basis of “justified self-interest,” or initiating a 

“fight” with the other party, are all described in a way that recognizes their 

active process properties in the resolution of a dispute and generating a fair 

outcome. Lemer argues that these processes may emerge during the 

interaction, hence the term “emergent activities”.

The empirical basis for this revision is weak. The empirical support 

and published reviews have found this work, though challenging to theories 

of justice and a "most thorough treatment of the panorama of justice"
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(Folger, p. 18), embedded with "puzzling" and "odd" examples. In the 

years since its publication, there has been little to no empirical support for 

these new emergent activities and little demonstration that they oflfer a 

useful perspective for the study of justice. The modifications Lemer and 

Whitehead described as both a "fresh look" at justice and as "crude 

definitional statements and propositions" have not overwhelmed the 

literature or redefined recognized predominant justice procedure or 

distributions rules.

It is possible, however, that Lemer’s revisions will offer more 

power in predicting the responses of participants in this research project. 

Studies One and Two offer only marginal support for Lemer’s earlier 

forms o f justice. Lemer’s emergent properties perspective offers a new 

analysis of what is important in the perception of faimess (revised analyses 

of the interpersonal relationships), a new set of outcomes for those 

interpersonal relations (new or revised justice rules, now called emergent 

activities), and the recognition that distributive justice and procedural 

justice phenomena are not separate processes (the perspective taken in this 

research).

Æ Overview of Lemer’s Revised Theory

In his revised work on the justice motive, Lemer maintains the 

three relational categories (identity, unit and non-unit), but eliminates 

specific references to the "object of perception" on either its personal or 

positional properties. Lemer emphasizes the view of "people as occupants 

of positions," seeming to dismiss the perception of others "as unique 

persons" other than the perception of the person taking place in
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determining identity, unit or non-unit relations. He claims that as the child 

becomes wise, he/she learns to view the outcomes as the end product of 

processes that are impersonal, or as the result of occupants of positions in 

the sequences of cause and effect in the environment. They are impersonal 

"in the sense that anyone with the requisite abilities" could engage in the 

activities and produce that outcome (Lemer, 1981, p. 24).

Lemer introduces the concept o f emergent activities as a 

description of the activities perceived by decision-makers as necessary to 

allow one to accomplish his/her goals in the encounter. The encounter is 

one where an individual is engaged with another as they perceive self and 

other as impersonal participants in the justice process designed to 

accomplish a given end (the just distribution of outcomes, the resolution of 

a dispute over resources). These ends or goals are categorized as either 

goals of vicarious dependency, of convergence, or of divergence.

Vicarious dependency refers to the experience of vicariously experiencing 

the other’s fate, an empathie or sympathetic experience of sharing in 

another's experience. Concern is for "their-our" sense of well-being, and a 

necessary relation between participants is one of "sameness" (identity 

relations). Convergent goals are those goals that are mutually facilitative 

for both participants. Seeing the other person as similar (but not the same 

as in identity relations) promotes activities where participants share in a 

manner that moves toward enabling desired goals for both. Divergent 

goals refer to those situations where participants perceive each other for 

their differences (a non-unit relation) and the activities are to hinder the 

other’s attainment of the desired resources. The outcome here is described
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by the judgment of sharing in a way where one has more or less than the 

other.

Judgments of justice, according to this revised model of Lemer, 

take place by the consideration of the perceptual properties of the 

interaction and the emergent goals made salient during that exchange. The 

interpersonal encounter is defined in terms of the perceptual properties of 

identity / unit / non-unit, together with the considerations of the salience of 

the process of gaining the expected outcomes of the exchange (whether 

goals of vicarious dependency, convergence or divergence). As these two 

variables interact, either the relation variables (“dominant relation”) are 

salient or the process necessary to achieve the desired goals becomes 

salient (“dominant process”) — a "figure-ground" principle, according to 

Lemer. The result is 3 X 3 X 2  model, with eighteen different "emergent 

activities" that define the considerations used to judge justice and fairness.

A review of this model (see Table 14) reveals a number of 

differences from Lemer’s earlier (1979) forms of justice. While needs, 

equity, parity, entitlement, justified self-interest and a legally-based 

distribution rule are each described or listed as emergent activities, there 

are a number of new orientations (correspondence evaluations, individual 

and collective orientations, utilitarian decisions, heroic self-sacrifice, for 

example) and a number of shifted placement of certain distribution rules. 

For example, social entitlement was seen as based on identity relations in 

the earlier theory; now, if equivalent to "status-based division of labour", it 

is seen as based on non-unit relations; justified self-interest was described 

as operative in non-unit relations, now it is seen as based on unit relations.
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TABLE 14
Lemer’s Revised Justice Theory: Emergent Properties

PROCESS
VICARIOUS DEPENDENCY CONVERGENT GOALS DIVERGENT GOALS

(Identity)__________________________ (Unit)________________(Non-unit)
RELATION TO 
OTHERS Dominant 

Process
Dominant
Relation

Dominant
Process

Dominant
Relation

Dominant
Process

Dominant
Relation

IDENTTTY Nurturant 
O's Welfare

O's Needs Collective
Orientation

Individual
Orientation

Utilitarian
Decisions

Self-
Sacrifice

UNIT Mutually
Responsive

Reciprocity Equity Parity Justified
Self-interest

Contest

NON-UNIT Correspondence 
O s Acts 
P s goals

Correspondence Mock 
O's worth Equity 
P s values

Status-
based

Division

Legal
Contest

Fight

Application to Studies One and Two

Lemer dismisses the causal properties of “person-position” as an 

independent factor in interpersonal relationships and as a determining 

variable in distinguishing different forms of justice. The results of Study 

Two failed to demonstrate the interaction o f “Role Relations” (the person- 

position factor of studies one and two) and “Psychological Relations” (the 

identity-unit-nonunit factor), and demonstrated weak Role Relations effects 

at best (a very small mean difference between person and position on the 

negotiations procedure, and only one Role Relations effects for the 

distributive justice rule of needs). Research in this project, then, failed to 

demonstrate the statistical or psychological significance of this person- 

position factor. Its dismissal is warranted.
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Lemer redefines the interpersonal characteristics necessary for 

perceptions of fairness for entitlement and justified self-interest, the two 

rules found associated with significant differences across the identity-unit- 

nonunit factor in Study Two. One redefinition fits with these data: 

entitlement was rated more fair in nonunit relationships in Study Two. 

Another redefinition does not, however. Justified self-interest was rated 

more fair in nonunit relationships in Study Two, consistent with Lemer’s 

earlier work. Now Lemer claims justified self-interest is best suited to unit 

relations. However, these are “unit relations” as they interact with the 

emerging properties of the interaction (dominant process) that were 

undefined in the earlier works.

It remains to be seen whether these new emerging properties, and 

this new scheme for predicting what had been described as fair distribution 

rules, improve the predictive power of interpersonal relationship 

characteristics in the perception of justice.

Such revisions to Lemer’s Justice Theory warrant empirical 

assessment, and as noted may serve to provide more powerful predictive 

analyses than demonstrated in Studies One and Two. To properly test 

these revisions, the conflict events must reflect the new “emergent 

properties” of the interpersonal dispute and the available “justice rules” 

must reflect the revised and new “emergent activities” outlined by Lemer.

Of the three conflict scenarios employed in Study Two, two were 

chosen for use in Study Three. Conflict One (“Nash and Strachan”) 

demonstrated the effects significant in the repeated measures design, as 

well as additional effects for procedural justice (the small “persons”
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preference for negotiations) and distributive justice (parity preferences in 

both identity and unit relations). Conflict One, then, offered a base of 

results that if replicated where Lemer’s theories overlap, and altered where 

Lemer’s new relationship characteristics predict differences, would serve to 

extend support to Lemer’s revisions. In contrast. Conflict Three (“Fisher 

and Pearce”) failed to demonstrate any significant effects in Study Two. 

Conflict Three offers a rigorous test of the phenomena. Perhaps the new 

relationships characteristics of Lemer’s revised work would produce the 

predicted effects.

The actual conflicts in the scenarios were kept the same (offering 

the same issue of dispute common to studies one and two), only the 

relationship characteristics of the parties engaged in the dispute were 

revised to properly reflect Lemer’s re-analysis. Appendix C presents those 

conflict scenarios.

Lemer’s revisions outline eighteen relationship patterns that are 

linked to eighteen emergent activities (“justice rules,” as described in this 

research). This research will not attempt to investigate all eighteen. A 

review of the conflict scenarios suggested that one emergent properties 

variable is evident in the conflicts, namely the “divergent properties” 

variable. Each of the conflicts characterizes competition over a limited 

resource, and each conflict characterizes participants with competing 

(divergent) interests.^ Limiting the research to the third column of

™ Study Three, examines only six of the eighteen possible rules outlined by 
Lemer’s revised work. As such, the research offers a less-than-complete test of Lemer’s 
theory. It is designed to further explain results, and lack of results, of Studies One and Two.
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Lemer's design (“Divergent Goals”) provides both a manageable number 

of disputes and a set of conditions suited to the actual conflicts used in 

Studies One and Two.

Both conflict scenarios, then, were rewritten to portray the 

relationship variables outlined by Lemer and Whitehead’s Divergent 

Properties relationships. Each particular conflict event was kept the same 

to that used in the first two studies, only the relational properties of the 

disputants were changed, and changed so as to describe the variables used 

by Lemer’s revision. New altematives for perceptions of justice were 

prepared and attached as dependent variables to each conflict (the six 

emergent activities of the Divergent Goals column: utilitarian, self-sacrifice, 

justified self-interest, fnendly contest, legal contest, fight).

The procedural justice options (adjudication, negotiations, joint 

problem-solving) were dropped fi-om the design. Lemer’s revised justice 

rules amount to clear altemative choices of justice procedure, and inclusion 

of Thibaut and Walker’s procedures overlaps with Lemer’s rules. 

Nevertheless, the assessment of the psychological underpinnings of 

procedure preferences was deemed still of interest, and measures were 

developed to provide those data in a manner that would not conflict with 

the choice o f justice rule. Instead of the procedural justice options of 

studies one and two, participants were asked to rate the psychological 

components deemed causal in reactions to these procedures (first-person 

and third-party control over both the decision process and first-person and 

third-party control over the decision outcome).
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Ç  Design and Procedure

Two hundred and seven research participants were recruited from 

undergraduate psychology courses, and presented with two conflict 

scenarios. Participants worked on their own, in individual and group 

settings. The two conflicts were devised to describe the six interpersonal 

relations of Lemer’s emergent activities condition, “Divergent Goals.” 

Appendix C (pp 203-230) presents one complete questionnaire, and details 

of the manipulation of relationship characteristics across conditions.

Each participant was exposed to the two conflicts written in one of 

the six conditions (identity-process, identity-relation, unit-process, unit- 

relation, nonunit-process, or nonunit-relation).

Each conflict scenario led participants to rate six “outcomes” to the 

conflict on the basis of perceived faimess. These dependent measures 

match the six emergent activities appropriate to the divergent goals 

relationships (utilitarian decision, self-sacrifice, justified self-interest, 

friendly contest, legal contest, and fight). Following those six measures, 

four questions enabled participants to respond to the perceived faimess of 

first-person and third-party decision and outcome control.

The design is a repeated measures multivariate design with one 

within factor (two conflict scenarios) and two between factors: three levels 

of psychological relations (identity, unit, nonunit) and two levels o f 

emergent properties (dominant process, dominant lelation).

D  ̂ Hvpotheses

The hypotheses of Study Three are as follows:

(1) Justice Rules: Faimess ratings of the emergent activities (justice
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mles) are influenced by the interaction of psychological relations and 

emergent properties. Specifically, the following pattern of justice rule 

preferences, demonstrated by faimess ratings, are predicted:

Relationship Justice Rule (Emergent Activity)
Identity, Dominant Process - Utilitarian Decision
Identity, Dominant Relation - Self-Sacrifice
Unit, Dominant Process - Justified Self-Interest
Unit, Dominant Relation - Friendly Contest
Nonunit, Dominant Process - Legal Contest
Nonunit, Dominant Relation - Fight

(2) Process Control: While the procedural justice literature predicts 

that first-person control over the process of resolving the dispute is more 

fair than third-party control, consideration of Lemer’s relationship 

characteristics to process control preferences predicts that this preference 

is only evident in nonunit relations.

(3) Decision (Outcome) Control: The procedural justice literature 

predicts that third-party (unbiased) control over the outcome is more fair 

than first-person (biased) control over the outcome. Application of 

Lemer’s relationship characteristics predicts, in contrast, that first-person 

control over the decision outcome is more fair than third-party control 

when the relationship is not competitive (identity and unit relationships): 

third-party control over the final decision is more fair than first-person 

control only when the relationship is competitive (nonunit relationships).

& Results

(1) Justice Rules

Table 15 presents the analysis of variance.
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TABLE 15

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE EFFECTS 
OF RELATIONSHIP ON EMERGENT ACTIVITY FAIRNESS

Between Subjects Effects
Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 3.512 12 390 .000
Emergent Properties 1.480 6 196 .187
Psychological Relations by

Emerg. Prop. Interaction 1.504 12 390 .120
Within Subjects Effects

Hotellings F dfHyp df Err p less than

Conflict 20.563 6 196 .000
Psychological Relations

by Conflict 2.082 12 390 .020
Emergent Properties

by Conflict 1.080 6 196 .375
Psychological Rel. by

Emerg. Prop, by Conflict 1.365 12 390 .180

Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations
Dependent Variables

df MS F p less than
Utilitarian Decision 2 7.05 4.951 .0079

Within Groups 204 1.42
Self-Sacrifice 2 0.86 0.40 .674

Within Groups 204 2.17
Justified Self-Merest 2 8.70 3.741 .025

Within Groups 204 2.33
Friendly Contest 2 4.25 2.037 133

Within Groups 204 2.09
Legal Contest 2 15.40 8.058 .0004

Within Groups 204 1.91
Fight 2 1.719 3.572 .030

Within Groups 204 0.48

Hypotheses outlined a specific pattern of perceived faimess of 

justice rules, the predictions for justice rules calling for an interaction 

between Psychological Relations and Emergent Properties. A repeated
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measures MANOVA revealed no significant interaction; instead, analysis 

demonstrated a significant Psychological Relations effect and a significant 

Conflict (within variable) effect.

The Relations main effect is due to significant differences on four 

justice rules, as evident in Table 15. Post-hoc analyses of the mean 

differences reveals that the rule of justified self-interest was rated as more 

fair in nonunit (x = 4.56) than in identity relations (x = 3.88), legal contest 

was more fair in nonunit (x = 3.82) than both identity (x = 2.93) and unit 

(x = 3.10) relations, utilitarian decisions more fair in identity (x = 6.20) 

than nonunit (x = 4.57) relations, and the fight rule more fair in unit (x = 

1.59) than identity (x = 1.28) relations (Bonferroni tests, p < .05 in all 

contrasts of means listed).

Identity relations, then, distinguish themselves from the other 

relations on reactions to all four rules: to utilitarian decision rules (more 

fair in identity than unit and nonunit), justified self-interest (less fair in 

identity than in nonunit), legal contest (less fair in identity than in nonunit), 

and fight (less fair in identity than unit). Unit relations are distinguished by 

fight (more fair in unit than identity) and legal contest (less fair than 

nonunit). Nonunit relations, on the other hand, are distinguished by 

justified self-interest (more fair than identity), legal contest (more fair than 

both identity and unit), and utilitarian decisions (less fair than identity).

More simply and looking only at relationship effects on the basis of 

“more fair” justice rules, (a) identity relations are distinguished by 

utilitarian decisions, (b) unit relations are distinguished by the rule of fight 

(while more fair in unit relations, still demonstrable “unfair”), and (c)
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nonunit relations are distinguished by both justified self-interest and legal 

contest.

(2) Conflict Scenario Differences.

The within factor of Conflict Scenario was again significant in 

Study Three (F = 20.56, p < .0001). Each conflict was analyzed for its 

effects to determine how the pattern of results varied across conflict. 

Conflict One

The analyses of variance for Conflict One are presented in Table 16. 

It is evident that Conflict One demonstrates only a significant Psychological 

Relations effect (F = 3.66, p < .0001) Inspection of the univariate analyses 

reveals that this effect was derived from three dependent measures: 

justified self-interest, legal contest, and utilitarian decisions. Post-hoc 

analyses showed that justified self-interest ratings were greater in nonunit 

(x = 4.81) than both identity (x = 3.97) and unit relations (x = 4.0). Legal 

contest ratings in nonunit relations (x = 4.67) were greater than ratings in 

both identity (x  = 3.43) and unit (x  = 3.59). Utilitarian decisions in 

identity and unit relations (x  = 6.22 and x = 5.86, respectively) were 

greater than ratings in nonunit (x = 4.20).
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TABLE 16

CONFLICT ONE
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE EFFECTS OF 
PSYCHOLOGICAL RELATIONS AND EMERGENT PROPERTIES ON 

DISTRIBUTION RULE FAIRNESS

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 3.663 12 390 .000
Emergent Properties 0.877 6 196 .513
Psychological Rel. by

Emerg. Prop. Interaction 1.582 12 390 .094

Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations
Dependent Variables

F (2,201) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Utilitarian Decision 7.320 18.22 2.49 .001
Self-Sacrifice 1.156 3.49 3.02 .317
Justified Self-Interest 5.305 15.82 2.98 .006
Friendly Contest 2.102 6.92 3.28 .124
Legal Contest 12.052 31.32 2.60 .000
Fight 3.020 0.31 0.60 .364

Univariate F tests: Emergent Properties
Dependent Variables

F (1,201) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Utilitarian Decision 0.054 0.134 2.49 .816
Self-Sacrifice 0.151 0.456 3.02 .698
Justified Self-Interest 0.188 0.562 2.98 .665
Friendly Contest 2.191 7.192 3.28 .140
Legal Contest 1.325 3.444 2.60 .251
Fight 0.946 0.568 0.60 .332

Conflict Two

Conflict Two demonstrated only a significant effect for 

Psychological Relationship (F = 2.02, p < .022). Univariate F-tests
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indicated that this multivariate effect was largely due to the “fight” 

dependent variable (F = 5.24, p < .006). Fight ratings were found greater

TABLE 17

CONFUCTTWO:
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE EFFECTS OF 
PSYCHOLOGICAL RELATIONS AND EMERGENT PROPERTIES ON 

DISTRIBUTION RULE FAIRNESS

Hotellings F dfHyp dfErr p less than

Psychological Relations 2.015 12 390 .022
Emergent Properties 1.650 6 196 .135
Psychological Rel. by

Emerg. Prop. Interaction 1.221 12 390 .264

Univariate F tests: Psychological Relations
Dependent Variables

F (2.201) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Utilitarian Decision 1.288 2.25 1.75 .278
Self-Sacrifice 0.012 0.03 2.83 .988
Justified Self-Interest 1.384 4.61 3.33 .253
Friendly Contest 1.157 2.87 2.48 .317
Legal Contest 2.154 5.32 2.47 .119
Fight 5.238 3.58 0.68 .006

Univariate F tests: Emergent Properties
Dependent Variables

F (1.201) MS Hyp MS Err p less than
Utilitarian Decision 0.338 0.589 1.75 .562
Self-Sacrifice 0.068 0.193 2.83 .794
Justified Self-Interest 0.570 1.899 3.33 .451
Friendly Contest 0.436 1.081 2.48 .510
Legal Contest 0.782 1.933 2.47 .378
Fight 6.666 4.553 0.68 Oil

in unity (x = 1.70) than in both identity (x = 1.28) and nonunit relations (x
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= 1.33). Nevertheless, ratings of fight were consistently near zero 

(“unfair”). The analyses of variance for Conflict Two are presented in 

Table 17.

(3) Control Measures

Hypotheses two and three were specific, directional predictions for 

the effects of Psychological Relations on preferences for first-person or 

third-party control over both justice process and justice outcome. The 

means for dependent measures on control, combined across conflict 

scenarios, are presented in Table 18.

TABLE 18

MEAN MEASURES OF CONTROL ACROSS CONFLICTS

Psychological
Relation

Process Control Decision Control

First-Person Third-Party First-Person Third-Party

Identity 5.09 4.85 4.98 4.91

Unit 4.93 5.12 4.72 5.07

Nonunit 4.59 5.41 4.36 5.36

Across
Relations 4.87 5.13 4.69 5.11

Note: The higher the number, the more fair that mechanism of control.

Process Control

Hypothesis two predicted that first-person process control is 

perceived fair and is important only in nonunit relationships (whereas the
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procedural justice literature predicts first-person more preferred than third- 

party process control in all relationships). Comparisons o f the means 

across levels of the Psychological Relationship factor do not confirm either 

prediction. First, with regard to Thibaut and Walker’s prediction, there is 

no significant difference between the process control variables across all 

relationship conditions (first-person x = 4.87, third-party x = 5.13, t = 

n.s ). Second, with regard to hypothesis two, even though there are no 

significant differences in identity or unit conditions (as an analysis of Lemer 

would predict), first-person process control (x = 4.59) is perceived as 

LESS fair (t = 2.7, p < .009) than third-party control in nonunit relations (x 

= 5.41). While the significant difference is in the predicted relationship 

condition (nonunit), the difference is in the opposite direction. Mean 

measures of process control across conflicts are graphically displayed in 

Figure 3.

Identity Unit Nonunit
Psychological Relation

g  First Person Control 
B  Third-Party Control

Figure 3. Mean measures of process control, averaged across conflicts
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Decision (Outcome) Control

Hypothesis three predicts that third-party decision control is 

preferred to first-person decision control only in nonunit relations, while 

first-person is preferred to third-party in both identity and unit relations. 

Inspection of the mean differences reveals partial support for this 

hypothesis. While the prediction that third-party decision control is more 

fair than first-person control only in nonunit relations is supported (third- 

party X = 5.36, first-person x = 4.36; t = 3.52, p < .001), the prediction 

that this reverses for identity and unit relations is not. Mean measures of 

decision control, averaged across conflicts, are graphically presented in 

Figure 4.

Identity Unit Nonunit
Psychological Relation

I  First -Person Control 
^  Third-Party Control

Figure 4. Mean measures of decision control, averaged across conflicts
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G. Discussion

The results of Study Three oflfer at best only equivocal support for 

the distributive justice theory used to generate the hypotheses. Only two of 

six justice rules matched a relationship variable theorized as determinative 

of perceived faimess — utilitarian decisions and legal contest. And these 

rules were matched with the psychological relations characteristics only, 

not the emergent properties variable as it interacts with these 

characteristics. The emergent properties aspect of interpersonal exchange, 

as operationalized in this research, did not meaningfully influence 

perceptions of justice.

Identity relations differed from other relations on the basis of 

utilitarian decisions. Nonunit relations differed from others on the basis of 

legal contest. Working to provide a mutually beneficial outcome 

(utilitarian) is deemed more fair in close relationships (identity) than less 

close or antagonistic relationships. The resolution of a dispute through a 

legally sanctioned power (legal contest) is judged more fair in competitive 

relationships (nonunit) than closer, less antagonistic ones. Those results 

are logical, and notwithstanding the lack of emergent properties effects, 

consistent with Lemer’s basic analyses.

In some conditions, however, consideration must be given to the 

meaningfulness of the mean differences. For example, fight mean 

differences of 0.31 reached statistical significance because of the 

extraordinarily low levels of variance and the large sample size. Almost all 

participants rated fight as “unfair” so small amounts of condition 

differences produced significance. What is noteworthy is that the emergent
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activity offight is never seen as even approaching “fair,” and that holds 

true in all conditions.

The procedural justice variables of process control and decision / 

outcome control are at odds with the generalizations of classic justice 

theory. The bold claims that first-person process control and third-party 

decision control are the most preferred combinations for conflict resolution 

are not supported by these data. Participants in this study saw a difference 

between first-person and third-party process control only in nonunit 

(competitive) relationships. In such relationships they rate third-party 

control as more fair than first-person control — the opposite of the 

predicted preferences. A logical analysis of this result suggests that people 

judge others who are in a competitive relationship to be less reliable in 

regulating the process of their own dispute’s resolution than they do a 

(presumably unbiased) third-party.

Decision control is similarly influenced by the psychological 

relationships. Here, too, the perceived faimess of third-party control is 

greatest in nonunit relationships (even though still “fair” in both identity 

and nonunit relations). Reviewers of a dispute are more likely to see a 

need for objective adjudicators to judge and determine a fair outcome in 

conflicts between antagonistic parties.

The confiict-scenarios once more produced different effects. The 

second conflict event failed to produce any meaningful differences among 

or between distribution rules, even with the new relationship characteristics 

of Lemer’s revised theory built in. It would seem that the actual conflict 

itself is an important consideration. Some conflicts, such as the “Fisher and
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Pearce” dispute over childcare space, appear insensitive to manipulations of 

social relationship. This is a reliable finding in the three studies of this 

research, and a troubling one. That the specific characteristics of the 

dispute can produce differential preferences for procedural justice and 

different evaluations of distribution rules — independent of the manipulated 

relational characteristics — is indicative o f either ineffective manipulations 

of relationship characteristics or a situational dependency of justice 

perceptions that is not explained by the justice literatures.

Further work is needed to determine the power of theoretical 

orientations over situational variables in the conflicts tested in Studies One, 

Two, and Three. That work needs to consider the fact that the conflict 

events used in this dissertation all involved different issues of resource 

allocation. The “Fisher and Pearce” allocation of childcare space, the 

“Nash and Strachan” award of damages, and the “Elizabeth and Judy” 

distribution of inherited items, for example, each describe different types of 

allocation decisions and different types of resource judgments. One 

cannot easily divide childcare space, but damages for lost wages is more 

easily quantified and divided. Inherited items are not evenly distributed in 

terms of emotional significance, and while divisible and distributable, are 

not so easily ordered in relative personal importance. This research does 

suggest that these different resource judgments are important 

considerations for both distributive and procedural justice phenomena.

What it is about these different conflicts and different resource allocations, 

however, is not answered by this research and warrants further pursuit.
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CHAPTER 8.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The emergent properties variable in Study Three failed to interact 

with the psychological relations factor and predict the pattern of emergent 

activities (justice rules) outlined by Lemer’s revised theory. The role 

relations variable in Study Two similarly contributed little to the predictive 

power of the relationship characteristics for perceptions of justice. These 

variables are key considerations in Lemer’s distributive justice theory if one 

is to predict when particular distribution rules are suited to various 

interpersonal relationships. Indeed, it was the refinement of this variable, 

whether one calls it role relations or emergent properties, that led to 

Lemer’s reconsideration of his own forms of justice theory. The weakness 

of this variable in predicting justice rules, over two studies with large 

sample sizes, is problematic for the justice theory and suggests that further 

revision is required.

Generally speaking the social bases for perceptions of justice are 

more influenced by psychological relations of “closeness” with others 

(identifying, belonging, or competing). These psychological relations were 

found important considerations in perceptions of faimess in each of the 

three studies. The pattern of this influence varied somewhat across studies, 

however. The only pattern common to all three studies was the 

relationship between justified self-interest and nonunit relations — 

psychological relations of the nonunit type consistently demonstrated more 

faimess in justified self-interest rules than they did in either identity
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relations or unit relations.

Studies One and Two test Lemer’s earlier forms of justice. In 

addition to the nonunit /  justified self-interest relationship, there was a 

reliable effect across these two studies in the relationship between parity 

and unit relations. Treating others equally (parity) is judged as more fair 

between disputing individuals who belong together (unit relationship) than 

between others who are extremely close (identify) or more distant and 

apart (nonunit).

Study Three was designed to evaluate the predictive power of 

Lemer’s revisions to justice theory, given the lack o f precision in Study 

Two. The relative power of Lemer’s earlier and revised theories is evident 

in the comparison of Study Three to the other two. A greater number of 

justice rules were associated with relationship variables in the third study, 

suggesting that those relationship variables are indeed relevant to revised 

perceptions of faimess (new justice rules, called emergent activities). 

However, only two of the six justice rules matched the relationship 

predicted by Lemer’s theory, so one must question the utility of the revised 

theory when predicting each of the specific perceptions of justice and 

fairness outlined in the theory.

The concem about the accuracy of Lemer’s revisions is increased 

when one notes that the emergent properties variable of Study Three did 

not improve the predictive power of relationship characteristics in 

perceptions of justice. One of the major differences between Lemer’s 

earlier works and the revised theory was the inclusion of emergent 

properties as a product of interpersonal exchange. This variable replaced
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the role relations o f “person-position”, and led to the formulation o f a host 

of new distribution rules. The fact that this variable, as operationalized, did 

not interact with other relationship characteristics shows that emergent 

properties do not act as Lemer’s work predicts.

The procedural justice literature is similarly brought into 

reconsideration on the basis of these studies’ results. It is evident across 

the first two designs that adjudication is not a predominantly preferred 

justice process, and that the psychological relationship characteristics do 

influence the preferences. Joint problem-solving (a process not identified 

by Thibaut and Walker) is a credible alternative to adjudication, and is most 

preferred in unit relationships. Further, where adjudication is preferred and 

seen as fair, it seems that this preference is limited to nonunit relations 

where disputants are in a more antagonistic relationship.

Summary Implications.

The general approach of this research — that perceptions of fairness 

and justice are best understood by an integration of both procedural and 

distributive justice literatures — is supported by the data across the three 

studies. The limitations of the research conducted are identified 

throughout the dissertation. Nonetheless, where there are differences in 

perceived fairness of different justice procedures, these differences are 

related to psychological relations between the parties to the dispute. And 

where there are differences in the fairness of different distribution rules, 

these differences are also tied to the psychological relations between 

disputants. A consideration of justice without taking into consideration 

that component of social relations is less than adequate. Fairness and
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justice are clearly relationship specific.

The call for a specific interaction between the literature based 

procedural and distributive justice factors for a more full understanding of 

justice perceptions was not supported in any of the studies. While 

relationship characteristics do drive some procedural preferences, and 

while relationship characteristics do demand particular distribution rules, 

no interaction is evident. The “goodness-of-fit” between procedure and 

distribution rule, where certain distribution rules are limited to certain 

justice procedures, and where that association is driven by the relationship 

variables, is not shaped by the literatures reviewed.

A new model of justice is called for. A model where relationship 

characteristics as causal variables are integrated into the procedural justice 

phenomena. A model where procedural justice processes include joint 

problem-solving. A model where the identity-unit-nonunit relationship 

characteristics are maintained, but where role relations (person-position) 

are eliminated. The emergent properties notion of Lemer’s revised Justice 

Theory suggests that this new model must recognize the interaction 

between disputants as a dynamic activity, one where the view o f the 

relationship itself is shaped by the ongoing exchanges taking place. 

However, it is doubtful these emerging properties are the ones outlined by 

Lemer.

A key component in this dynamic exchange is the very nature of the 

conflict event itself. It must not be overlooked that the particular conflict 

event was a factor in this research. The “Fisher and Pearce” dispute over 

childcare space was consistently resistant to the manipulations of
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relationships. It would appear that some conflicts are insensitive to 

differences in interpersonal relations, or at least insensitive to the relations 

manipulated in this research. Further research is needed to understand 

what makes such conflicts distinct. Nevertheless, it is evident that a new 

model of justice must accommodate the power of situational characteristics 

of the conflict event to overwhelm the influence of relationship 

characteristics. What are the limits of a social basis for justice perceptions, 

and how is it that some conflicts are so striking that the relational 

characteristics of disputants can vary and still the perceptions of justice do 

not?

The most comprehensive procedural justice modeling is offered by 

Tyler and his colleagues. Tyler, who outlines various models of the justice 

motive (discussed in Chapters 2 and 3) and who concludes that relational 

issues can dominate definitions of justice, maintains that distributive justice 

concerns (resource allocation concerns) and procedural justice concerns 

(even the “relational” or group-value model of the psychology of 

procedural justice) are sufiBciently distinct that each has a unique impact on 

justice judgments. Resource judgments, he claims, do not Impact on 

procedural justice.

This dissertation research has implications for Tyler’s modeling of 

justice. The significant conflict effects in Study Two suggest that resource 

allocations in specific conflict events DO have effects on procedural justice 

as well as on distributive justice. In addition, the impact of psychological 

relationship characteristics in Studies One, Two and Three suggest that 

relational variables of the kind tested here DO have effects on both
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procedural justice and distributive justice. These relational variables are 

not relational characteristics considered by Tyler’s models of justice (he 

identifies three relational issues of neutrality of the parties, interpersonal 

trust, and personal status recognition of the disputants). The various 

significant effects of Lemer’s relationship characteristics across the three 

studies imply that future models of the psychology of justice take the 

relationships of identity, unit and nonunit into consideration when assessing 

the social basis for a sense of justice.

A sense of social justice is often rooted in a sense of social 

relationship. If people are to receive justice, they will receive more than 

just the rule of law. They will compare that rule of law to their relationship 

with the other party to the dispute, and that relationship has the capacity to 

influence their sense of fair treatment and fair outcome.

To a large extent the legal system is insensitive to this 

understanding. Rarely does judicial decision take into consideration the 

particular relationship characteristics of disputants in presentation of a 

ruling. Rarely does that system formalize a process where alternatives to 

adjudication are investigated, and rarely is the nature of the psychological 

relationship between disputants determinative in choice of that alternative.

Where there are institutionalized alternatives to adjudication, those 

alternatives appear dominated by legal mediation wherein the parties 

engage with a facilitator and attempt to address the dispute in a less 

adversarial, less litigious way. This research project suggests that when 

such an alternative is considered the mediation should go beyond a 

bargaining style of mediation to include a more joint problem-solving style.
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This joint problem-solving style is most important for disputants who are in 

a close relationship. Further, such mediation should seek a “utilitarian” 

decision as the appropriate distribution rule, where an outcome maximally 

beneficial to both disputants is sought and imposed by some unbiased third- 

party.

The rule o f law is said to be “everyone Is treated equally under the 

law” where personal characteristics are judged to be irrelevant. One must 

question not only the reality of this image but its utility as well. The 

administration of justice, when it comes to the perception of fairness, is a 

rule-based social event. While justice decision rules and justice process 

rules have been researched for decades, still one must search for greater 

understanding of how those rules interact with and tie in to the psychology 

of individuals caught in the process of dispute resolution.
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APPENDIX A 

STUDY ONE CONFLICT SCENARIOS

A number of scenarios are described which provide the basis for evaluations of 
justice, both procedural and distributive Justice. These scenarios are based on 
reviews of New Zealand law journals and wherever possible stay close to the key 
elements of the real world dispute. The scenarios are built to describe the six 
relationships posited by Lemer’s (1977) forms of justice. The nature of the 
relationship is identified in the identification label (Case Number) preceding each 
dispute.
Key to Identification:
NUP & NP  =  Nonunit Person Relationship
NUPOS & NPOS =  Nonunit Position Relationship
UP =  Unit Person Relationship
UPOS & UPS =  Unit Position Relationship
IP  =  Identity Person Relationship
IPOS & IPS  =  Identity Position Relationship

Each case presents:

1) an overview of the issue under dispute (establishing the relationship between the
parties to the dispute) in accordance to the six relationships described in the 
Key;

2) the background detail of the dispute;

3) a concise summary statement of the dispute;

4) a measure of the perceived relationship properties: nonunit, unit, or identity;

5) a measure of the perceived relationship properties: person or position;

6) dependent variable one — selection of a style of procedural justice (mixed
orders of adjudication, bargaining, and joint problem-solving); and

7) dependent variable two — a free response describing the “most fair solution”
to the issue under dispute (providing subjects an opportunity to describe the 
just distribution or justice outcome: these statements will be rated for their 
similarity to Lemer’s six forms of justice).
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DIRECTIONS:

The following cases each describe a conflict event. A brief 
overview is given in the first paragraph, then the background to 
the conflict is presented, andfinally a brief summary of the 
dispute is outlined. On the following page are four questions to 
which you are asked to respond.

You are asked to read each case, and to respond to Questions 
#/ through Question #4. Questions I, 2 and 3 ask you to select 
one alternative by identifying the appropriate letter-designate. 
Question U4 asks you to write a brief answer to the question (no 
more than a paragraph at most).

Please indicate the question number (I, 2, 3 or 4) when 
providing your response to each question.

Use the accompanying booklet for your responses, clearly 
indicating the question number together with your answer.

Thank you for your participation.
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Case #NUPA.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are working parents of single preschool children. Each woman is 
seeking to admit her child to a community child care facility, but the facility has room to 
admit only one child. Both individuals require that their child secure adequate care in order 
for the parent to work and provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce are 
competing for the last available space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only 
one child can be admitted. Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces 
are very competitive in this community. Personal needs have to be the determining factor in 
the allocation of such scarce resources. Each of us is in competition with the other person 
for the child care space." Each claims the most need.

Background:
Fisher and Pearce are each a single parent of a young preschool child and work full-time, 
Monday through Friday, eight a.m.. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent finends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce do not know one another, but they are applying to the same community child care 
facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are competing for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.

Dispute:
Each person, Ms. Fisher and Ms Pearce, want the last childcare space at Noah’s. They are 
in competition for that space.
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1. Rate the relationship between Fisher and Pearce by indicating ONE of the following three 
options which is most descriptive;

A. Fisher and Pearce see each other as adversaries, associated as contestants.

B. Fisher and Pearce see each other as belonging together, as part of a unit

C. Fisher and Pearce identify with each other, with minimal psychological
separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Fisher and Pearce by indicating ONE of the following 
two options which is most descriptive:

A. Fisher and Pearce relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Fisher and Pearce relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
parents, recognizing the role qualities of that position.

3. In what manner should this matter of the childcare space be resolved?
Choose one procediue by circling A, B, or C:

A. Fisher and Pearce should meet to discuss the issue with one another, and 
jointly come to a mutual decision as to which child should be placed in 
Noah's Child Care Facility.

B. Fisher and Pearce should each, but separately, make their cases to Noah's 
Child Care Facility and wait for Noah's to decide which of the two 
children they accept

C. Fisher and Pearce should engage in a formal process of bargaining, where 
they attempt to negotiate some resolution to the decision as to which child 
should be placed in Noah's and where each is boimd by the outcome of the 
negotiations process.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the childcare space, and why? Briefly describe the best outcome 
that you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between Fisher and Pearce.
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Case #NUPOSA.

McGrady and Nelson both represent two large companies who want to claim ownership of 
the one remaining stream that is habitable to West Coast salmon in the San Juan Islands. 
Each company claims the legitimate rights to the stream. The companies are the only two 
large competitors in the fishing industry. Both businesses seek to establish themselves as the 
dominant corporation, believing that the short and long-term economy allows for the 
financial survival of only one business. Both companies want control over the last 
freshwater fish estuary in the region. Says one, "Our business can provide both employment 
for local workers and protection of the regional environment The competition is out to 
maximize short-term profits at the expense of the ecosystem. They should not be allowed to 
be in the business."

Background.
Nelson and McGrady are Chief Executive Officers of the only two large fishing companies 
on the west coast of Canada. Each company is in fish farming and has been diversifying into 
the seeding of salmon eggs into local stream habitats. The companies are business 
competitors.
The Provincial Government has strict controls on the use of natural resources for business 
purposes, and has made one stream available for commercial use. For purposes of clearly 
defining legal liability for environmental protection. Government regulations demand that 
only one business enterprise can have commercial use of the resource at any one time.

Both Nelson's company and McGrady's company is interested in securing the rights of that 
stream to enhance die availability of spawning stock for salmon breeding. Both CEO's have 
been instructed to secure the rights to that stream, and both companies claim that they have a 
legitimate claim to use of that water. The allocation of natural resources for commercial use 
is the decision of Government. Applicants must meet environmental protection standards 
and show a net gain to the surrounding community. Both companies can show satisfaction of 
environmental standards, and both companies claim a comparable benefit to the local 
community.

Dispute:
Where there is one applicant who meets environmental and economy criteria, the 
Government is required to grant the application. Where there is more than one applicant, 
the issue of the awarding of the site license is in dispute. Both companies are seeking the 
license. Each position of Chief Executive Officer is charged with securing ownership.
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1. Rate the relationship between McGrady and Nelson by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive:

A. McGrady and Nelson see each other as adversaries, associated as
contestants.

B. McGrady and Nelson see each other as belonging together, as part of a 
unit.

C. McGrady and Nelson identify with each other, with minimal 
psychological separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between McGrady and Nelson by indicating ONE of the 
following two options which is most descriptive:

A. McGrady and Nelson relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. McGrady and Nelson relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
chief executive officers, recognizing the role qualities of that position.

3. In what manner should this matter of the rights to the stream be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. Seek the judgment of the Government officer who will hear petitions from 
both parties' lawyers, under the direction of the chief executive officers 
Nelson and McGrady, and determine allocation of the stream's license 
based on the entitlement of each position.

B. The chief executive officers. Nelson and McGrady, should meet and 
engage in joint problem-solving to determine which company will apply 
to Government for the stream’s license.

C. Engage in a process of formal negotiations with the other company in 
which both chief executive officers secure the services of a professional 
negotiator and agree to use the process of negotiations to decide which 
company will apply to Government for the stream’s license.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the stream’s license, and why? Briefly describe the best outcome 
that you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between the two company 
representatives. Nelson and McGrady.
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Case Number UP A.

Doug and Michael belong to the same sports team and have played well together as partners 
for some period of time. Each individual has developed a financial reliance on institutional 
funding (sports scholarship), but due to cutbacks the university is forced to reduce the 
amount of the awards. Doug and Michael each have needs for the support, and neither can 
easily afford a reduction in the scholarship. Says Michael to another friend, "We both seem 
to belong together in many of the things we do, but neither expected to be in a situation 
where we have to justify what we need and deserve."

Backgroimd;
Doug and Michael are both members of the university badminton team, and have been for a 
number of years. Doug and Michael are nearly equivalent in skill level, and share a common 
attitude toward competition. As a result and to the pleasure of both Doug and Michael, they 
play together as partner’s and represent the university in men's badminton. Doug and 
Michael have been described as "natural partners," in that they appear to anticipate the 
behaviour of one another and have become closely aware of each other’s feelings and 
judgments.

Until recently, the university was heavily subsidized for its athletics program and each 
athlete in the institution received an athletic scholarship and was frilly reimbursed for their 
personal expenses incurred during tournaments (travel, lodging, meals, personal expenses). 
However, recently a limited amount of funding has been made available to the institution for 
competitive sports programs. The badminton program, as other programs, has been allotted 
a thirty percent reduction of funds and for the first time there will be significant curtailment 
on the amount of money expended by athletes.

Doug and Michael will continue to play badminton as partners. Neither person can afford a 
reduction of his financial support fi'om the university, and yet the university is forced to cut 
back and reduce the amount of its support. There is a sizable amount of money involved, 
and both Doug and Michael rely on the funding to maintain their education and enable their 
playing badminton.

Dispute:
Each person wishes to remain together as partners, but each relies on his current level of 
frmding to do so. Nevertheless, the cutbacks will occur.
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1. Rate the relationship between Doug and Michael by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive:

A. Doug and Michael see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. Doug and Michael see each other as belonging together, as part of a unit

C. Doug and Michael identify with each other, with minimal psychological 
separation between them.

2 Also rate the relationship between Doug and Michael by indicating ONE of the following 
two options which is most descriptive:

A. Doug and Michael relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Doug and Michael relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
badminton partners, recognizing the role qualities of that position.

3. In what manner should this matter of the cutbacks and the distribution of hinds be 
resolved?

Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. Doug and Michael should seek the decision of the Athletics Director who 
will make the binding decisions about scholarships and expenses, upon 
reviewing the personal cases of the badminton partners.

B. Doug and Michael should engage the assistance of mediation services at 
the university, whereupon they can formally negotiate through their 
advocates to determine the allocation of scholarships and expenses.

C. Sit down and engage in joint problem-solving and determine an allocation 
of scholarships and expenses for each person, and request that the 
institution allocate the funds accordingly.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the distribution of funds, and why? Briefly describe the best 
outcome that you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between Doug and 
Michael.
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Case#UPSB.

A father and son have a dispute over a contract for ownership of the family farm. The son 
has been leasing the farm from the father, who with his wife has moved to town, and the son 
had an agreement with the father to purchase the farm any time in the near future. The father 
changed his mind, and the son was stopped from making a profit from purchase and 
subsequent sale of the property. Says the son, "Sure, he's my dad and I’ll always be the 
dutiful son. But fathers shouldn't do this to their own flesh and blood."

Background:
Walter Green owned a 300 acre farm known as Gravel Hill Farm. His elder son, Geoffrey, 
had a tenancy of the farm from his father at a rent of $9000 per annum. In March, father and 
son came to an arrangement under which the son was to be entitled to an option to purchase 
the land at a price of $300 per acre, exercisable at any time during the next 10 years. In 
order to put this into a regular and enforceable form they together visited a firm of solicitors 
(Briggs and Stubbs). There they saw the senior partner, Briggs, draw up a formal option 
agreement which was signed by both father and son.

It was necessary to complete the transaction by registering the option to purchase as an 
estate contract under the provisions of the Land Charges Act. For some reason, whether by 
neglect or whether he thought in a family matter it was practically unnecessary, lawyer 
Briggs omitted to do so immediately, nor did he register the son’s purchase option at any 
time subsequently.

The father, for some reason, decided to deny the grant of the option and, through some other 
solicitors he consulted, discovered that the option had not yet been registered against him by 
his former solicitors Briggs and Stubbs. The father, determined to defeat the transfer of the 
farm to his son, conveyed the farm to his wife, Geoffrey's mother, for a small consideration 
of$2(X)0.

The son, Geoffrey acted to complete his option to purchase the property, unaware of his 
father’s change of mind and unaware of the change of title of ownership. Geoffrey's solicitor 
discovered the problem when he filed for a title change on Geoffrey's behalf. As a result of 
his inability to acquire the property, the son was denied the opportunity of a sale and lease 
back of the property — which was what he had intended — which would have brought him a 
profit of approximately $40,000.

Dispute:
The father claims he does not have to sell the land, and that he is not responsible for the 
son’s lost profit. The son disagrees, claiming that the father must sell or be held accountable 
for the son’s lost profit.
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1. Rate the relationship between the son and the father by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive:

A. The son and the father see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. The son and the father see each other as belonging together, as part of a 
unit

C. The son and the father identify with each other, with minimal 
psychological separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between the son and the father by indicating ONE of the 
following two options which is most descriptive:

A. The son and the father relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. The son and the father relate to each other on the basis of their roles as
father and son, recognizing the role qualities of those positions.

3. In what manner should this matter of property/profit be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. The son and father should hire the services of two lawyers to act on each 
of their behalf. Under the direction of the son and father, and together 
with each, the lawyers should bargain with the parties to formally 
negotiate a resolution of the issue over the status of the property and the 
allocation of $40,000 damages to the son.

B. The son should engage the services of a lawyer, and submit the dispute to 
court for a binding decision by a magistrate regarding the disposition of 
the property and the allocation of $40,000 damages to the son.

C. The son and father should meet for joint problem-solving and discuss the 
issue, engaging in discussion until they reach a mutually satisfactory 
decision as to the disposition of the property or the allocation of $40,000 
damages to the son.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the property and/or the lost profit, and why? Briefly describe the 
best outcome that you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between the father, 
Walter Green, and his son Geoffrey.
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Case #IPA

Jim and Donny are identical twins, and emotionally close to one another. The feelings of one 
twin are most often mirrored in the feelings of the other. Jim finds himself in a situation 
where the instructor of a class is yelling at him for the class's noise. Jim is trembling, 
pasty-faced, sweating and crying: he is anxious and embarrassed. Donny observes this 
situation and observes Jim's response to the encounter and, feeling for Jim, wants to 
terminate the exchange and relieve Jim's discomfort. Says Donny of Jim’s experience, "This 
is really hurtful to be treated like this by an instructor of the course." The instructor, 
however, has not only yelled at one twin, but he has confused the twins with each other and 
is about to falsely attribute the poor behaviour to Donny rather than to Jim.

Background:
Jim and his twin sibling, Donny, share a room at university and take many of the same 
courses at the same time. Jim and Donny have always been emotionally close to one 
another, to such a degree that when one of them is upset or happy the other is similarly 
emotional. Both Jim and Donny are highly motivated to secure high marks in the course, 
and the course is one where final grades are assigned "on the curve" (such that one's relative 
standing in the class is the determining factor in the final assigned letter grade). Jim's 
standing is reduced should Donny's performance exceed his, and vice versa if Jim's 
performance should exceed Donny's. In this foreign language class where both individuals 
are enrolled, Donny notices that the language instructor is yelling at his twin and chastising 
him for not participating in the oral discussion and for generally displaying a poor attitude 
toward speech displays in that foreign language.

Looking at his twin, Donny notices that Jim is very upset and embarrassed. He is very 
white-faced, his lower lip is trembling and he is unable to make eye contact with anyone. 
Donny is empathizing with his twin and is motivated to reduce the emotional discomfort 
produced by the situation.

The instructor often confuses himself in distinguishing between the twins on the basis of 
person-to-person interaction. Doimy overhears the instructor refer to Jim as “Doimy," 
clearly indicating that the assessment of Jim's behaviour will be recorded to Donny's grade, 
having impact on Donny's letter grade rather than the twin (Jim) who warranted the tirade. 
Neither person wants the negative mark on their grade

Dispute:
The twins each empathize with the other’s well-being. Neither wants the negative 
evaluation of the instructor to negatively influence his grade. Yet it is clear the instructor is 
going to do so.
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1. Rate the relationship between Donny and his twin, Jim, by indicating ONE of the 
following three options which is most descriptive:

A. Donny and his twin, Jim, see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. Donny and his twin, Jim, see each other as belonging together, as part of a unit.

C. Donny and his twin, Jim, identify with each other, with minimal psychological 
separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Donny and his twin, Jim, by indicating ONE of the 
following two options which is most descriptive:

A. Donny and his twin, Jim, relate to each other on a personal level, seeing 
each other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Donny and his twin, Jim, relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
twins, recognizing the role qualities of that position.

3. In what manner should this matter of falsely assigned assessment be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. Doimy and his twin, Jim, should refer the issue to their instructor, who 
will hear the arguments of each and make a binding determination on 
what to do in the situation to ensure that the assessment of classroom 
behaviour is attributed to the appropriate twin.

B. Donny and his twin, Jim, should seek a formal opportunity to bargain a
solution with one another, assessing their relative positions on academic 
standing and grade placement, trading favors and obligations until they 
have negotiated a mutually agreed upon way to deal with the situation and 
ensure that the assessment of classroom behaviour is attributed to the 
appropriate twin.

C. Donny and his twin, Jim, should engage in joint problem-solving and 
discuss the matter with each other to arrive at an agreed upon way to deal 
with the situation and ensure that the assessment of classroom behaviour 
is attributed to the appropriate twin.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the record of inappropriate behavior, and why? Briefly describe 
the best outcome that you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between Donny 
and Jim.
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Case#IPOSI.

Karen is a new instructor who has recently assumed responsibility for a group of students. It 
is easy for Karen to identify with the position of student represented by those in her class, 
and she is very able to sympathize with the issues concerning her students. Recently, one of 
her students wishes to modify her grade in Karen's course, but the request would involve 
Karen working for no pay since she would be "off contract" with her employer. Says Karen, 
"I identify with my students. While I can see myself in the situation of my students, and of 
this student's needs in particular, what about my position and my needs?"

Background;
Karen is the instructor of a group of university students who are graduating from the 
institution upon completion of their final course. The group of students remind Karen of 
herself at that point in her professional development, just prior to moving on to professional 
training. One of her students, Jeanine, is typical of the class of students. Jeanine, however, 
wants to rewrite a term paper and submit it for a revised grade since her first submission 
received a low first-class mark and Jeanine wants a high first-class mark.

Karen established a date for submission of term papers that is very late in the term, and has 
been available for students to review rough drafts of term papers throughout the semester. 
Jeanine handed her paper in on time, and had made use of the discussions with Karen over 
her rough drafts.

Karen is now "off-contract." Her employment contract has elapsed, and she is not receiving 
any payment from the university. Jeanine wants Karen to take her personal time over the 
weekend to review the new paper and use the revised paper for the submission of a new final 
grade for the course.

Karen does not want to work for no pay, and therefore does not want to regrade Jeanine by 
marking a new term paper. Jeanine wants her new paper reevaluated by Karen.

Dispute:
Karen can identify with the position of students, and Jeanine can understand the position of 
an imemployed new instructor. Yet the student wants the paper reevaluated, while the 
instructor does not.
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I. Rate the relationship between Karen and Jeanine by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive;

A. Karen and Jeanine see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. Karen and Jeanine see each other as belonging together, as part of a unit

C. Karen and Jeanine identify with each other, with minimal psychological 
separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Karen and Jeanine by indicating ONE of the following 
two options which is most descriptive:

A. Karen and Jeanine relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Karen and Jeanine relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
instructor and student, recognizing the role qualities of those positions.

3. In what manner should this matter of the paper and grade be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. Karen should direct the matter to the Academic Dean who will hear the 
facts as presented by Karen and Jeanine and make a binding decision on 
the matter of the paper and grade.

B. Karen and Jeanine should meet to discuss the problem, and engage in 
joint problem-solving until they arrive at a mutually acceptable solution to 
the issue of the paper and grade.

C. Karen should direct the matter to her supervisor, Jeanine should direct the 
matter to the Student Ombudsperson hired by the institution to act on 
behalf of students. The two agents of Karen and Jeanine should act on 
each of their behalf and formally negotiate some mutually acceptable 
solution to the issue of the paper and grade.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the paper and grade, and why? Briefly describe the best outcome 
that you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between the instructor (Karen) 
and her student (Jeanine).
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Case #NPB.

Clark and Sampson were both involved in the damage of some tele-communications cables, 
amounting to a cost of $3598. The telecommunications company is suing for recovery of 
their costs. Neither Clark nor Sampson feels they should have to pay for damages. Sampson 
was quoted as saying, "This other giy is just interested in off-loading his personal 
responsibility onto me. He made mistakes during his work, and now he thinks to convince 
you that it is my fault"

Background:
Clark was employed by P. Oliver Contracting Ltd. to drive a ditch-digging machine. His 
employer instructed him to go to a job for Sampson, for whom the company had carried out 
most subcontracting jobs in the past On this day Clark was told by his employer to report to 
Sampson and dig a ditch where Sampson instructed him to do so. Clark contends that on 
this occasion he asked Sampson where he wanted the ditch dug. He says that they walked 
over to where somebody else had been digging in the yard before, and Sampson told him to 
carry on from there to another point by the side of the road. Sampson was said to show 
Clark the area he wanted dug, from where the trench had ended at the back of the yard to 
where it was supposed to go to a point up to the side of the road. When asked to confirm 
where it was supposed to go Sampson is alleged to say "Pig up to the road." Clark says he 
asked Sampson if there were any cables, and Sampson said "No, there is only a water main 
on the other side of the road."

Clark commenced digging, and went to dig up to where he says Sampson had told him to 
dig. When he finished up to the side of the road and inspected his work, he noticed that he 
had damaged some Telecommunications cables beside the road. Damage for the cables 
amounted to $3598, and the Telecommunications company sued for compensation.

Sampson contends that he was in charge of the job that day, in that he had told Clark where 
to dig the trench. Sampson says that in response to Clark's request for instructions where to 
dig, he showed him and told him in what direction to dig, and that he was to "dig up to the 
road from the end of the last area already dug." Then in answer to Clark's inquiry if there 
were any cables in the way, Sampson claims he said to Clark that there were none in the 
yard, but that when he reached near the road he was to be careful. Sampson says that he 
made it clear to Clark that when he said there were no cables, he was referring only to the 
grounds within the yard.

Dispute:
Clark says that Sampson is liable for the damages. Sampson says that Clark is liable for the 
damages. Each person believes he is in the right
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1. Rate the relationship between Clark and Sampson by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive:

A. Clark and Sampson see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. Clark and Sampson see each other as belonging together, as part of a unit.

C. Clark and Sampson identify with each other, with minimal psychological 
separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Clark and Sampson by indicating ONE of the 
following two options which is most descriptive:

A. Clark and Sampson relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Clark and Sampson relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
construction workers, recognizing the role qualities of that position.

3. In what manner should this matter of the damages be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. Clark and Sampson should ask their respective unions to negotiate a 
resolution to the dispute, having the unions use their chief negotiators to 
bargain an acceptable solution to the issue of damages.

B. Claric and Sampson should sit and jointly discuss the issue and come to an 
acceptable resolution of the dispute over liability for damages.

C. Clark and Sampson should each engage the services of an advocate, 
preferably a lawyer, and pursue the issue of liability for damages through 
adjudication in court.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the damages, and why? Briefly describe the best outcome that 
you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between Clark and Sampson.
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Case #NPOSB.

Two employees are applying for a permanent position at their place of work. One employee 
(female) is a temporary part-time worker, the other employee (male) is a temporary full-time 
worker. The male full-time employee secures the position, and the female part-time 
employee says that the company discriminates against female employees, which is illegal. 
Both employees contend for the position. Says the part-time worker, "The law entitles 
women to advantages in employment as a remedy for historical discrimination and job 
segregation." The full-time, male worker was quoted as saying, "Men are being 
discriminated against by employer’s fear of being seen as politically incorrect As a result, 
men everywhere feel threatened and are in a position of not getting necessary employment"

Background:
Mr. Harris and Ms. Dyer both apply for the same full-time position at a health care facihty. 
Both Harris and Dyer have employment histories as workers in health at that facility, and 
both have a similar levels of training and education. There are no obvious factors 
distinguishing Harris from Dyer on the basis of competence to perform the full-time 
position, the only distinction is the nature of their employment history. While both have 
accumulated two years full-time equivalent work experience at the health facility, Mr. Harris 
has been employed full-time for the past two years while Ms. Dyer has been employed 
half-time for the past four years. Both prospective candidates were interviewed by the 
health care facility and found to be qualified to do the job. Mr. Harris was offered the 
position on the basis that he has more experience in a full-time position than had Ms. Dyer.

The part-time worker, Ms. Dyer, complains that the health care facility is discriminating 
against her on the basis of sex. She cites reliable eridence that 90% of part-time health-care 
workers are women, and the Equal Opportunities Commission has taken the view that the 
unfavorable treatment of part-time workers has the effect of discriminating against women, 
which conflicts with the obligations of the employer under the provisions of the Canadian 
Charter of Individual Rights and Freedoms. The employer is an Equal Opportunity 
employer. The passed over part-time worker claims that the position should be awarded to a 
female candidate over a male candidate, if both candidates are judged equally competent to 
fulfill the job. She says the employer should be required to vary its decision, and award the 
part-time female worker the job.

Dispute:
The part-time worker represents the position of female underemployed. The employer 
represents the position of equal opportunity employers. Each has a different view about 
whether the decision should stand (work to Mr. Harris) or the decision should be varied 
(work to Ms. Dyer).
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I. Rate the relationship between Harris and Dyer by indicating ONE of the following three 
options which is most descriptive:

A. Harris and Dyer see each other as adversaries, associated as contestants.

B. Harris and Dyer see each other as belonging together, as part of a unit

C. Harris and Dyer identify with each other, with minimal psychological
separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Harris and Dyer by indicating ONE of the following 
two options which is most descriptive:

A. Harris and Dyer relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each other 
as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Harris and Dyer relate to each other on the basis of their roles as male or 
female temporary workers, recognizing the role qualities of that position.

3. In what marmer should this matter of the permanent position be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. The female part-time employee should engage the services of an advocate 
from the Equal Opportunities Commission who can bargain with the male 
full-time employee's advocate from the Company and formally negotiate a 
mutually binding decision as to who will be awarded the permanent 
position.

B. The female part-time employee and the male frdl-time employee should 
ask the company to submit the issue to a Human Rights Tribunal, who can 
take evidence and make a summary and binding ruling on the issue as to 
who will be awarded the permanent position.

C. The two employees should meet with the employer, and through the 
process of discussion and joint problem-solving resolve the matter as to 
who will be awarded the permanent position.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the work status of Harris and Dyer, and why? Briefly describe 
the best outcome that you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between the 
male employee Harris and the female employee Dyer.
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Case #UP2.

Two sisters are required to determine allocation of inherited items between themselves, with 
no direction provided from the will of the deceased parents. The items to be divided are 
loaded with emotional significance for each sister, and not easily divisible. Each sister 
expresses discomfort with the issue, claiming "we had hoped never to be faced with a 
situation like this. It is terribly hard to make decisions about family matters over material 
things."

Backgroimd:
Elizabeth and Judy are sisters and have some months ago experienced the loss of both 
parents due to a tragic car accident Always close to one another during childhood, the 
sisters have come together as adults for mutual emotional support and remain with a strong 
identity as sisters, even as adults. With the formalities of the funerals behind them, the 
sisters are now faced with the task of determining what to do about the estate of the deceased 
parents.

The parents had established a legal Will and Testament about the disposition of their estate, 
and the executor of the estate has provided for a distribution of monetary assets of the 
parents. However, the will directed the sisters to divide the considerable number of personal 
household items "howsoever Elizabeth and Judy see fit." These household items have strong 
emotional significance to both sisters, as well as having considerable monetary value as well.

Dispute:
Elizabeth and Judy both want a surprising number of the same items, and there is no 
agreement on ownership of those disputed items.
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1. Rate the relationship between Elizabeth and Judy by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive:

A. Elizabeth and Judy see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. Elizabeth and Judy see each other as belonging together, as part of a unit.

C. Elizabeth and Judy identify with each other, with minimal psychological 
separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Elizabeth and Judy by indicating ONE of the following 
two options which is most descriptive:

A. Elizabeth and Judy relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Elizabeth and Judy relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
sisters, recognizing the role qualities of that position.

3. In what marmer should this matter of the disputed items be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. Elizabeth and Judy should discuss with one another the personal 
significance and emotional importance of the various items, and jointly 
determine some dinsion that is acceptable to both.

B. Elizabeth and Judy should prepare individual arguments and submit them 
to the executor, who will consider the arguments and determine a binding 
allocation of items between the two sisters that he considers an acceptable 
division.

C. The various items should be randomly assigned to each individual sister in 
a maimer determined by the executor to be roughly equivalent on a 
monetary value basis. Elizabeth and Judy should then prepare individual 
arguments for their claims on various items, and formally negotiate 
exchanges with one another on the basis of their arguments, the value of 
the items, and their power to bargain some division of items that is 
acceptable to both.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the disputed items, and why? Briefly describe the best outcome 
that you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between the sisters, Elizabeth 
and Judy.
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Case #UPOSA.

Slater and Davidson both work at the same store: both are salaried salespersons and the 
senior clerks of their respective departments, and each represent their departments in 
store-wide meetings. The clerks work for the same group of senior managers, and have done 
so for a comparable length of time. Both have risen to the level of area supervisors and 
enjoy some degree of managerial discretion within their respective departments. Both Slater 
and Davidson are seeking a financial bonus from their employer. Says Slater, "He is my 
co-worker, roughly in the same position as me.”

Background:
Slater and Davidson are both senior employees and co-workers at a department store. The 
store is non-union, and individuals must negotiate for their own salary with the employer. 
This year, the store secured a surprise annual profit, mostly due to the hard work of its 
employees who constructed a massive productivity and efficiency campaign. Slater and 
Davidson are those employees who initiated and completed this campaign. As a result of 
these efforts, the company has determined that it will distribute a portion of the profit among 
the two employees who are responsible for the marketing decisions — a one time cash bonus.

Dispute:
The company is interested in having the issue resolved. Both supervisors will continue in 
their positions with the store. Both supervisors believe their position merits the bonus.
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1. Rate the relationship between Slater and Davidson by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive;

A  Slater and Davidson see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. Slater and Davidson see each other as belonging together, as part of a 
unit.

C. Slater and Davidson identify with each other, with minimal psychological 
separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Slater and Davidson by indicating ONE of the 
following two options which is most descriptive:

A. Slater and Davidson relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Slater and Davidson relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
senior clerks, recognizing the role qualities of that position.

3. In what manner should this matter of the bonuses be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. The company should assess the work records of both Davidson and Slater, 
hear arguments from both employees, determine how much work each 
contributed to the productivity and efiiciency campaign, and allocate the 
(potentially different) amount of bonus in proportion to the amount of 
work each contributed.

B. Davidson and Slater should engage in joint problem-solving to seek 
agreement between themselves about how much money they individually 
need to feel suitably rewarded, and arrange for the company to award 
those (potentially different) amounts in bonus.

C. The company should convene a process of formal negotiations where both 
Davidson and Slater are invited to bargain the allocation of the bonuses 
on the basis of how much work each contributed to the productivity and 
efficiency campaign.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the bonuses, and why? Briefly describe the best outcome that you 
think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between worker Slater and worker 
Davidson.
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Case #IPB.

Nash and Strachan are very close friends, and identify with each other in almost every way. 
Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because of the actions of Strachan.
Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is unable to make it up. Nash 
seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that this is an awful situation. 
We can understand what the other individual feels.” But the rent has to be paid.

Background:
Nash and Strachan are close friends and roommates. Both are enrolled in a graduate 
program at the University: Nash studying Sociology, Strachan studying Dentistry. Strachan 
recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this party, Strachan served home 
brewed beer he had bottled at his parents' house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank some the entire glass; Nash then 
proceeded to pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail 
floated out of the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of 
decomposition, and in consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already 
consumed, Nash suffered from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friend Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan should 
assume Nash's portion of that month's rent represented by Nash's lost income. Strachan 
doesn’t think so.

Dispute:
Nash and Strachan each understand what the other feels. They disagree how the damages of 
lost income should be accounted for.
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I. Rate the relationship between Nash and Strachan by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive;

A. Nash and Strachan see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. Nash and Strachan see each other as belonging together, as part of a unit.

C. Nash and Strachan identify with each other, with minimal psychological 
separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Nash and Strachan by indicating ONE of the following 
two options which is most descriptive:

A. Nash and Strachan relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Nash and Strachan relate to each other on the basis of their roles as fellow 
graduate students and friends, recognizing the role qualities of those positions.

3. In what manner should this matter of the damages be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. Nash and Strachan should engage the services of the Student Association 
Ombudsman, who will assign two agents to act on the behalf of each 
person and who will, under the direction and together with each 
individual, formally negotiate a resolution of the issue of the damages that 
is mutually acceptable to both.

B. Nash and Strachan should engage in a discussion to jointly resolve the 
problem of the damages, seeking a solution that is mutually acceptable to 
both.

C. Nash should submit his claim to small claims court, where a Magistrate 
will hear the facts of the case and make a binding ruling on the matter of 
the damages.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the damages, and why? Briefly describe the best outcome that 
you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between Nash and Strachan.
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Case#IPSB.

Greenberg holds a position in Famey's department, and there is a dispute as to whether a 
merit pay increase in warranted. Says the supervisor Famey, "I am close to all members of 
my department — I’ve been there when 1 was in that position, and I understand what he is 
experiencing. It is a diflficult time, from his point of view." Nevertheless, Famey is 
recommending that no merit pay be made available to Greenberg.

Background:
Greenberg is eligible for a merit pay raise at his place of employment, where he has been 
employed for eight years. His employment contract states that it is the function of the 
Company to make determination of a salaried employee's position within an established rate 
range for the classification for which he is assigned, and it is the function of the Company to 
determine if a merit increase is warranted. Determination by the Company is based upon 
consideration of the merits of the position and the marketability of the those in that position 
who are seeking employment (the "market").

Greenberg's supervisor, Famey, is responsible for determining whether a merit pay increase 
for Greenberg is warranted, and if it is, to determine the size of that increase. Famey is 
required to solicit input from Greenberg regarding his views of the increase and give such 
input consideration in his decision, to provide Greenberg an opportunity to challenge or 
rebut Famey's determinations, and to be consistent in his treatment of Greenberg in 
comparison with other determinations of merit pay increase for other employees.

Famey concludes that Greenberg is not deserving of a pay increase; Greenberg contends that 
he is eligible and meritful of a pay increase to the next wage step (a $2.75 per hour 
increase).

Dispute:
The supervisor can relate to the position of the employee, and the employee can understand 
that the employer must make a decision. Nevertheless, they disagree about the issue of merit 
pay.
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I. Rate the relationship between Famey and Greenberg by indicating ONE of the following 
three options which is most descriptive:

A. Famey and Greenberg see each other as adversaries, associated as 
contestants.

B. Famey and Greenberg see each other as belonging together, as part of a 
unit

C. Famey and Greenberg identify with each other, with minimal 
psychological separation between them.

2. Also rate the relationship between Famey and Greenberg by indicating ONE of the 
following two options which is most descriptive:

A. Famey and Greenberg relate to each other on a personal level, seeing each 
other as individuals with particular personal qualities.

B. Famey and Greenberg relate to each other on the basis of their roles as 
worker and supervisor, recognizing the role qualities of those positions.

3. In what manner should this matter of merit pay be resolved?
Choose one procedure by circling A, B, or C:

A. Greenberg should engage the services of the union which will engage the 
services of an advocate to act on his behalf. Greenberg's advocate, under 
the direction of Greenberg, should formally negotiate with Famey a 
solution of the issue of merit pay.

B. Greenberg should submit the facts of the case to President of the 
institution, who will hear the facts of the case and make a binding decision 
as to the issue of merit pay.

C. Famey and Greenberg should arrange a meeting to discuss the issue.
They should engage in joint problem-solving until a mutually acceptable 
resolution of the dispute over the merit pay is arrived at.

4. As the end result of the procedure you selected in question three above, what is the most 
fair solution to the issue of the merit pay, and why? Briefly describe the best outcome that 
you think should emerge as the settlement of this issue between the employee Greenberg and 
supervisor Famey.
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APPENDIX B 

STUDY TWO CONFLICT SCENARIOS

Key to identification of stimulus materials:

Note 1. The first questionnaire is a complete questionnaire, establishing 
the manipulations of the IDENTITY-PERSON manipulation and 
presenting all of the dependent variables. Subsequent 
questionnaires are presented in abbreviated form, omitting the 
directions and distribution rule dependent variables (they were the 
same in all questiormaires).

Note 2. The manipulations of relationship characteristics are identified by 
the highlighted sections o f questiormaires subsequent to the 
identity-person questiormaire. The strike-outs show the identity- 
person manipulations; the greyed “highlights” show the 
manipulations for other relationship conditions, as indicated by the 
condition “key”.

Note 3. The key for conditions is presented at the top right comer of all 
pages. Conflicts are identified as IP (Identity-Person), IPS 
(Identity-Position), UP (Unit-Person), UPS (Unit-Position), NP 
(Nonunit-Person), or NPS (Nonunit-Position).

Note 4. The order of presentation of conflicts was constant across
conditions, but the order of presentation of dependent variables 
varied. Appendix B presents only one order.
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DIRECTIONS:

The following is a questionnaire designed to assess your 
perceptions of fairness and justice.

On the following pages there are three cases presented, each 
case describing a conflict event. A brief overview of the 
case is given in the first paragraph, then the background to 
the conflict is presented, and finally a brief summary o f the 
dispute is outlined. On the pages following each case are a 
series of questions to which you are asked to respond.

You are asked to read each case, and to respond to the 
questions asked by choosing the one best number on each 
rating scale.

Please indicate your responses on this booklet by circling 
the appropriate response.

Thank you for your participation.
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close friends, and identify with each other’s personality in 
almost every way. Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because of the 
actions of Strachan. Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is unable 
to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that this is 
an awful situation. We understand what the other feels.” But the rent has to be paid.

Background:

Nash and Strachan are close friends and roommates. Both are enrolled in a graduate 
program at the University: Nash studying Sociology, Strachan studying Anthropology. 
Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this party, Strachan 
served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents' house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then proceeded to 
pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail floated out of 
the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of decomposition, and in 
consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already consumed, Nash sufiered 
from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friend Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan should 
assume Nash's portion of that month's rent represented by Nash's lost income. Strachan 
doesn’t think so.

Dispute:

Nash and Strachan each empathize with what the other feels, and strongly identify with the 
other individual. They disagree, however, how the damages of lost income should be 
accounted for.
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There are a number ofpossib le ways o f  resolving the dispute, IVe would like you to  
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fair"  and “just" you consider die procedure as it a  applied 
to the dispute between Nash and Strachan,

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the dispute through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two 
persons sit down together as a single team with the mutual goal of 
resolving the problem. They work together on the problem of the lost 
income and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order to 
establish a binding resolution of the issue of damages.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the dispute through a formal negotiations procedure. These two 
persons create two committees for adversarial bargaining. Nash and 
Strachan each engage the services of a different Student Association 
Ombudsman who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms a 
bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the damages for lost income through persuasion, compromise and/or 
mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the dispute through a formal legal proceeding in court. These two 
persons submit their claims to Small Claims Court, where a Magistrate 
hears the facts of the case, hears argument from both, and makes a binding 
ruling on the matter of the damages. Nash and Strachan will meet in court 
and engage in a legal dispute in order for a Magistrate to establish a 
binding resolution on the issue of damages for lost income.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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A num ber ofpossible decision rules can be used to reach a fa ir  outcome. Please rate 
each o f  th e follow ing on the basis o f  how '‘fa ir"  and “ju st” you consider that m ethod o f  
determ ining a fa ir  an dju st outcome.

1. A DIVISION BASED ON NEEDS: A determination is made of the personal needs of 
Nash and Strachan, and those personal needs are the basis for determining who pays whom, 
and how much.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

2. A DIVISION BASED ON ENTITLEMENT: A determination is made of what Nash 
and Strachan are each individually entitled to, by virtue of their position as “brewer” (person 
making the beer) and “imbiber” (person drinking the beer).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

3. AN EQUAL DIVISION: Nash and Strachan divide the debt equally between 
themselves. Both are entitled to equal benefit and costs in their relationship, and thus should 
share the damages equally.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

4. AN EQUITABLE DIVISION: A determination is made of the respective contributions 
of Nash and Strachan to the problem, and this is considered together with the relative benefit 
and harm experienced by both. This calculation determines how the damages are paid.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

5. A DIVISION BASED ON A “SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST" ARGUMENT: A
personal contest for dominance determines the outcome. Whoever has the most personal 
power and can dominate the other will be persuasive in determining how the damages are 
paid.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

6. A DIVISION BASED ON IMPERSONAL RULES: An impersonal contest based on 
the rules about the rights and obligations of each party. Whichever party can justify their 
position’s case and use established rules of liability will be persuasive in determining the 
payment of damages.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair
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CASE 2.

Two sisters are very close, and identify with each other in almost every way. They are 
required to determine the allocation of inherited items between them, with no direction 
provided from the will of the deceased parents. The items to be divided are loaded with 
emotional significance for each sister, and not easily divisible. Each sister expresses 
discomfort with the issue, claiming "We had hoped never to be faced with a situation like 
this. We understand what each of us feels. It is terribly hard to make decisions about each 
other’s feelings."

Bacl^round:

Elizabeth and Judy are close sisters and have some months ago experienced the loss of both 
parents due to a tragic car accident. Always close to one another during childhood, the 
sisters have come together as adults for the mutual emotional support they give and get from 
one another. With the formalities of the funerals behind them, the sisters are now faced with 
the task of determining what to do about the estate of the deceased parents.

The parents had established a legal Will And Testament about the disposition of their estate, 
and the executor of the estate has provided for a distribution of monetary assets of the 
parents. However, the Will directed the sisters to divide the considerable number of personal 
household items "howsoever Elizabeth and Judy see fit" These household items have strong 
emotional significance to both sisters, as well as having considerable monetary value as well.

Dispute:

Elizabeth and Judy each empathize with what the other feels, and strongly identifies with the 
other individual. Both want a surprising number of the same items, however, and there is no 
agreement on ownership of those disputed items.
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There are a number ofpossible ways o f  resolving the dispute. We would like you to 
review each o f  thefollowing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir” and “just" you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Elizabeth and Judy.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the issue of dividing the inheritance through a joint problem
solving procedure. These two persons sit down together as a single team 
with the mutual goal of resolving the problem. They work together on the 
problem of the inheritance’s division and will engage in person-to-person 
discussion in order to establish a binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the division of the inheritance through a formal negotiations 
procedure. These two persons create two committees for adversarial 
bargaining. Elizabeth and Judy each engage the services of a different 
advocate who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms a 
bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the division of the inheritance through persuasion, compromise, and/or 
mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the division of the inheritance through a formal legal proceeding 
with the Executor. These two persons submit their claims to the 
Executor, who hears the facts of the case, hears arguments from both, and 
makes a binding ruling on the matter of the inheritance’s division.
Elizabeth and Judy will meet in the Executor’s office and engage in a 
legal dispute in order for the Executor to establish a binding resolution on 
the issue of the division of the inheritance.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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A number ofpossible decision rules can be used to reach a fa ir  outcome. Please rate 
each o fth e follow ing on the basis o f  how “fair"  and “ju s t” you consider that method o f  
determining a fa ir  an d ju st outcom e

1. A DIVISION BASED ON NEEDS: A determination is made of the personal needs of 
Elizabeth and Judy, and those personal needs are the basis for determining the ownership of 
the disputed items.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

2. A DIVISION BASED ON ENTITLEMENT: A determination is made of what 
Elizabeth and Judy are each individually entitled to, by virtue of their position as “big sister” 
or “little sister”.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

3. AN EQUAL DIVISION: Elizabeth and Judy divide the disputed items equally between 
themselves. Both are entitled to equal benefit and costs in their relationship, and thus should 
share the items equally where each person gets the same number of preferred items.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

4. AN EQUITABLE DIVISION: A determination is made of the respective contributions 
of Elizabeth and Judy to the problem, and this is considered together with the relative benefit 
and harm experienced by both. This calculation determines how the disputed items are 
distributed.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

5. A DIVISION BASED ON A “SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST" ARGUMENT: A
personal contest for dominance determines the outcome. Whoever has the most personal 
power and can dominate the other will be persuasive in determining how the disputed items 
are distributed.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

6. A DIVISION BASED ON IMPERSONAL RULES: An impersonal contest based on 
the rules about the rights and obligations of each party. Whichever party can justify their 
position’s case and use established rules of property ownership will be persuasive in 
determining the distribution of the disputed items.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair
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CASE 3.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are working parents of single preschool children. They are very 
close friends, and identify with each other in almost every way. Each woman is seeking to 
admit her child to a community child care faciUfy, but the facility has room to admit only one 
child. Both require that their child secure adequate care in order for the parent to work and 
provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both want the last available 
space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child can be admitted. 
Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very scarce in this 
community. Personal needs have to be the determining factor in the allocation of such scarce 
resources. Each of us wants and needs the child care space." Each parent claims the same 
level of need.

Background:

Fisher and Pearce are each a single parent of a young preschool child and work full-time, 
Monday through Friday, eight a m. to four p.m. in downtown ofiices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent friends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close and feel they share each other’s emotions, but nevertheless they 
are both applying to the same community child care facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are trying for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.

Dispute:

Fisher and Pearce each empathize with what the other feels, and strongly identifies with the 
other individual. Each parent wants the last childcare space at Noah’s, however, and there is 
no agreement on how to resolve the matter.
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There are a number ofpossible ways o f  resolving the dispute. We would tike you to 
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how ‘fa ir"  and “Just" you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Fisher and Pearce.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the issue of which child should be placed in Noah’s Child Care 
Facility through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two persons sit 
down together as a single team with the mutual goal of resolving the 
problem. They work together on the problem of the childcare placement 
and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order to establish a 
binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the placement of the child in Noah’s Child Care Facility through a 
formal negotiations procedure. These two persons create two committees 
for adversarial bargaining. Fisher and Pearce each engage the services of 
an advocate who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms a 
bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the placement in the childcare space through persuasion, compromise, 
and/or mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: A Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, 
pursue the placement of the child through a formal proceeding with the 
Director of the Child Care Facility. These two persons submit their 
claims to the Director, who hears the facts of the case, hears arguments 
from both, and makes a binding ruling on the matter of the child 
placement. Fisher and Pearce will meet in the Director’s office and 
engage in a formal hearing in order for the Director to establish a binding 
resolution on the issue of the placement of the child.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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A number ofpossible decision rules can be used to reach a fa ir  outcome. Please rate 
each ofth efollow in g on the basis o f  how “fair"  and “Just" you consider that method o f  
determining a fa ir  andjust outcome.

1. A DIVISION BASED ON NEEDS; A determination is made of the personal needs of 
Fisher and Pearce, and those personal needs are the basis for determining whose child is 
placed at Noah’s Child Care Facility.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

2. A DIVISION BASED ON ENTITLEMENT: A determination is made of what Fisher 
and Pearce are each individually entitled to, by virtue of their position as “single parents’’.

1 2  3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

3. AN EQUAL DIVISION: Fisher and Pearce divide the time at the childcare facility 
equally between themselves. Both are entitled to equal benefit and costs in their 
relationship, and thus should share the childcare space equally, by finding some other means 
of looking after their children when they are not at the facility.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

4. AN EQUITABLE DIVISION: A determination is made of the respective contributions 
of Fisher and Pearce to the problem, and this is considered together with the relative benefit 
and harm experienced by both. This calculation determines how the childcare space is 
allotted.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

5. A DIVISION BASED ON A “SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST" ARGUMENT: A
personal contest for dominance determines the outcome. Whoever has the most personal 
power and can dominate the other will be persuasive in determining how the childcare space 
is allotted.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

6. A DIVISION BASED ON IMPERSONAL RULES: An impersonal contest based on 
the rules about the rights and obligations of each party. Whichever party can justify their 
position’s case and use established rules of liability will be persuasive in determining the 
placement of the child.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close friends, and i 
as e friend in almost every way. Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because 
of the actions of Strachan. Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is 
unable to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree 
that this is an awful situation. We can understand what the other feelsa friend would feel" 
But the rent has to be paid.

Background:

Nash and Strachan are close friends-and, roommates, and fbUow students. Both are enrolled 
in a graduate program at the UniversityrNash studying Sociology, Straehan studying 
Anthropology. Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this 
party, Strachan served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents’ house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then proceeded to 
pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail floated out of 
the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of decomposition, and in 
consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already consumed, Nash suffered 
from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friend Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan should 
assume Nash's portion of that month’s rent represented by Nash’s lost income. Strachan 
doesn’t think so.

Dispute:

this i^cuinstanee, and strongly idenhfy-with the other individoalcan see themselves in ithe 
pfher'Spc^dn. They disagree, however, how the damages of lost income should be 
accoimted for.
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There are a number o f  possible ways o f  resotving the dispute. IVe would like you to 
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir” and “ju s t” you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Nash and Strachan.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
othertheir rdle$ as rpdduhates. pursue the dispute through a joint 
problem-solving procedure. These two pcrsonsclose romnmates sit down 
together as a single team with the mutual goal of resolving the problem.
They work together on the problem of the lost income and will engage in 
person-to-person discussion in order to establish a binding resolution of 
the issue of damages.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empatliize with each 
othcrtheir poles ^roommates, pursue the dispute through a formal 
negotiations procedure. These two personsclbse rpommafes create two 
committees for adversarial bargaining. Nash and Strachan each engage 
the services of a different Student Association Ombudsman who acts as 
their agent, and with that agent each forms a bargaining committee of two.
Each committee prepares their position, and presents that position 
together with explanation, support and argument to the other committee 
during a formal process of adversarial bargaining. The two committees 
will bargain a binding resolution about the damages for lost income 
through persuasion, compromise and/or mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
othertheir roles as roomtnates, pursue the dispute through a formal legal 
proceeding in court These two pcrsonscltwe rdoiTHhatés submit their 
claims to Small Claims Court, where a Magistrate hears the facts of the 
case, hears argument from both, and makes a binding ruling on the matter 
of the damages. Nash and Strachan will meet in court and engage in a 
legal dispute in order for a Magistrate to establish a binding resolution on 
the issue of damages for lost income.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 2.

Two sisters are very close, and identify with cachthe other as a sister in almost every way. 
They are required to determine the allocation of inherited items between them, with no 
direction provided from the will of the deceased parents. The items to be divided are loaded 
with emotional significance for each sister, and not easily divisible. Each sister expresses 
discomfort with the issue, claiming “We had hoped never to be faced with a situation like 
this. We cantmderstand what each of  »is feelsa sister wottld feet in this circumstance. It is 
terribly hard to make decisions about each other 'sasistafs feelings."

Background:

Elizabeth and Judy are close sisters and have some months ago experienced the loss of both 
parents due to a tragic car accident. Always d ose to-onc anotheridentifyii^ with the nrfe of 
sister during childhood, the sisters have come together as adults for the mutual emotional 
support they give and get from one anothertbe posttibn as a o r‘Tittle" sister. With the
formalities of the funerals behind them, the sisters are now faced with the task of determining 
what to do about the estate of the deceased parents.

The parents had established a legal Will And Testament about the disposition of their estate, 
and the executor of the estate has provided for a distribution of monetary assets of the 
parents. However, the Will dir ected the sisters to divide the considerable number of personal 
household items "howsoever Elizabeth and Judy see fit" These household items have strong 
emotional significance to both sisters, as well as having considerable monetary value as well.

Dispute:

Elizabeth and Judy each empatltize withun&rstand what the other  fcelsa sister would feel in 
tins circumstance, and strongly identifies with the other individualcatt see themselves m the 
other’s positttm. Both want a surprising number of the same items, however, and there is no 
agreement on ownership of those disputed items.
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There are a number ofpossible wwys o f  resolving the dispute. We would tike you to 
review each o f  thefollowing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir” and “ju st” you consider the procedure as it is apptied 
to the dispute between Elizabeth and Jutfy.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive
Elizabeth and Jucfy, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
othcrtheir roles as sisters, pursue the issue of dividing the inheritance 
through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two personssistcrs sit 
down together as a single team with the mutual goal of resolving the 
problem. They work together on the problem of the inheritance’s division 
and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order to establish a 
binding resolution of the issue.

1 2  3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
othcrtheir roles as sisters, pursue the division of the inheritance through a 
formal negotiations procedure. These two personssisters create two 
committees for adversarial bargaining. Elizabeth and Judy each engage 
the services of a different advocate who acts as their agent, and with that 
agent each forms a bargaining committee of two. Each committee 
prepares their position, and presents that position together with 
explanation, support and argument to the other committee during a formal 
process of adversarial bargaining. The two committees will bargain a 
binding resolution about the division of the inheritance through 
persuasion, compromise, and/or mutual accommodation.

1 2  3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
otherwtb&eir roles as sisters, pursue the division of the inheritance 
through a formal legal proceeding with the Executor. These two 
personssistos submit their claims to the Executor, who hears the facts of 
the case, hears arguments from both, and makes a binding ruling on the 
matter of the inheritance’s division. Elizabeth and Judy will meet in the 
Executor’s office and engage in a legal dispute in order for the Executor 
to establish a binding resolution on the issue of the division of the 
inheritance.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 3.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are working parents of single preschool children. They are very 
elose-friends, andbdfc identify with e a d # e  other as a wod&g pareatt in almost every way. 
Each woman is seeking to admit her child to a community child care facility, but the facility 
has room to admit only one child. Both require that their child secure adequate care in order 
for the parent to work and provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both 
want the last available space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child 
can be admitted. Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very 
scarce in this community. PersonalSiagle parent needs have to be the determining factor in 
the allocation of such scarce resources. Each of  us wantsBtAh parents want and needsnccd 
the child care space." Each parent claims the same level of need.

Background:

Fisher and Pearce are each a single parent of a young preschool child and work full-time, 
Monday through Friday, eight a m. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent firiends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close anrf-fecl they share each other ’s emotionsstrcgigly uiecdify with the 
poatitm of s ii^ e  parents in sociefy, but nevertheless they are both applying to the same 
community child care facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah’s Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah’s selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are trying for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.

Dispute:

Fisher and Pearce each empathize withunderstaad what the other fcelsa stngile parent would 
feel int this ctrctiniîtetjcc, and strongly identifies-with the other individualoan see themselves 
id the btbar's position. Each parent wants the last childcare space at Noah’s, however, and 
there is no agreement on how to resolve the matter.
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There are a num ber ofpossible w<q;s o f  resotving the dispute. IVe would Ukeyou to  
review each o f  thefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir"  and “just"  you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Fisher and Pearce.
SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Probiem-Solve

Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
othcrotbâr’s role a s ^ g le  parents, pursue the issue of which child should 
be placed in Noah’s Child Care Facility through a joint problem-solving 
procedure. These two pcrsoreanothers sit down together as a single team 
with the mutual goal of resolving the problem. They work together on the 
problem of the childcare placement and will engage in person-to-person 
discussion in order to establish a binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identify and empathize-with each 
otherodjff’s role as single parents, pursue the placement of the child in 
Noah’s Child Care Facility through a formal negotiations procedure.
These two personsrocfthers create two committees for adversarial 
bargaining. Fisher and Pearce each engage the services of an advocate 
who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms a bargaining 
committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, and presents 
that position together with explanation, support and argument to the other 
committee during a formal process of adversarial bargaining. The two 
committees will bargain a binding resolution about the placement in the 
childcare space through persuasion, compromise, and/or mutual 
accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: A Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
othcTother’s  role as singk pmads, pursue the placement of the child 
through a formal proceeding with the Director of the Child Care Facility.
These two pcrsonsinothers submit their claims to the Director, who hears 
the facts of the case, hears arguments from both, and makes a binding 
ruling on the matter of the child placement. Fisher and Pearce will meet 
in the Director’s office and engage in a formal hearing in order for the 
Director to establish a binding resolution on the issue of the placement of 
the child.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very eloseperstaial friends, and identic with each other 's personality 
in almost every way aad rclotiimaffs. Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work 
because of the actions of Strachan. Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, 
and is unable to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both 
agree that this is an awful situation. We understand what the other feels.” -But the rent has to 
be paid.

Packgronnd:

Nash and Strachan are dose-friends andas w dl as roommates. We belcmg togethw, and 
pdate to one another on a personal basis. But the rent has to be paid.

Bacf^rmntd:

Nash and Stradian are personal friends and roommates. Both are enrolled in a graduate 
program at the University; Nash studying Sociology, Strachan studying Anthropology.- 
Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this party, Sffachan 
served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents' house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then proceeded to 
pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail floated out of 
the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of decomposition, and in 
consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already consumed, Nash suffered 
from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his dosepastmal friend Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan 
should assume Nash's portion of that month's rent represented by Nash's lost income. 
Strachan doesn’t think so.

Dispute:

Nash and Strachan each empathize with-what the other fcclsrcmain in a Gdend relafrdiisbipi  ̂
They perceive themselves as similar to one anofher at a personal level, and strongly identify 
with the other individualfeel arc well suited as f r ia it .  They disagree, however, how 
the damages of lost income should be accounted for.
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There are a num ber ofpossible ways o f  resolving the dispute. iVe would Ukeyou to 
review each o f  thefollowing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fair" and “ju s t” you  consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Nash and Strachan.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identi^ and empatliize-with each 
otherpercdve thdhselves as bdonging lo g g e r  as pettionai fiiéods, 
pursue the dispute through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two 
persons sit down together as a single team with the mutual goal of 
resolving the problem. They work together on the problem of the lost 
income and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order to 
establish a binding resolution of the issue of damages.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize-with each 
odicrperceive thranselves as belonging together as personal ftiends, 
pursue the dispute through a formal negotiations procedure. These two 
persons create two committees for adversarial bargaining. Nash and 
Strachan each engage the services of a different Student Association 
Ombudsman who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms a 
bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the damages for lost income through persuasion, compromise and/or 
mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
otherperodve (hanselv^^ belonging together aà persohtd ffKsids, 
pursue the dispute through a formal legal proceeding in court. These two 
persons submit their claims to Small Claims Court, where a Magistrate 
hears the facts of the case, hears argument from both, and makes a binding 
ruling on the matter of the damages. Nash and Strachan will meet in court 
and engage in a legal dispute in order for a Magistrate to establish a 
binding resolution on the issue of damages for lost income.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 2.

Two sistcrsepusina are very closcr e q n i^  lo de(enm% the aÜocatipQ of 
Iwtwaett tbetd, and identifia with each other in almost every wayno prowkW
tltewffi o f thè dedeased relatif They are required to determine the allocation of inherited
items-be tween them, with no direction provided from the will of  the deceased-parents. The 
items to be divided are loaded with emotional signihcance for each ststerindividiial co ii:^  
and not easily divisible. Each cousin expresses discmifbrt with the isstie, claiming "Eai^ cf 
us had hf^ied never to be  6cW  with asituation like this. Each sister expresses discomfort 
with the issue, claiming-"We had hoped never to be faced with a situation Hke-thisare bound 
to each othw because c^hbw we have come to understand each other as well as beat^ 
cottsins, and will remain so no m a t^  what. We -undcrstanchwhatft is mmhly W d  to midœ 
dbcistoia like these whm we t^atè to each oftisdeclsother so weU as persons.
It b terribly hard to make decisions about each other â feelings."

Background:

Elizabeth and Jucfy are close sisteracousins and have some months ago experienced the loss 
c fbotfap arentsa Aared relation (thdir tmcld) due to a tragic car accident. Uhderstar^r^ 
tbqr are bound together as distant fathtly^ the cousins are very &miliar w i# ^ c h  odier's 
personal characteristics. Always close to one-another  during childhoodWtth the fbnh^ties 
oTthe f e r a i s  bebmd them, the sisters have come together as adults-fortxmmhs are oow 
faced with the mutual emotional support the}' give and get from one anothertaskof 
dâenhtrang what to do about the esUde o f  die dèceased relative.

With the formalities of  tfac-fimerals behind them, the sisters-are now-faeed-witlrthe task of 
determining what to do about-the estate o fthcThe deceased parentshad eshdilished a legal 
Will And Testaihem about the (h^iosi of his estate, and the Bcecutor of the estate has
pnwûfed jfor a distributibn of monetary assets.
The parents had established a lcgal Will And Testament about the-disposition of  their 
estateBowevm-, das W ll drrected the cmisios to divide the cm^iderable n u m l^  of p o s ^ ^  
h o u s^ ld  items ’%owsbevef E l^ b e th  and the executor of  the estate has provided for a 
distribution-of  monetary assets of  the parentsjuc^ see#."- H owever, the Will-direeted the 
sisters to divide the considerable number of personalThiese household items "howsoever

These  household item» have-strong emotional s ignificance to both sisters, as weU-«s 
having considérable monetary value as well  

Dispute:
Elizabeth and Judy reniath m  contact as cousins:. Thmrpercdve thciœélves as similar to ooe. . . . . .  . . .  . m . .

anmhei at a pCrsond leyd^ and feel they u h d e rs t^  each empathize with-what-the other 
feds, and strongly identifies with the other individualotber aà indivuhtals. BothBlizabèÜl 
arid Jbd^ both want a surprising number of the same items, however, and there is no 
agreement on ownership of those disputed items.
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There are a number ofpossible ways o f resolving the dispute. IVe would Ukeyou to  
review each o f  the follow ing scenarios^ and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir ” and “just" you  consider the procedure as it is applied  
to the dispute between Elizabeth and Judy.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identify and empathize with each

[cousins.
pursue the issue of dividing the inheritance through a joint problem
solving procedure. These two persons sit down together as a single team 
with the mutual goal of resolving the problem. They work together on the 
problem of the inheritance’s division and will engage in person-to-person 
discussion in order to establish a binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identic and empathize with each 
otheiperceive theoaselves; as bdongmg together as individual cousins, 
pursue the division of the inheritance through a formal negotiations 
procedure. These two persons create two committees for adversarial 
bargaining. Elizabeth and Judy each engage the services of a different 
advocate who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms a 
bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the division of the inheritance through persuasion, compromise, and/or 
mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly tdenti^ and empathize with each 
otherpetceiye t h e ^ l v e s ^  tfelpnging tbgeA individual cousins, 
pursue the division of the inheritance through a formal legal proceeding 
with the Executor. These two persons submit their claims to the 
Executor, who hears the facts of the case, hears arguments from both, and 
makes a binding ruling on the matter of the inheritance’s division.
Elizabeth and Judy will meet in the Executor’s office and engage in a 
legal dispute in order for the Executor to establish a binding resolution on 
the issue of the division of the inheritance.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 3.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are wich working parents of single paraüs of a preschool 
ehildrendald  They are very close friendsboth belcmg to the sanie contnunify «rgæuzatioB 
designed to RKter &e role cdTwtxitmg parents, and identify witMiave coroe to know each 
other in almost every waypérsoBalIÿ  ̂ T l ^  Iiaye become fiiends. Each woman is seeking to 
admit her child to a community child care facility, but the facility has room to admit only one 
child. Both require that their child secure adequate care in order for the parent to work and 
provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both want the last available 
space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child can be admitted. 
Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "CWld care spaces are very scarce in this 
community. PersonalA a n ^  pammt's tmiipm needs have to be the determining factor in the 
allocation of such scarce resources." Fisher and Pemce ranain as fnends,; but bofii 
mdmthials want and need the ctoM care space. Each of us wants and nccd^xtsoB daims 
the same Iswel ofheed;
Fidier m d Pearce aresin^e parents of a young presdiool child care spacc.'an d w n t 
futt-time,;Manday thrmiÿï F r i ^  e i ^  ami. to fc«r pm . in dowitftwti ofifices. Each parent 
da ims the  same level of  need.

Background:
Fisher  and Pearce are each-a-single parent of a young preschooFcfaild and work fiilUtime, 
Monday through Friday, eight a.m. to four p.m. in-downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent fiiends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are veiy d ose and feel they  share-each other’s emotionsbotb members d'fite 
smne commnnity single parents advocacy group, but neverthdessand are committed to 
staymg as fiiends within that group. Nevatheless they are both applying to the same 
community child care facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah’s Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are trying for the last opening, and there are no expectations of finther spaces.

Dispute;
Fisher and Pearce each empathae with what the other feels, and strongly identifies with the 
other individualremain in a fiiend relationAip. Each parent wants the last ehildeare space at 
Noah's, however, and there is no agreement on howTbey p e r^ v é  fiidtn^lyi^ as shmlrn' to 
resolve the  matter.
one another, at persmial level, and led (hey are well M ted as fiiends. Each perscn^ Ms;. 
F iller and Ms Pearce, want the last childcàrè spac» Thëre is ho agreemàh bit
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There are a num ber ofpossible ways o f  resolving the dispute. We would Ukeyou to 
review each o f  thefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fair"  and “just"  you consider the procedure as d is  applied 
to the dispute between Fisher and Pearce.
SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive

Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identic and empathize with each 
otfaetperceive thanselv<^ as belbngmg together as personal frient^, 
pursue the issue of which child should be placed in Noah’s Child Care 
Facility through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two persons sit 
down together as a single team with the mutual goal of resolving the 
problem. They work together on the problem of the childcare placement 
and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order to establish a 
binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identic and empathize with each 
otheiperceive tbœisclves as bdonging together as personal 6imds, 
pursue the placement of the child in Noah’s Child Care Facility through a 
formal negotiations procedure. These two persons create two cotnmittees 
for adversarial bargaining. Fisher and Pearce each engage the services of 
an advocate who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms a 
bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the placement in the childcare space through persuasion, compromise, 
and/or mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C; A Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identify and cmpathize-with each 
otheiperceive themselves: as belonging together as personal hieods, 
pursue the placement of the child through a formal proceeding with the 
Director of the Child Care Facility. These two persons submit their 
claims to the Director, who hears the facts of the case, hears arguments 
from both, and makes a binding ruling on the matter of the child 
placement Fisher and Pearce will meet in the Director’s office and 
engage in a formal hearing in order for the Director to establish a binding 
resolution on the issue of the placement of the child.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close h-icndsrpcmWdes, jpmt co-stgoas to theb" apmAnqot's 
lease, and identic with each other’s personality in almost everywayAlltw graduate studied 
Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because of the actions of Strachan.
Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is unable to make it up. Nash 
seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that this is an awful situation. 
We understand what-the other  feels." But-the rent has-to-be paid.

Nash and Straehan are close friends-and roommates. We are bound together in that 
rclation^p.” But the reit has to be paid.

Background

Nash and I
Both are enrolled in a graduate program at the University: Nash studying Sociology,
Strachan studying Anthropology. Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended 
by Nash. At this party, Strachan served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents’ 
house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then proceeded to 
pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail floated out of 
the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of decomposition, and in 
consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already consumed, Nash suffered 
from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close fricndrp(xmm«de Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan 
should assume Nash's portion of that month's rent represented by Nash's lost income. 
Strachan doesn’t think so.

Dispute:

Nash and Strachan remam in a roommate relationAip T h ^  each empathize with what the 
other feelssee themselves as equivalent in their roles as tenants and as stWents vdtd heye to 
wcdc for thefr expieasés, and strongly identify with the other individualhave a re^  seo ^  of 
‘IjelcHigingncaÿ’ ffaatthey sh i^  between theain. They disagree, however, how the damages 
of lost income should be accounted for.
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There are a  number ofpossible ways o f resotving the dispute. fVe would Ukeyou to 
review each o f thefollowing scenarios, and assess that particular m eans ofresolving the 
dispute by evaluating how "fair" and “ju st” you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Nash and Strachan.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identic and empathize with each 
otherpetceiw thonselves as related tt^ d ie r  in their roles as roommates, 
pursue the dispute through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two 
personsroCTnmates sit down together as a single team with the mutual goal 
of resolving the problem. They work together on the problem of the lost 
income and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order to 
establish a binding resolution of the issue of damages.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identic and empatliize with each

pursue the dispute through a formal negotiations procedure. These two 
pcrsonsroommates create two committees for adversarial bargaining.
Nash and Strachan each engage the services of a different Student 
Association Ombudsman who acts as their agent, and with that agent each 
forms a bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their 
position, and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the damages for lost income through persuasion, compromise and/or 
mutual accommodation.

1 2  3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identic and empathize with-each 
otherpwroeiye thetnsd l^  as related tbgether in̂  ̂t ^ ^  roommates, 
pursue the dispute through a formal legal proceeding in court. These two 
pcrsonsrptKDinalK submit their claims to Small Claims Court, where a 
Magistrate hears the facts of the case, hears argument from both, and 
makes a binding ruling on the matter of the damages. Nash and Strachan 
will meet in court and engage in a legal dispute in order for a Magistrate 
to establish a binding resolution on the issue of damages for lost income.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 2.

Two sisters are very close; and identic with each other in-almost every way.- They are 
required to determine the allocation of inherited items between them, with no direction 
provided from the will of the deceased parents. The items to be divided are loaded with 
emotional significance for each sister, and not easily divisible. Each sister expresses 
discomfort with the issue, claiming "We had hoped never to be faced with a situation like 
this. We understandai% s i à ^  aM  wifi mnam so no maC^ what each of us feels. It is 
terribly hard to make decisions about each other’s fcelingsltfc? th e ^  tn stich a relatwhship."

Background;

Elizabeth and Judy are ckwe-sisters and have some months ago experienced the loss of both 
parents due to a tragic car accident Always close to one another during childhood, the 
sisters have comeUitderstandmg tb ^  are botmd together as adults fersiaters, the sisters are 
vety aware of their re^xmsibilities they have in the mutual emotional support they give and 
get from one anotherrc^  as “big" ( r  “little" sister. With the formalities of the fimerals 
behind them, the sisters are now faced with the task of determining what to do about the 
estate of the deceased parents.

The parents had estabhshed a legal Will And Testament about the disposition of their estate, 
and the executor of the estate has provided for a distribution of monetary assets of the 
parents. However, the Will directed the sisters to divide the considerable number of personal 
household items "howsoever Elizabeth and Judy see fit." These household items have strong 
emotional significance to both sisters, as well as having considerable monetary value as well.

Dispute:

Elizabeth and Judy each empathize with what the other feels, and strongly identifies with the 
other individualremain tied together as Both want a surprising number of  the same
items, however,Th^p#te*vé Ë e in se l^  tK equiVtdent in theif rofes as s t s ^  and there is 
no agreement on ownership of those disputed items.
hiive^ real sen»  o f “b e lta ^ g n t^ "  thati they Àare between them. Elizabetfr and Judy both 
want a 8t#)rismgnt#b& of the same hems, however, and thei% is DO agreetneifr oh
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There are a num ber ofpossible ways o f  resotving the dispute, fVe would Ukeyou to 
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir” and “ju st” you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the tUspute between Elizabeth and Judy.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Jo in t Problem-Soive
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identify and empathize with each 
otherper(X»ve th e t^ lv és  as related U^their in their toles as sisters, 
pursue the issue of dividing the inheritance through a joint problem
solving procedure. These two personssîisters sit down together as a single 
team with the mutual goal of resolving the problem. They work together 
on the problem of the inheritance’s division and will engage in person-to- 
person discussion in order to establish a binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly  idcntifir and empathize with each 
otherperceiite Ihemseiws as related together in tteir roles as sisters, 
pursue the division of the inheritance through a formal negotiations 
procedure. These two personssisters create two committees for 
adversarial bargaining. Elizabeth and Judy each engage the services of a 
different advocate who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms 
a bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the division of the inheritance through persuasion, compromise, and/or 
mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Tbird-party Judge - Adjudicate
Elizabeth and Judy, who stronglyidenti^ and empathize with each 
othcipercdve thestoseJves as related farther in tfaeir roles as staa-s, 
pursue the division of the inheritance through a formal legal proceeding 
with the Executor. These two personssisters submit their claims to the 
Executor, who hears the facts of the case, hears arguments from both, and 
makes a binding ruling on the matter of the inheritance’s division.
Elizabeth and Judy will meet in the Executor’s office and engage in a 
legal dispute in order for the Executor to establish a binding resolution on 
the issue of the division of the inheritance.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 3.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are working parents of single p a ieo ts^a  preschool 
childrcndiiW. They are very close friends, and identify with each other in almost every 
wayboth biekmg to a commonily ̂ jpQ i^tion dWgiKd to foster the of worldog parents. 
Each woman is seeking to admit her child to a community child care facility, but the facility 
has room to admit only one child. Both require that their child secure adequate care in order 
for the parent to work and provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both 
want the last available space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child 
can be admitted. Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very 
scarce in this community. PersonalAs s i n ^  parents in the same social group we recognize 
that needs have to be the deteimining factor in the allocation of such scarce resources. Each 
of us wants” Bofo parents want and needsneed the child care space." Each parent claims the 
same level of need.

Background;

Fisher and Pearce are eadra-single parentparrmte of a young preschool child and work 
full-time, Monday through Friday, eight a.m. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent fiiends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close and feefthey share each other 's emotionsbtkh members o f thé 
community stn^e parents advocacy groito, but neverthelcssand are committed to ffiat group 
# m « n b ^  in good standing. Neverthele» they are both applying to the same community 
child care facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are trying for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.

Dispute:

Fisher and Pearce each empathizc with what the other feels, and strongly identifies with the 
other indiwduahe iE ^bdm #  tnsmbe^ o£ tteconmsumty advocacy grc»^ for
smgjepareitts. Each parent wants-the last ehildeare space at Noah-srhowever,Th^perceive 
tb à n s e l^ a s  equi W ent in W ar W es as # g l4  parents and there is no agreement on how to 
resolve the matter.
have a real sense o f “belcmgingness” that th ^  Aare between them. Eachparmn wants die
IW  cbiltfoiare ̂ ace^ â  and there is rto agreemetn on vditoh ctfild
granted dte childcare space.
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There are a  number ofpossible ways o f  resolving the dispute^ We would like you to 
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how ‘fair"  and “just" you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Fisher and Pearce.
SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Solve

Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identic* and empatlrizc with each 
otherpereeive tb@6sdye» as related tc^A er in 6eir roles as single 
parents, pursue the issue of which child should be placed in Noah’s Child 
Care Facility through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two 
pcrsonssmgle pareiits sit down together as a single team with the mutual 
goal of resolving the problem. They work together on the problem of the 
childcare placement and will engage in person-to-person discussion in 
order to establish a binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identiQf and empatliize with each 
otherpercdve themselves as related together in their roles as single 
parœts, pursue the placement of the child in Noah’s Child Care Facility 
through a formal negotiations procedure. These two personssin^ 
parents create two committees for adversarial bargaining. Fisher and 
Pearce each engage the services of an advocate who acts as their agent, 
and with that agent each forms a bargaining committee of two.-Each 
committee prepares their position, and presents that position together with 
explanation, support and argument to the other committee during a formal 
process of adversarial bargaining. The two committees will bargain a 
binding resolution about the placement in the childcare space through 
persuasion, compromise, and/or mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: A Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identi^' and empathize with each 
otherpenæive thffimsèh/es their ro l^  as
parents, pursue the placement of the child through a formal proceeding 
with the Director of the Child Care Facility. These two pcrsonssu%le 
parents submit their claims to the Director, who hears the facts of the 
case, hears arguments from both, and makes a binding ruling on the 
matter of the child placement Fisher and Pearce will meet in the 
Director’s office and engage in a formal hearing in order for the Director 
to establish a binding resolution on the issue of the placement of the child.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close friends, and-identi^Avith each other’s personalitypersoiMl 
oen^Ktitco in almost every waygrathfflte schoc^, and antagpnisfe so c ia l Recently, Nash 
was forced to miss ten days of work because of the actions of Strachan. Nash requires the 
income provided by the part-time job, and is unable to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of 
the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that thislhis is an awful sittiatioria:Conip(^ttve 
v̂ OTld. We understand what the o ther feels." DutStraGhan and I hàye c (» 6 ^ ^
Std personal dififerences related to the claims. And the rent has to be paid.”

Background;
Nash and Strachan are close friends and roommateaStrachaa are highly cpm^titive, both 
aeatWücaüÿ a ^  pêrs&aUy. Both areEach is enrolled in a graduate program at the 
University: Nash stutfying Sociology, Strachan stucfying Anthropology. This program 
assigns grades ”cm the curve” so there can only be one tqp sthdent Each wants to be the tc^ 
student, and as personal contestants are repeat^y  throvim tc^edier in competition for 
academic, scholarship and career-placement honws. This coÉnpedtion has carried over into

Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this party, Strachan 
served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents' house.
During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then. Whiat 
Nash proceeded to pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass-whcir, the 
snail floated out of the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of 
decomposition, and in consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already 
consumed, Nash suffered from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friendcCTnpeiittyc Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan 
should assume Nash's portion of that month's rent represented by Nash's lost income. 
Strachan doesn’t think so.

Dispute:
Nash and Strachan each empathize with what the other  fcclsarc awarcçÆfl^

s, and strongly

individual claims, 
accounted for.

of lost income should be
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There are a number o f  possible ways o f  resohing the dispute. fVe would Ukeyou to 
review each o f thefollowing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir"  and “Just” you consider the procedure as it is apptied 
to the dispute between Nash and Strachan.
SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Soive

Nash and Strachan, who strongly identic and empathize with each 
otherpercdve their cantesftaginterests and penxmal di%r@nces. pursue 
the dispute through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two 
personsperscaial CTtafidtifors sit down together as a single team with the 
mutual goal of resolving the problem. They work together on the problem 
of the lost income and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order 
to establish a binding resolution of the issue of damages.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identic and empathize-with each 
otherpereeive their contesting interests and personal differences, pursue 
the dispute through a formal negotiations procedure. These two 
personsperspoal txKnpètitors create two committees for adversarial 
bargaining. Nash and Strachan each engage the services of a different 
Student Association Ombudsman who acts as their agent, and with that 
agent each forms a bargaining committee of two. Each committee 
prepares their position, and presents that position together with 
explanation, support and argument to the other committee during a formal 
process of adversarial bargaining. The two committees will bargain a 
binding resolution about the damages for lost income through persuasion, 
compromise and/or mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identi^ and empathize with each 
otherpereeive thetropntesti^ personal diffigences, pursue
the dispute through a formal legal proceeding in court These two 
pcrsonspetsopal cdmp^ submit their claims to Small Claims Court, 
where a Magistrate hears the facts of the case, hears argument from both, 
and makes a binding ruling on the matter of the damages. Nash and 
Strachan will meet in court and engage in a legal dispute in order for a 
Magistrate to establish a binding resolution on the issue of damages for 
lost income.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 2.
Two sistersunacquainted w om ^ are ver>* closerequiredto detennine tf» allocaticKiof 
mhorited items Ijetweei them, and identic with each other in almost every wayno direetiaa 
provic^ from the will o f die deceased. They arcTcquired to determine the allocation of 
inherited items between them; with no'direction provided from the will of  the deceased 
parents. The items to be divided are loaded with emotional significance for each 
sistcrin^vidual, and not easily divisible. Each inthvidtM e fq n e s ^  dis&anfW vn 
issue, claiming "Neither o f us had htqied never to bq 6ced with a  s i t u ^ n  like this. Each 
sister expresses discomfort with the issue, claiming "We had hoped neveihayd contesti^ 
interests and ftersemal difiSarences related to be faced with a situation like thisthe claims we 
make oyer the ihhenf^ We  understand what eaehit is tenibly hard to make
dtx6ions like these vKhem we have dffiereot pecso^  ^  a i r  cdtiim of us feelsthe
mhentence." It is terribly-hard to make-decfaions about each other’s feelings.” 
Background;
Elizabeth and Judy are close sisters and havestrangere toeach other, but some months ago 
experienced the loss of both parcntsa mutual benetec^ due to a tragic car accident 
Understanding teat them rmitual benefactor has left a Wdl that makes them indiyidiial

th w  Personal eqiectatitm cèom the mi^tffitce in the face o f smne stranger’s claims & r tk  
same 6pe%v Always close to one another during ehildhoodWith the fbimalities Of ths 

, the sisters have come together as adults for the mutual emotional 
I and get fiom onc-anotherJody are now Aced wtth the task of 
3td the estate o f the deceased person.

With the-formalities of  the funerals behind them, the sisters are now faced with the task of 
determining what to doThe beoefactOT had established a legal Will And Testament about the 
estatedispOsition of the deceased parentAis e^ate, and the executor o f (he estate has 
pttmtted for a dikributioo of monetary ass#s.
The parents had established a legal Will And Testament about the disposition of  their 
estateUWever. the W2l directed the byd strahga^ to divide the cm W d^bie mmtbw 
petsmral ImusdmlditenS Thpwstte^ the executor of  the estate has provided
for a distribution of  monetary asscts-of  the parentsJm ^ see fit I lowever, the  Will directed 
the sisters to divide the considerable ntnnber of  personalThesd household items 
"howsoeverhave strmig agK)ti<mal agnificartcg to both Elizabeth and Judysee-fit, as wdd as

These bonsehold items have strong-emotional significance tolHspttte:
BlBmbe6 and A %  both sisterswai& h stirp«isu% numbŵ  ̂ as well as having
considerable monetary value as wellaml there is no agreeraeht cm o\masliip of t h ^  
disputed itiems.
Dispute:Both Elizabeth and Judy each empathize with whatperemve cmrtêSting mterests m 

the other  feelsdivisionof fl» household items, and strongly identifies with the otherare aware 
that they have different persond arguments related to their inch vidual claims; 
l^ t& e tire a  m m ber o f  possU>hwa^s resohü^ j^ iiSs^ iité. B otinvant  a  surp rising  
number o f  the same ita n s, however, and there is no agreement on ownership o f those 
disputed  ttenu.
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There are a number ofpossible ways o f  resolving the dispute. We would Ukeyou to 
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fair” and “ju st” you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Elizabeth and Judy.
SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Solve

Elizabeth and Jucfy, who strongly identi^and empathize with each 
otherpereeive t h ^  contestàtg interests sad  perststal (SSeteaces, pursue 
the issue of dividing the inheritance through a joint problem-solving 
procedure. These two pcrsonsperstmal contestards sit down together as a 
single team with the mutual goal of resolving the problem. They work 
together on the problem of the inheritance’s division and will engage in 
person-to-person discussion in order to establish a binding resolution of 
the issue.

1 2  3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identi^ and empathize-with each 
otherpereeive their contestmg interests and pasooat diSemices, pursue 
the division of the inheritance through a formal negotiations procedure.
These two personspersoaal <xmtestants create two committees for 
adversarial bargaining. Elizabeth and Judy each engage the services of a 
different advocate who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms 
a bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the division of the inheritance through persuasion, compromise, and/or 
mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identic  and empathize with each

, pursue
the division of the inheritance through a formal legal proceeding with the 
Executor. These two persortspers<xi^ <^t|eataiits submit their claims to 
the Executor, who hears the facts of the case, hears arguments from both, 
and makes a binding ruling on the matter of the inheritance’s division. 
Elizabeth and Judy will meet in the Executor’s office and engage in a 
legal dispute in order for the Executor to establish a binding resolution on 
the issue of the division of the inheritance.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair
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CASE 3. -

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are i 
eltildrenchild They are very close friends,have contesting personal interèsts and identic 
with each other in almost every wayperaonaJ dtflferences rdiated to tiusir dam i for a  cMtfoate 
s^ace fcr their childfœ. Each woman is seeking to admit her child to a community child 
care facility, but the facility has room to admit only one child. Both individu^ require that 
their child secure adequate care in order for the parent to work and provide necessary 
income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both wanta e  cqapeting for the last available space 
at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child can be admitted. Fisher and 
Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very scareecompâitive in this 
community. Personal needs have to be the determining factor in the allocation of such scarce 
resources. Each of us wants and  needs the child card s  in competition with the other person 
for the childcare space."” Each person clahns the most need,

Badi^rmind:

Fisher and Pearce are each s i n ^  parents of a young preschool child andwwk folWhne, 
Kffonday throu^ Friday, eight a.m. to four p.m. in downtown offices.-Each parent claims tiie 
same-level of  need.

Background:

Fisher and Pearce areeacfa-a single parent-of  a young preschool child and work full-time, 
Monday through Friday; eight a.m. to four p.m. in downtown ofiiees. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent friends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close and feel they share each other ’s cmotionsdp IK  ̂know (»e aoofber, 
but nevertheless they are bothtfa^  hre applying to the same community child care facility for 
adntission of their children.
There is only room for one more child in the Noah’s Ark Child Care facihty, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are tryingcdnfoeting for the last opeiting, and there are no expectations of further spaces.

Dispute
EhcJi person, Ms. Fisher and Ms Pearce each empathize with what the other  feels, and 
strongly identifies with the other individual; want the last childcare space at Noah’s. Each 
parent wants the last ehildcarclfoib Fisfeér and Pearce perceive contesting interests in  the 
claunmgèf that space at  Noah’s, however,- and there is no agreement on how to resolve the 
matter., m à  are aware that they haye: diffhrejti p ^ ^ n a l argunwnts rdided to them individual 
needs. T k y  are in comp^tion for that qiace.
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There are a number ofpossible ways o f  resolving the dispute. IVe would Ukeyou to  
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir ” and “just"  you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Fisher and Pearce.

SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Solve
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identic and empathize with-eacfa 
otherpereeive their contestmg interests and perscota! difi^^ices, pursue 
the issue of which child should be placed in Noah’s Child Care Facility 
through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two person^aerscmal 
contestants sit down together as a single team with the mutual goal of 
resolving the problem. They work together on the problem of the 
childcare placement and will engage in person-to-person discussion in 
order to establish a binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

SCENARIO B; Bargaining - Negotiate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identify and empathize with-each 
otherpereeive their contesting interests and personal difSarences, pursue 
the placement of the child in Noah’s Child Care Facility through a formal 
negotiations procedure. These two personspCTSOnal contestants create 
two committees for adversarial bargaining. Fisher and Pearce each 
engage the services of an advocate who acts as their agent, and with that 
agent each forms a bargaining committee of two.-Each committee 
prepares their position, and presents that position together with 
explanation, support and argument to the other committee during a formal 
process of adversarial bargaining. The two committees will bargain a 
binding resolution about the placement in the childcare space through 
persuasion, compromise, and/or mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Fair Very Fair

SCENARIO C: A Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identifif and empathize with each 
otherpereeive (heir cxmkstmg m#ei#$ and pembnal di#mK%s, pursue 
the placement of the child through a formal proceeding with the Director 
of the Child Care Facility. These two pcrson^wrkMraf contestants submit 
their claims to the Director, who hears the facts of the case, hears 
arguments from both, and makes a binding ruling on the matter of the 
child placement. Fisher and Pearce will meet in the Director’s office and 
engage in a formal hearing in order for the Director to establish a binding 
resolution on the issue of the placement of the child.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 1.
Nash and Strachan are very close &4ends,i md identify with each other ’s 
personaiiQrcompctîtive shidents in almost every waygradoate school Recently, Nash was 
forced to miss ten days of work because of the actions of Strachan. Nash requires the 
income provided by the part-time job, and is unable to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of 
the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that thisTIns is an awful situatiorta cpiqpelitiye 
world. We-understand what the other feels." But the rent has to be paidStocfents haw 
Imnted resource^ and as studorts webaveclaitns of real need.” E ^ h  clmms tbdr postitm 

a stutknt w an ^ ts  the iiwst legititnate 
Nash and-Strachan are close friends and roommates. ■ Doth-are enroHed in a graduate 
program a S ut the University: Nash studying Soeioloĝ Tcnt has to fw paid.

Nash and Strachan are highly competitive in their roles as ̂ udents, Strachan studying 
Anthropologyead t bemg dtosen to rcpresotn théir area of study. Strachan recently held a 
graduatcEach student party attended byis enrolled in a graduate program at the University: 
Nash studying Sociology, Strachan stuc^ng An&ropology. The ̂ tuhtate school assigns 
grades “cm the curve” so there can only be one top student in the Social Science progrmn. 
Nash and Stradian rqaesent the top stidents in their areas and as area representatives are 
repeatedly thrown togi^er as ccmtestants for academic, schoIarAip and career-placenœnt 
hcmors Nash and StraNian were unacquainted with one aitother, (# e r  than seeing eadt odier

by Strachan. At this party, Strachan served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents’ 
house.
During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 

Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then. When 
Nash proceeded to pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass-wheit, the 
snail floated out of the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of 
decomposition, and in consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already 
consumed, Nash suffered from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.
Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his-d ose friend Strachanthfe host of thé patQ’ and brewer (ffthe beer (Strachan) to be 
liable for those damages, claiming Strachan should assume Nash's portion of thatthe month's 
rent represented by Nash's lost income. Strachan doesn’t think so.
Dispute:
Nash and Strachan each empathize with what the other feelsare aware of the imperstxutl 
om tW  between them, and-strongly identify with the-other individualas sfndettts mid as 
parités in this dispute oVef liabili^ for lost mco They disagree, however, howdlach 
believes his pomtion Is the damageanost légitîihàte in tM matter of lost income -ahould be 
aeeountedfo r the claim dàmagés. They disagree how the damages cff los* uKsoine should 
be accdiintedfrm
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There are a number ofpossible w y s  o f resolving the dispute. We would like you to 
review each o f  thefollowing scenarios, and assess that particular means ofresolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fair"  and “ju st"  you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to  the dispute between Nash and Strachan.
SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Solve

Nash and Strachan, who strongly identi c  and empathize with each 
otheiperogiye i ^ ^  between 6eir positicms, pursue the
dispute through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two 
personsawtesSttgatudeots sit down together as a single team with the 
mutual goal of resolving the problem. They work together on the problem 
of the lost income and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order 
to establish a binding resolution of the issue of damages.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identifia and empathize-with each otherpercave 
the imperson^ cotUe^ betweai tb w  jppsthms, pursue the dispute through a formal 
negotiations procedure. These two personscoateshiig students create two 
committees for adversarial bargaining. Nash and Strachan each engage the 
services of a different Student Association Ombudsman who acts as their agent, 
and with that agent each forms a bargaining committee of two. Each committee 
prepares their position, and presents that position together with explanation, 
support and argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about the 
damages for lost income through persuasion, compromise and/or mutual 
accommodation.

1 2  3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathizr with each 
otherpertxive the mÿmxmal contest between their positions, pursue the 
dispute through a tbrmal legal proceeding in court These two 
persortsccmteâing submit their claims to Small Claims Court,
where a Magistrate hears the facts of the case, hears argument from both, 
and makes a binding ruling on the matter of the damages. Nash and 
Strachan will meet in court and engage in a legal dispute in order for a 
Magistrate to establish a binding resolution on the issue of damages for 
lost income.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 2.

Two ststersunacquaintedwomea are very eloseiequired to determine the aliocatimof 
mbaited items b ^ e e n  them, and identi^rwith each other in almost every wayno directûm 
provicfed fitantbewiU cfthe diBceased. They are required to determine the allocation of 
inherited items between them, with no direction provided from the will of  the deceased 
parents: The items to be divided are loaded with emotional significance for each 
sisterinheritor, and not easily divisible. Eadt inberitw expresses disccxn&rt wifii the iætie, 
daiming "No one hopes to be faced widt a situation like tbis. Each sister expresses 
diseoinfert with the issuer claiming "We had hoped never to be faced withXÎHS is a situation 
tike thisconqjetitive wwld. We understand what eaehhave contesdng claims as mbeiitors of 
us feelssomeone’s last will and testament” Each claims their position as an inheritor

It is terribly hard to make decisions about each other*s~feelmgy.**
Background;
Elizabeth and Judy are close sisters and havestrangers toeach other, but some months ago 
experienced the loss of both parcntsa mutual benefector due to a tragic car accident. 
Uioderstandmg that their nmtaal benefactor has lefi a WOl that makes them cmnpetitors for 
partictdaritonsfirmnthe estate, they are foced with the dilemma of fiilfillihg their 
g)g)ectati(ms about the inherittmce in the face ofstxne stranger’s claims for the same 
property. Always-d ose to one another during eltildhoodW fo the formalities of the fim^al 
belfotdthan, the sisters have come togetheras adults for the mutual emotional-support they 
givÆIizabeth and get fiom-one another Judy are now faced widi the task o f detennining vA st 
to do abcatt the estate ofthe dieceased persmi.
With-the  formalities of the funerals behind them, tlie sisters arc now faced with-the task of 
determining what to doThe benefactca- had established a legal Will And Testanrail about the 
estatedisposition of the deceased parentshis estate, and the executor o f the estate has 
provi&d for a  distribution bf mdnetaiy assets.
The parents had established a legalHowever, the Will And Testament about-tfae disposition 
of  their  estate,directed the two inherited to divide the cmisiderable nunfoor ofpersonW 
hdusdtold items "howsoeverElrmbt^ and the executor of  the estate has provided for a 
distribution of monetary assets of  the parentsJudysee fit, biased oh their IdgitmWe claims to 
particular items. TIowever, the Will directed the sisters to divide the considerable ntnnber 
of personalThese household items "howsoeverhave strong enwtioual stgnificariqe to both 
Elizabeth and Judy-sce-% as W # WMvmg w n ^  inOitetary vËtfo as WeB.—
These household items have strong emotional significance to both sisters, as well as
having considerable monetary value as well
Dispute:
Elizabeth and Judy each empathizew itfa what the other feels;botb waid a surprising outnber 
of the same items, and there is no agreement cm ownershfo of th o »  d ilu ted  itoms. Bdih 
E ltzab^  and strongly identifies with the other individualJudy are ^ a r e  of the iu^jasonal 
coûtât between them as irAWtors. Doth want a surprising number of  the same items, 
however; and thcrcEachbeliieves her pc^tibn is no agreement on ownership of those 
disputed items, the most legitimate argument in the nmtter o f which it%hs in dispute slwuld 
be allotted to whmn. They dtMpee over a significant number o f valuable items.
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There are a number ofpossible ways o f  resolving the dispute. We would Ukeyou to 
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how “fa ir” and “ju st” you consider the procedure as it is apptied 
to the dispute between Elizabeth and Judy.
SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Solve

Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identify and empathize with each otherpereeive 
the inçersonal cœüe^ b^ween tfeir poaticais, pursue the issue of dividing the 
inheritance throu^ a joint problem-solving procedure. These two 
personscoatésting inheritors sit down together as a single team with the mutual goal 
of resolving the problem. They work together on the problem of the inheritance’s 
division and will engage in person-to-person discussion in order to establish a 
binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at ail Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Elizabeth and Judy, who stronglyidenti^ and empathize with each 
otherpereeive the HiçersoDai contest between t l ^  posrticMs, pursue the 
division of the inheritance through a formal negotiations procedure.
These two personsceartesting inheritors create two committees for 
adversarial bargaining. Elizabeth and Judy each engage the services of a 
dififerent advocate who acts as their agent, and with that agent each forms 
a bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their position, 
and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the division of the inheritance through persuasion, compromise, and/or 
mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Elizabeth and Judy, who strongly identi^ and empathize with each 
otherpereeive the m$eisoaW contest b#wBim th«Â: positi(^ pursue the 
division of the inheritance through a formal legal proceeding with the 
Executor. These two personscdnteshi^ inheritors submit their claims to 
the Executor, who hears the facts of the case, hears arguments from both, 
and makes a binding ruling on the matter of the inheritance’s division.
Elizabeth and Judy will meet in the Executor’s office and engage in a 
legal dispute in order for the Executor to establish a binding resolution on 
the issue of the division of the inheritance.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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CASE 3.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are e ^ b  working parents of single parents a preschool 
childrendiild. They are very close friends, and identic with each otherb t feeir fttteinpteto 
ptovitk cate &r their c^ldrea tb ^  coh&ont hmited resources in almost every  waytbe 
(xmmunity. -Each womanparent is seeking to admit her child to a community child care 
facility, but the facility has room to admit only one child. Both parents require that their 
child secure adequate care in order for the parent to work and provide necessary income for 
the family. Fisher and Pearce both wantare (xanpetmg for the last available space at the only 
child care facility they find adequate. Only one child can be admitted. Fisher and Pearce 
have been noted as saying, "Child careChildcare spaces are very scarccccxnpetitive in this 
community. Personal needs have to be-the determining factor in the allocation of such 
scareeSihjgle parettfs have limited resources ætd lew options, and as responsible parents and 
providers for foe famfiy we have legitimate clahn for chiltteare space.**. Each of us wants 
and needs the child care space." Each parent claims the same level of  need. Eaehparan 
daims#em(Mtfogtiin^cl8h&

Badi^nwind:

M bnd^ through Friday, eight a.m. to f iw  p.m. in dmmtowp offices 
Fisher and Pearce-are each a single parent of  a young preschool child-and work full-time, 
Monday through Friday, eight a.m. to four  p .m. in downtown ofiiees: Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent fiiends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close and feel they share each other’s emotionsdo not know one anotbar, 
but nevertheless they are boththey are applying to the same community child care facility for 
admission of their children.
There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are tryingcomp^mg for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.

Dispute:
Fisher and Pearce each empathize with- what the other feelsare awape foe inrpierscmal 
cmfoàt bctMwen t h ^ ,  and strongly identifies with the other individtialas tytgkingsip^ 
parents ihtfomp^iticm j^dhiWci^^ ̂ tace in ah acceptAle Each parent wants the
last childcare space at Noah’s, however, and there is no agreement on how to resolve the 
matter.

believes her poshim  is the nfost l^ ithnste a rg u en t in the m a t^  o i the child 
placement They disagree whidt parent shottld be g ^ tèd : the space:
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There are a number ofpossible w(^s o f  resolving the dispute. We would Ukeyou to  
review each ofthefollow ing scenarios, and assess that particular means o f  resolving the 
dispute by evaluating how 'fa ir” and "Just” you consider the procedure as it is applied 
to the dispute between Fisher and Pearce 
SCENARIO A: Discussion - Joint Problem-Solve

Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identi ^  and empathize with each 
otherpercdvë die contest between dieirpositions, pursue the
issue of which child should be placed in Noah’s Child Care Facility 
through a joint problem-solving procedure. These two personscootestfng 
mcHhers sit down together as a single team with the mutual goal of 
resolving the problem. They work together on the problem of the 
childcare placement and will engage in person-to-person discussion in 
order to establish a binding resolution of the issue.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO B: Bargaining - Negotiate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identic  and empathize with each 
otherpereeive the mçérsonal contest b e tw ^  tbetr positions, pursue the 
placement of the child in Noah’s Child Care Facility through a formal 
negotiations procedure. These two personscorrtesting mothers create two 
committees for adversarial bargaining. Fisher and Pearce each engage the 
services of an advocate who acts as their agent, and with that agent each 
forms a bargaining committee of two. Each committee prepares their 
position, and presents that position together with explanation, support and 
argument to the other committee during a formal process of adversarial 
bargaining. The two committees will bargain a binding resolution about 
the placement in the childcare space through persuasion, compromise, 
and/or mutual accommodation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair

SCENARIO C: A Third-party Judge - Adjudicate
Fisher and Pearce, who strongly identic and empathize with each 
otherpereeive the tmp&sonal c o iit^  l?etwe^ pursue the
placement of the child through a formal proc%ding with the Director of 
the Child Care Facility. These two pcrsonscdate^giru^hm  submit 
their claims to the Director, who hears the facts of the case, hears 
arguments from both, and makes a binding ruling on the matter of the 
child placement. Fisher and Pearce will meet in the Director’s office and 
engage in a formal hearing in order for the Director to establish a binding 
resolution on the issue of the placement of the child.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not at all Very
Fair Fair
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APPENDIX C

STUDY THREE CONFLICT SCENARIOS

Key to identification of stimulus materials:

Note 1. The first questionnaire is a complete questionnaire, establishing 
the manipulations of the IDENTITY, DOMINANT RELATION 
manipulation and presenting all o f the dependent variables. 
Subsequent questionnaires are presented in abbreviated form, 
omitting the directions and dependent variables (they were the same 
in all questionnaires).

Note 2. The manipulations of relationship characteristics are identified by 
the highlighted sections of questionnaires subsequent to the 
identity-person questionnaire. The strike-outs show the identity, 
dominant relation manipulations; the greyed “highlights” show the 
manipulations for other relationship conditions, as indicated by the 
condition “key”.

Note 3. The key for conditions is presented at the top right comer of all 
pages. Conflicts are identified as IR (Identity, Dominant Relation), 
IP (Identity, Dominant Process), UR (Unit, Dominant Relation),
UP (Unit, Dominant Process), NR (Nonunit, Dominant Relation), 
or NP (Nonunit, Dominant Process).

Note 4. The order of presentation of conflicts was constant across
conditions, but the order of presentation of dependent variables 
varied. Appendix C presents only one order.
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DIRECTIONS:

The following is a  questionnaire designed to assess your 
perceptions o f fairness and justice.

On the following pages there are two cases presented, each 
case describing a conflict event. A brief overview o f the 
case is given in the first paragraph, then the background to 
the conflict is presented as a brief summary of the dispute is 
outlined, then some guidelines for the resolution o f the 
dispute are presented . On the pages following each case 
are a series of questions to which you are asked to respond.

You are asked to read each case, and to respond to the 
questions asked by choosing the one best number on each 
rating scale.

Please indicate your responses on this booklet by circling 
the appropriate response.

Thank you for your participation.
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close, and identify with each other in almost every way.
Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because of the actions of Strachan.
Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is unable to make it up. Nash 
seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that this is an awful situation. 
We understand what the other feels, but we have divergent goals on the matter of the rent." 
The rent has to be paid.

Background:

Nash and Strachan are close friends and roommates. Both are enrolled in a graduate 
program at the University: Nash studying Sociology, Strachan studying Anthropology. 
Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this party, Strachan 
served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents' house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then proceeded to 
pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail floated out of 
the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of decomposition, and in 
consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already consumed, Nash suffered 
from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friend Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan should 
assume Nash's portion of that month's rent represented by Nash's lost income. Strachan 
doesn’t think so.

Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize with each other, must see to it that 
they get what they deserve, and get what they are entitled to by virtue of the kind of people 
they are.

Nash and Strachan are focused on the type of relations each of them has with the other. In 
the issue of who is entitled to how much of the lost rent money, each considers “who” the 
other is, in terms of his personal attributes and individual character, given the particular 
arrangements between the two.
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There are a number o f  possible outcomes to this issue th at can resolve the dispute. We 
would Ukeyou to review each ofthefollow ing, and assess that particular means o f  
resolving the dispute by evaluating how “fair"  and “ju s t” you consider the proceÂire as 
it is applied to the dispute between Nash and Strachan.
Circle the number that best represents yourjudgm ent, where “N ot A t A ll Fair” = 1, and 
“Very Fair" =  7.

1. NASH SELF-SACRIFICES AND INSISTS THAT STRACHAN’S NEEDS BE 
MET. Nash recognizes this is a “no-win” situation where, in order to get what he wants, he 
must hurt Strachan. He decides to find some way to make up the money himself, and lake 
pleasure out of Strachan’s pleasure and gratification.

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
2. NASH DETERMINES HOW TO SECURE THE MONEY FOR RENT IN A 
WAY THAT IS THE MOST BENEFICIAL FOR BOTH HE AND STRACHAN. 
Nash figures out how much each can afford to pay toward the needed rent, and how much 
Strachan can afibrd to pay. Both individuals sacrifice some of their interests so the rent can 
be paid.

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
3. NASH DEVISES A FRIENDLY CONTEST BETWEEN HIMSELF AND 
STRACHAN WHERE THE PRIZE IS THE VALUE OF THE MISSING RENT.
Nash and Strachan each brew some home-made beer, and have a party where their fiiends 
rate the beer for its quality. The one who makes the best beer is the winner of the beer- 
brewing contest, and at the party is awarded the prize of the rent money by the loser.

Not At All Fair 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
4. NASH ACTS ON THE BASIS OF “JUSTIFIED SELF-INTEREST”. The desired 
rent money is the dominant consideration, and Nash and Strachan feel entitled to act on their 
own behalf without particular regard for consequences to one another. They engage in an 
impersonal contest based on the rights and obligations of each party. Whoever can justify 
their position’s case and use established rules of liability will be persuasive in determining 
the payment of damages.

Not At All Fair 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
5. NASH “MGHTS” WITH STRACHAN OVER THE LOST RENT. Strachan stands 
in Nash’s way of obtaining the desired rent money. Nash attempts to establish his 
superiority over Strachan. Whoever wins the fight is the winner (and the loser pays the lost 
rent money).

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
6. NASH ENGAGES IN A LEGAL CONTEST WITH STRACHAN OVER THE 
LOST RENT. Nash seeks legally sanctioned power in order to contest the issue of the lost 
rent money. Nash is concerned with gaining sufficient legal power to dominate the issue and 
win the payment of damages firom Strachan.

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
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In whose hands should the process o f  resolving the dispute be placed? Should the way 
the dispute is resolved be placed under the control ofN ash and Strachan? O r should 
the way the dispute is resolved be under the control o f  an independent, objective third- 
party?

Circle the number that best represents yourJudgment, where “N ot A t A ll Fair" = I, and  
“Very Fair" = 7.

1. Nash and Strachan Control over the way they resolve the dispute;

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair

2. Third-Party Control over the way the dispute is resolved:

Not At All Fair 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 Verv Fair

Who should be the fin a l authority in deciding on the actual amount o f  money either 
should pay? Should Nash and Strachan have the decision control to  judge what is the 
fa ir andfinal distribution o f the damages? Or should thefinal decision be under the 
control o f  an independent, objective third-party?

Circle the number that best represents yourjudgm ent, where “Not A t A ll Fair" = I, and  
“Very Fair" = 7.

1. Nash and Strachan Control over the final decision;

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair

2. Third-Party Control over the final decision;

Not At All Fair 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
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CASE 2.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are working parents of single preschool children. They are very 
close friends, and identify with each other in almost every way. Each woman is seeking to 
admit her child to a community child care facility, but the facility has room to admit only one 
child. Both require that their child secure adequate care in order for the parent to work and 
provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both want the last available 
space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child can be admitted. 
Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very scarce in this 
community. We understand that personal needs have to be the determining factor in the 
allocation of such scarce resources, but we have divergent goals on the matter of which child 
gets placed. Each of us wants and needs the child care space." Each parent claims the same 
level of need.

Background:

Fisher and Pearce are each a single parent of a young preschool child and work full-time, 
Monday through Friday, eight a.m. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent friends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close and feel they share each other’s emotions, but nevertheless they 
are both applying to the same community child care facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are trying for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.

Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Fisher and Pearce, who each empathize with what the other feels and strongly identifies with 
the other individual, must see to it that they get what they deserve, and get what they are 
entitled to by virtue of the kind of people they are.

Fisher and Pearce are focused on the type of relations each of them has with the other. In 
deciding who is entitled to the child care space, each considers “who” the other is, in terms 
of her personal attributes and individual character, given the particular relationship between 
the two.
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There are a number o f possible outcom es to this issue that can resolve the dispute. H'e 
would Ukeyou to review each o f  thefollowing, and assess that particular m eans o f  
resolving the dispute by evaluating how “fa ir"  and “ju s t” you consider the procedure as 
it is applied to the dispute between Fisher and Pearce.
Circle the number that best represents yourJudgment, where “Not A t AU Fair” = I, and  
“Very Fair” = 7.

1. FISHER SELF-SACRIFICES AND INSISTS THAT PEARCE’S NEEDS BE 
MET. Fisher recognizes this is a “no-win” situation where, in order to get what she wants, 
she must hurt Pearce. She decides to find some way to find her own child care somewhere 
else, and take pleasure out of Pearce’s pleasure and gratification.

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
2. FISHER DETERMINES HOW TO LOOK AFTER THE CHILDREN IN A WAY 
THAT IS THE MOST BENEFICIAL FOR BOTH HER AND PEARCE. Fisher 
figures out how much each can make alternate arrangements for different periods during the 
week, even though this will mean additional cost and hassle for each. Both individuals 
sacrifice some of their interests so the children can both be placed in the facility.

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
3. FISHER DEVISES A FRIENDLY CONTEST BETWEEN HERSELF AND 
PEARCE WHERE THE PRIZE IS THE PLACEMENT OF ONE CHILD IN THE 
CENTRE. Fisher and Pearce each try to sell rafile tickets for the Noah’s Ark Care Facility. 
The one who sells the most tickets is the winner, and the winner is awarded the placement of 
her child in the facility.

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
4. FISHER ACTS ON THE BASIS OF “JUSTIFIED SELF-INTEREST”. The 
desired child care space is the dominant consideration, and Fisher and Pearce feel entitled to 
act on their own behalf without particular regard for consequences to one another. They 
engage in an impersonal contest based on the rights and obligations of each party. Whoever 
can justify their position’s case and use established rules of entitlement will be persuasive in 
determining the placement of the child.

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
5. FISHER “FIGHTS” WITH PEARCE OVER THE SPACE. Pearce stands in 
Fisher’s way of obtaining the desired child care placement. Fisher attempts to establish her 
superiority over Pearce. Whoever wins the fight is the winner (and the loser loses her right 
to the child care space).

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
6. nSHER ENGAGES IN A LEGAL CONTEST WITH PEARCE OVER THE 
SPACE. Fisher seeks legally sanctioned power in order to contest the issue of the child care 
space. Fisher is concerned with gaining sufficient legal power to dominate the issue and win 
the placement of her child over Pearce.

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
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In whose hands should the process o f  resolving the dispute be placed? Should the w(q> 
the dispute is resolved be placed under the control o f  Fisher and Pearce? Or should the 
way the dispute is resolved be under the control o f  an independent, objective third-party?

Circle the number that best represents your judgment, where “N ot A t A ll Fair” = 1, and 
“Very Fair" = 7.

1. Fisher and Pearce Control over the way they resolve the dispute;

Not At All Fair I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair

2. Third-Party Control over the way the dispute is resolved:

Not At All Fair 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair

Who should be thefinal authority in deciding on the actual placem ent o f  the child? 
Should Fisher and Pearce have the decision control to judge what is the fa ir  andfinal 
placement o f  the child? Or should the fin a l decision be under the control o f  an 
independent, objective third-party?

Circle the number that best represents your judgm ent, where “N ot A t AU. Fair” = 1, and 
“Very Fair” = 7.

1. Fisher and Pearce Control over the final decision:

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair

2. Third-Party Control over the final decision:

Not At All Fair 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Fair
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close fiiends, and identify with eachthe other as a fiienrf in 
almost every way. Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because of the 
actions of Strachan. Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is unable 
to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that this is 
an awful situation. We cKi imderstand what the other fcelsafrfend would feel, but we have 
divergent goals on the matter of the rent.” The rent has to be paid.

Background:

Nash and Strachan are close fiiends-and, roommate^ and fellow studous. Both are enrolled

Anthropology. Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this 
party, Strachan served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents' house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then proceeded to 
pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail floated out of 
the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of decomposition, and in 
consequences of the impurities in the beer wfiich Nash had already consumed, Nash suffered 
from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friend Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan should 
assume Nash's portion of that month's rent represented by Nash's lost income. Strachan 
doesn’t think so.
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Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize with each etherwlth tfietr roles as 
rocanmates, rmtsteaa see to it that they get what they deserve,-and get-what-they are entitled 
to -by virtue of  die- kind-of people they are.

Nash and Strachan are focused on the type-of  relations each of  them has wi th the 
othcrthsmselves in the otter’s ppsitusu T h ^  mast detemnne how ttey can resolve the 
problem. In thetssue of who is entitled to how much oFthe lost rent-money, eaetr considers 
“who" the other is, in terms of his personaPattribntcsNaA and individual character, given 
the particular arrangements between the two.

Strachan are a number of possible outcomes tofocosed c® 6 e  process of resdlving this issue 
that can resolve the dispute. T h ^  s n  wrapped up with da«minii% "how’’ they are going to 
solve dûs problem.

himself in positional or impersonal terms, as participants hr a process desigied to 
accomplish the given end of restwng the lost rent money.

Nash and Strachan must detemnne how ttey can resolve the problem. Thqr work on the 
problan of 6 e  lost income and try to determine \riiat they are goingtodo.
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CASE 2-

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are working parents of single preschool children. They are very 
close friends, andbotfa identify with eachthe other as a wo^tmg parent in almost every way. 
Each woman is seeking to admit her child to a community child care facility, but the facility 
has room to admit only one child. Both require that their child secure adequate care in order 
for the parent to work and provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both 
want the last available space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child 
can be admitted. Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very 
scarce in this communify. We imderstand that personalSi^ C  parent needs have to be the 
determining factor in the allocation of such scarce resources, but we have divergent- goals on 
the matter of which child gets-placed. Each of us wants and needs the child care space."
Each parent claims the same level of need.

Background:

Fisher and Pearce are each a single parent of a young preschool child and work full-time, 
Monday through Friday, eight a.m. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent friends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very  close  and feel they share each other ’s emotionsstnao^ÿ idatfify with the 
poritim sin^e parenk in sociefy, but nevertheless they are both applying to the same 
community child care facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are trying for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.

Guiding Orientations for Resolution of  the Dispute:

Each parcnt wards care space at Noàh’s, who each empathize with what the
other feels and strongly identifies  with the other individual, must see to it that they -get what 
they deserve, and get what they are entitled to by virtue of the kind of people they are.

Fisher and Pearce are focosedand there is no agceemrat on the type of  relations each of  them
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Fis&er and Peanæ eacli unde t^a^  a angle paitnt would feel in this circumstance, am 
can see themselves in the other’s  position. In deciding who is entitled to the child care 
space, each considers “who” the other is, in tenus o ffaer personal attributes-and individual 
character, given the particular relationship between the twoTbq^ must detennme how 6ey 
can resolve the problem.

Fiidier and Pearce are focused on the process of resolvmg the d i^ te .  Ttey are wrapped 
up with determining “how” they we going to solve this ineblem.

in positional w  impersonal t«ms. as participants in a process designed to accomplW* the 
given end of {nxmdtng a parent with dtOd care.

Fiîher and Pearce must determine how th ^  can resolve the ^ b le m . They work on the 
problem of the bst income and try to determine what they are going to do
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close.-and identifyAvith each other in almost every waypetscoiai 
fiiends and roommates. Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because of the 
actions of Strachan. Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is unable 
to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that this is 
an awful situation. We understand what-the other feels, but we have divergent goals on tlie 
matter e f  the rent.-" ■ The rent has-to be  paid.

Background;

Nash and Strachan are elose-friends andas well as roommates. We bel<»)g together, and 
rdate to one another on a personal basis, but we have (hvogent goals c® the matter of fee 
rent.” The rent has to be paid

Bacl^round;

Nash and Stradban are posonal friends and roommates. Both are enrolled in a graduate 
program at the University: Nash studying Sociology, Strachan studying Anthropology.- 
Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this party, Strachan 
served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents’ house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then proceeded to 
pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail floated out of 
the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of decomposition, and in 
consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already consumed, Nash suffered 
from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his dosepersonal friend Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan 
should assume Nash's portion of that month’s rent represented by Nash’s lost income. 
Strachan doesn’t think so.
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Guiding Orientations for Resoiution of the Dispute:

Nash and Strachan, who strongly identi^ and empathize with each othertemam ni aftiaid  
rdattonship, must see to it that they get what they deserve, and get what they are entitled to 
by virtue of the kind of people they are.

Nash and Strachan are focused on the type of relations each of them has with the other. In 
the issue ofdecidiog who is entitled to how much of the lost rent money, each considers 
“who” the other is, in terms of his personal attributes and individual character, given the 
particular arrangements between the two.
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CASE 2.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are each working parents of single parœts of a preschool 
ehildrendUld. They are very close hiendsboth belmg to tW same ccmmtunhy orgmuzattoh 
designed to foster role ctf wt»kmg parents, and identifif withhavecometo faww each
other in almost every wayperstmaDy. Thqf have bectKoe fiiends. Each woman is seeking to 
admit her child to a community child care facility, but the facility has room to admit only one 
child. Both require that their child secure adequate care in order for the parent to work and 
provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both want the last available 
space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child can be admitted. 
Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very scarce in this 
community. We understand that personalA amgle parents tmiqne needs have to be the 
determining factor in the allocation of such scarce resources,” Ksher and Pearoe remaifl as 
fiiends, but we have  divergent goals onboth mtfivrdaals wart and need the matter of  which 
child gets placcdcare  space. Each of  us wants and needsperstm claims the same level of 
need.

Bacbground:

Fisher and Pearce are single parents o f a  young preschool child care space, "and work 
fiitl-time, Monday th rong  Frid^, eight a.m. to four pm. in downtown offices. Each parent 
claims the same level of  need.

Background:

Fisher and Pearce are each-a single parent of  a young preschool child-and work full-time; 
Monday through-Friday, eight a.m. to four p.nt i n  downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent friends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close -and feel they share each other’s emotionsboth mèhdwts cdtlte 
smne commtmity sm ÿe pmhnts advocacy but nevertfaelessand are «jranntted: to
staying a» fiieiK is within thtd gttwp. N ^  they are both applying to the same
community child care facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah’s selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are trying for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.
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Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Fisher and Pearce, who each empathize with what the other feels and strongly identifies with 
the other individtialremain in a Mend relationship, must see to it that they get what they 
deserve, and get what they are entitled to by virtue of the kind of people they are.

Fisher and Pearce are focused on the type of relations each of them has with the other. In 
deciding who is entitled to the child care space, each considers “who” the other is, in terms 
of her personal attributes and individual character, given the particular relationship between 
the two?
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close, and identifi^th  each other in almost every 
wayroomnjates, joint co-signescs to their a p a r t^ ^  leaser and feltow graduate studoits. 
Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because of the actions of Strachan.
Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is unable to make it up. Nash 
seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both agree that this is an awful situation. 
We urrderstattd what the other feels, buhwc have-divergent goalsace nxHnmates, but on the 
matter of the rent ” The we have cfiverging interests.. We are bound tog^her in our 
reli^KtnsMp, but the rent has to be paid”

Background;

Nash and Strachan are close friendsroommates and rxwrrnrratestogjether respoisible fbr the 
lease at their ̂ artroent Both are enrolled in a graduate program at the University: Nash 
studying Sociology, Strachan studying Anthropology. Strachan recently held a graduate 
student party attended by Nash. At this party, Strachan served home brewed beer he had 
bottled at his parents' house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass; Nash then proceeded to 
pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass when the snail floated out of 
the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of decomposition, and in 
consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already consumed, Nash suffered 
from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being imable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friendroeatanate Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan 
should assume Nash's portion of that month's rent represented by Nash's lost income.
Strachan doesn’t think so.
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Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Nash and Strachan, who strongly identify and empathize-with each other, must nanam in a 
rommtate. Theyeaa^ see to it that they get what they deserve, and get what they  are entitled 
to by virtue of the kinddteinsetws as equivalent in their roies as tenants and as shufents vdtb 
have to work (hr their expenses, and have a real sense of people they are.

Nash and Straehart are focused on the type of  relations each oPT)el<Maginffle8s" that they 
share between them has with the other. In the issue of who is entitled toTiwÿ tnust ttoêrmiae 
how much of thedost rent money, each considers “who” the other is, in terms of  his personal 
attributes-and individual character, given the particular arrangements between the twothcy 
can resolve the probtem.

Nash and Stradum ate focused on the piocess o f resolvmg this dispute. They are wrapped 
up with ddermining “how” they are going to solve this problsn.

fit acconçlishing the task of figuring out how the missingrent will be paid, eadt perceives 
himself in positional w  imperscmal terns, as participants in a process desigKd to

Nash and Stradhan nmst determine how they can resolve the ̂ woblem. They woric die 
problem of the lost incooK and try to determine what are grmg to do.
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CASE 2.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are working parents of  single par«ats of a preschool 
childrenchild. They are very close friends-, and identi^ with each other tn- almost every 
wayhotk belong to a communié wgamzfdion designed to Aster the role o f wodcing parents. 
Each woman is seeking to admit her child to a communia child care facility, but the facility 
has room to admit only one child Both require that their child secure adequate care in order 
for the parent to work and provide necessary income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both 
want the last available space at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child 
can be admitted. Fisher and Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very 
scarce in this community. We understand that personal needs have to be the dctermiuing 
factor in the allocation of  such scarce resources, bulAs  s m ^  parents m the satiiB social 
ffvüp  we have divergent goals on the matter of which child gctsp laccdrecognize that needs 
have to be the deterrmnmg factor in ÜK allocation of such scarce resources. Each of us 
wants and needs the child care space.-” Each parent claims the same level of need.

Background:

Filter and Pearce are single parents of a young preschool child and wc^k All-time, Monday 
through Frid^, eight a m. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Each parent claims the same 
level of-need:

Background:

Fisher and Pearce are each a single parent of  a young preschool child and-work All-time, 
Monday through Friday, e i^ l  a.m. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent friends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close and Feel they share each other ’s emotionsboth meiabgs 
cotnmuni^ sing^ parents advocacy grotq), but neverlhelessgpd are ponWttCd to tW  group 
as members in good standing. Nevertheleæ they are both applying to the same community 
child care facility for admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are trying for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.
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Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Fisher and 1
other feels and strongly identifies with-the-othcr individual; must see to it that they get what

équivalait in tlieur roles as^gleipareids and get-wfaat they are entitled ta  by virtue of  the 
kind of people they-are.

Fisher and Pearee are focused on the type-of  relations each ofhave a  real SMSe of 
•^bdlcpgiBgness” that t e y  ahare between them has with the other. In deciding who is entitled 
to the child care space, each eonsidery “who” thetither is, in terms of  her personal attributes 
and-individual character, given the partietriar relationship between the twoT b^ must 
doernune how they can resolve the problem.

FiAer and Pearce are focused on the i»ocess of resolvmg the d ilu te . Tha^ are wrapped 
up with daennining “ how” diey are going to solve this problOiL

In accrxnplishmg the task of figuring out whkh child wiH be placed, eadh perceives herself 
in positional tm imperscmal terms, as participants in a process desigied to accomplish dm 
gven end of {noviding a parent with child care;

Fisher and Pearce must determine how tbQr can resolve the problem. They work on the 
problem of the lost income and try to determine what they are going to do.
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Nash and Strachan are very close; and identify with each otherpersdaal ctHnpethors in

miss ten days of work because of the actions of Strachan. Nash requires the income 
provided by the part-time job, and is unable to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of the lost 
wages, asserting, "We-both agree -that-thisThis is an awfiiPsitoationa ccmpetitive world. We 
understand what the other  feels, but weStrachiap and I have divergent goals on the matter 
ofermtesting in' 
has to be paid.’

Background;

Nash and Strachan are close friends and roommateshigjt^ competitive^ both acatfemicaUy 
mtd personal^. Doth-areEaeh is enrolled in a graduate program at the University: Nash 
studying Sociology, Strachan studying Anthropology. This progmnt assigje grades “a t  the 
OJFve” so there can o iy  be a te  top student Each wants to be the top stttdent, and as 
perstmal contestants are repeatedly thrown together in congxtibcm fbr academic, scholarship 
and career-placement hcHiors. This competition has carried over into their personal lives.

Strachan recently held a graduate student party attended by Nash. At this party, Strachan 
served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents’ house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass;-Nash-then. When 
Hash proceeded to pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass-whcn, the 
snail floated out of the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of 
decomposition, and in consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already 
consumed, Nash suffered from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.

Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friendctp ip c ti^  Strachan to be liable for those damages, claiming Strachan 
should assume Nash’s portion of that month's rent represented by Nash’s lost income. 
Strachan doesn’t think so.
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Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Nash and Strachan, who strongly identi c  and empathize with each other, are aware crftfeeir

are aware 1
They disagree how dte damages c ^ lt^  mcome should be accounted and must see to it 
that they get what they deserve, and get what they are entitled to by virtue of the kind of 
people they are.

Nash and Strachan are focused on the type of relations each of them has with the other. In 
the issue o^ dding who is entitled to how much of the lost rent money, each considers 
“who” the other is, in terms of his personal attributes and individual character, given the 
particular arrangements between the two.
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CASE 2.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are e ^ h  working parents of  single paiW s of à preschool 
childrenchild. They are very close friendsdiave «>htestmg personal mtefests and identic 
with each other  in-almost eveiy waypersonal differences related to fiieir daim fi» a  child care 
space ft» their cbddren. Each woman is seeking to admit her child to a community child 
care facility, but the facility has room to admit only one child. Both individuals require that 
their child secure adequate care in order for the parent to work and provide necessary 
income for the family. Fisher and Pearce both wantare ccanpetmg fi)f the last available space 
at the only child care facility they find adequate. Only one child can be admitted. Fisher and 
Pearce have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very scarcecoii^pditive in this 
community. We understand that personalPersOnat needs have to be the determining factor in 
the allocation of such scarce resourcesrbut we-have divergent goals-on the matter of which 
child gets placed. Each of us wants and necdas m comgeddon with thé other peram fi» the 
child care space.-” Each perse» claims: the tnosf need

BsKt^round;

Monday through Friday, eight ajn. to four p  in. in downtown offices.-Eaeh parent claims the 
same level of  need.

Background:

Fisher and Pearee-are each a single parent of a young preschool child and work fulhtime, 
Monday through-Friday, eight a m. to (bur p.m: in downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent fiiends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close and feel they share each other’s emotionsdpncd Ibaow oas anodis', 
but nevertheless they are botfatha^are applying to the same community child care facility for 
admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are tryingcomp^mg for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.
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Guiding Orientations for Resoiution of the Dispute:

Fisher and Pearce, who each empathize with what the-o(her feels ate awace of their personal 
differences and strongly-identifies with the otherpcrcd ve contestmg inteaiests in the clainuog 
c^the chüd care qxice. They are auwe that they have different personal argmnents rriiMcd 
to their individual ;ne '^^  and must see to it that they get what they deserve, and get what 
they are entitled to by virtue of the kind of people they are.

Fisher and Pearce are focused on the type of relations each of them has with the other. In 
deciding who is entitled to the child care space, each considers “who” the other is, in terms 
of her personal attributes and individual character, given the particular relationship between 
the two.
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CASE 1.

Nash and Strachan are very close, and identify^th  each otherctaiqWtitive stndents in almost 
every waygradttate sx&ool. Recently, Nash was forced to miss ten days of work because of 
the actions of Strachan. Nash requires the income provided by the part-time job, and is 
unable to make it up. Nash seeks restitution of the lost wages, asserting, "We both-agrce 
that thisThis is an awful situationa con^wtitive World. We understand what the other 
fedsShttfents have limited rescaiFces, btttand as students we have divergent goals on-the 
mattcrclaiims of the rentreal need.” The rent has to be paidEacb claims their position as a 
studait warrants the most legitimate need.
Background:

Nash-and Strachan arc close friends and roommates. Doth are enrolled in a graduate 
program atBut the University: Nash -studying Sociologyrent has to be paid.

Background:
Nash and Stradiaa am highly cotimetitive in their roles as students, Strachan studying 
Anthropologyea<^ bemg chosen to repreisent their area of sttidy. Strachan recently held a 
graduatcEach student party attended byis enrolled in a graihiate progam at the Univcrsaly: 
Nash studying Sociology, Snachan stmfying Anthrqralt^. The gaduate stmool assigns 
gades “on the cttrve^ so diere can onfy be one top student in the Social Science program. 
Nash md Strachan rqiresent the top students in their areas and as ae a  representatives are 
r^eatedly thrown together as ««.testants for acatfemic, sdiolarship andcareo'-placement 
honors
Nash and Strad&an were unacquainted with one another, other than seeing each other on^ as 
distant competitors, until they met Sac the &st time at a graduate student par^ held by 
Strachan. At this party, Strachan served home brewed beer he had bottled at his parents' 
house.

During the course of the party, Nash was given and drank a bottle of beer bottled by 
Strachan. The bottle contained the decomposed remains of a snail which were not, and 
could not be, detected until the greater part of the contents of the bottle had been consumed. 
Nash poured some of the beer into a glass and drank the entire glass: Nash them When 
Nash proceeded to pour the remainder of the contents of the bottle into the glass-whcn, the 
snail floated out of the bottle. As a result of the nauseating sight of the snail in its state of 
decomposition, and in consequences of the impurities in the beer which Nash had already 
consumed, Nash suffered from shock and severe gastro-enteritis.
Nash is seeking damages that resulted from this experience. As a result of his reaction to the 
contaminated drink, Nash was unable to work at his part-time job as a tutor and is in danger 
of being unable to pay his portion of the rent for that month. Nash was hospitalized for three 
days and unable to work for a further seven days because of recurrent bouts of nausea. Nash 
judges his close friend Strachanfhe host c f  tbe party and kew er a f  the bcpr (Strachan) to be 
liable for those damages, claiming Strachan should assume Nash’s portion of friatthe month's 
rent represented by Nash's lost income. Strachan doesn’t think so.
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Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Nash and Strachan, who strongly identi c  and empathize with each other, must-see to it that 
they get what they deserve, and get what they are entitled  to by virtue of the kind of people 
they are .-
Nasfa-and-Straehan are foeusedon the
ccffiAest 
haWK  ̂for lost income}.

over
can resolve the problrin. In the

issue of  who i s entitled to how mueh of  the lost rent money, eaeh considers “who” the other
is, in terms of  his personal attributesNWi and individual-oharaeter, given the particular 
arr angements between the twoiStrachaa are focused on ti»  process o f resolving this d i ^ t e .

They are yyrapped tq? with determitiing "how^ they are going to soive this prt^Ietn. 
fit acctOTphshmg the task of jggtnihg out Ik w  the rmssmg rent will he  paid» eadi perceives 
himself in positional or impersooal terms» as pmticipants in a process desired  to

Nash and Stradhan imjst detaraine how th ^  can resolw the {Hobletn. ThQf work on the 
problem of the tost income and try to determine what th ^  are gmng to do.
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CASE 2.

Ms. Fisher and Ms. Pearce are ewb working parents of  single paraWs of a preschool 
childrcndiild. They are-very close friends,t md identify- with eaeh otherih Àeir attempts to 
provifk care for tteir dhildim they confiront Ihhited resources in almost every waytbe 
ccanmunity. -Each womanparent is seeking to admit her child to a community child care 
facility, but the facility has room to admit only one child. Both parents require that their 
child secure adequate care in order for the parent to work and provide necessary income for 
the family. Fisher and Pearce both wantare ctxnpetmg for the last available space at the only 
child care facility they find adequate. Only one child can be admitted. Fisher and Pearce 
have been noted as saying, "Child care spaces are very scareccpmp^tiye in this community. 
We understand that personal needsS in ^  parents have to be the determining factor tn the 
allocation-of  such scarcefiinited resources and options, botand as responsible parents
and providers for the family we have divergent goals on the matter of which child gets 
pbtrâüegitnnate claim for Child care space. Each of us wants and needs the child care 
space.-* Each parent claims the most legitimate claim.

Baekgptwrnd:

bfondagr through Friday, ei^it a.m. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Eaeh parent claims the 
same level of  need.

Background:

Fisher and Pearce are each a single parenrof  a yotmg-presehool child and work full-time, 
Monday through Friday, eight a.m. to four p.m. in downtown offices. Both are 
single-income families and both require adequate child care facilities outside their homes as 
no available family or competent fiiends can mind their children on a reliable basis. Fisher 
and Pearce are very close and feel they share eaeh other’s emotionsdoirot know erne atiotber, 
but nevertheless they are boththey are applying to the same community child care facility for 
admission of their children.

There is only room for one more child in the Noah's Ark Child Care facility, and neither 
Fisher nor Pearce is aware of any other qualified child care where they would want to send 
their child. Noah's selects children according to simple capacity (licensed for twenty 
children) and on the basis of the personal, social and economic characteristics of the 
families. There are currently nineteen children at the child care facility. Fisher and Pearce 
are tryingcomp^ng for the last opening, and there are no expectations of further spaces.
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Guiding Orientations for Resolution of the Dispute:

Fisher and Pearce, who each empathize with what are aware of the other feels and strongly 
identifies with the other individual, must see to it that-they-get what they deserve, and get 
what-they are entitled to byvnlue of the kind of  people they are.

Fisher and Pearce are focused on the type of  relations each ofimpetSCTial (xmtest between 
them has with the other, as wcsiong magk parents m osnpetitioQ for Child care space at an 
acceptable focQity. They ntust dieterniine how they can resolve the problem. In deciding 
who is entitled to the child care space, each considers “who” the other is, in terms of  her 
personal attributesFisher and individual character, given the particular relationship between 
the-twoPearce are focused on the process of resolvmg the d ilu te.

They are wrapped whh detetmining “how” they are going to solve this problem.

at positional or impersonal terms, as participants in a process designed to accomphA the 
given «od of providii^ a parent with child care.

Fisher and Pearce mu^ determine how they can resolve the problem. Thqr work on the 
problem of foe lost income and try to determine what thqr are going to do.




